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Abstract
During the past decade, several new upper atmospheric phenomena associated w ith thun­
derstorm s have been discovered. The four main types of optical emissions are now called 
sprites, blue jets, elves, and halos. Sprites are primarily red and appear between 40-95 km 
altitude and last between 1-100 ms. The dom inant sprite emission is the m olecular nitrogen 
first positive band, a relatively low energy emission also observed in the red lower borders 
of aurorae. The to ta l optical energy ou tpu t of a bright sprite is on the order of 50 kJ. Based 
on spectral observations, the total vibrational and electronic energy deposited in molecular 
nitrogen and oxygen in the upper atm osphere is 250 M J-l GJ. Blue je ts  hist hundreds of 
milliseconds and span altitudes 15-40 km. Spectral observations of blue je ts  have not been 
obtained to date. Elves, the third type of observed optical emissions above thunderstorm s, 
are red emissions a t altitudes 75-95 km, lasting one millisecond or less. Elves and halos are 
sim ilar phenomena, but are distinct based on altitude and duration. Halos typically last 
3-6 ms and occur at lower altitudes than elves.
This dissertation describes the optical spectrum  of sprites obtained by the University of 
Alaska Fairbanks during summ er campaigns of 1995. 1996. and 1998. and its implication to 
the understanding of the electrodynamics of the middle atmosphere. The single most sign- 
ficant result is the determ ination that a  typical sprite deposits up to one gigajoule into the 
mesosphere. These forms of electrical energy coupling from tropospheric thunderstorm s into 
the stratosphere, mesosphere, and therm osphere/ionosphere may have critical implications 
for the global chemistry and energy budgets in these regions.
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Preface
The study of nitrogen in the middle atmosphere can be subdivided into 
those processes occurring in the statosphere and those appropriate to the ther­
mosphere. -Brasseur and Solomon
[1986]
Little more than  ten years ago. the first recorded sprite was presented at the 1989 Fall 
American Geophysical Union meeting. This dissertation describes contributions to under­
standing the phenomenology through the measurement and interpretation of sprites and 
other optical phenomena in the middle atmosphere. It has been exciting and gratifying to 
begin graduate work in a field in which a comprehensive literature search turns up several 
eyewitness reports and a few theoretical suggestions. The field has m atured rapidly, and 
I have been fortunate that my graduate career has grown with the field. For the exper­
imental portion of the work reported in this dissertation. I was able to leverage one of 
the major strengths of the Geophysical Institute, low light level optical observations. The 
analysis of the observations was possible because of an even greater strength of the Geophys­
ical Institute-knowledge of video recording technology and analysis of optical spectroscopy. 
There is still a great deal of inform ation about sprites to be gathered from optical measure­
ments. and optical measurements will remain a primary part of all sprite observations. I am 
very fortunate to have had the opportunity  to use and adapt readily available instrum ents 
to explore fundamental questions about the physics of sprites, with the support of all of the 
investigators of sprites and many people of the Geophysical Institute, whom I a ttem pt to 
properly thank in the next section.
After the defense of this dissertation, during the final revisions state . Gene Wescott and 
Chris Berrington-Leigh met a t the  1999 Fall American Geophysical Union and agreed on a 
distinction between elves and “sprite  halos.” A distinction of importance to this dissertation 
is th a t elves can generally not be observed at television rates. Because the distinction came 
ju st before the final stages of th is dissertation, I have noted in the text several events as 
e lves/“sprite halos."’
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past decade, middle atm ospheric electrodynamics has experienced a  surge of 
interest, prim arily due to a  single serendipitous recording (shown above, from Franz et al. 
[1990]) made by researchers cross calibrating imaging equipment to be used in conjunction 
with a sounding rocket experiment. This observation, made from O 'Brien Observatory 1 
in Minnesota on July 6. 1989 4:14:22. is the first recorded observation of optical emissions 
occurring in the middle atm osphere above active thunderstorm s. Earlier eyewitness reports 
of possibly sim ilar emissions date back to the late 1800’s, but the above observation is the 
first known recording of the phenomenon now known as a sprite. Phenom ena occurring 
above thunderstorm s had been postulated [Wilson. 1925. 1956: Hoffman. 1960] and several 
unsuccessful a ttem pts were made to detect them  using high altitude aircraft [Vaughan and 
Vonnegut. 1989]. After the initial docum entation of sprites by Franz et al. [1990], video 
observations from the space shuttle were examined and transient optical events identified 
as sprites were found in several of the recordings [Boeck et al.. 1992, 1995].
This dissertation presents three contributions to understanding this newly discovered 
facet of middle atm ospheric electrodynamics. First, the rapid advancement of knowledge 
provided by observational efforts during the past decade is described in chronological order, 
and the significance of specific observations are highlighted. Second, the spectroscopic 
characterization of the optical emissions is discussed, focusing on measurements made by 
University of Alaska Fairbanks researchers. The third, and original, contribution of this
‘O’Brien Observatory is operated by the University of Minnesota and located at 45.18°N. -92.77°E.
1
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dissertation is the in terpretation  of the spectroscopic observations of sprites to determine 
the total energy deposited in neutral species of the middle atm osphere.
The largest source of energy into the middle-atmospheric region is via photo-dissociation 
of ambient chemical species by sunlight during daytime (this is the mechanism for produc­
tion of ozone and the source of the heating which produces the tem perature maximum at 
the stratopause) [Brasseur and Solomon, 1986]. O ther sources of dynam ic im portance to 
the stratosphere and mesosphere include high latitude auroral processes and the upward 
mixing of tropospheric air. As an example of this mixing process, it has been hypothesized 
that lightning is the prim ary source of NOx in the atmosphere. However. NOx is trapped 
below the tropopause and transport across the tropopause to higher altitudes is a  month to 
year long process. G ravity waves (generated by thunderstorm  activity, orographic features, 
and other phenomena) and cosmic rays are additional energy inputs to the region of the 
atmosphere between the tropopause and the thermosphere [Dewan et al.. 1998: Fritts and 
vanZandt. 1993: Swenson and Mende. 1994]. The newly discovered transient optical events 
dram atically illustrate  an electrical link between the lower atm osphere and regions up to 
the ionosphere. This link is of a much shorter time scale than other processes contributing 
to the dynamics of the region. The occurrence of brief, but bright, optical phenomena in 
the middle and upper atm osphere originating in thunderstorm s may constitu te a  significant 
energy input into the region.
Observations of brief, low-light level phenomena, such as sprites, blue jets, elves, and 
halos above thunderstorm s are difficult for several reasons. The middle atm osphere is 
relatively inaccessible to in situ measurements, lying above aircraft and balloon altitudes 
and below satellite altitudes. Only rocket observations, which pass through the region 
quickly and have only small likelihood of physically intersecting the transient events, are 
possible platforms for in situ  experiments (one possible remote observation from a  rocket 
has been reported by Li et al. [1991]). The more intense light from lightning is distracting to 
ground based naked eye observations. Sprites occur above less electrically active portions of 
storms, while the active regions of the storm s are more interesting and therefore more likely 
to be the region of the storm  observed. For these reasons, the recorded observations of these 
brief, low light level flashes in the middle atm osphere did not occur until the development 
of intensified video systems.
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3Figure 1.1. Sum m ary of Sprites. Blue Jets, and Elves. Three types of transient optical events 
above thunderstorm s recorded during the past decade are presented. Sprites occur in the 
altitude range 40-95 km and are associated with large positive cloud-to-ground lightning 
discharges. Blue je ts  are cones of light that propagate upward from the top of the electrically 
active convection core of thunderstorm s to a  terminal altitude of 35-40 km. Elves occur 
a t the base of the ionosphere over both positive and negative CGs. They expand radially 
outward from a point in the lower ionosphere directly above the CG to horizontal diameters 
as large as ~500 km and exhibit vertical thicknesses of several km. This figure is based on 
a figure from Sentm an et al. [1998a].
Since initial docum entation in 1989. three main types of optical emissions in the middle 
atm osphere have been identified as summarized in Figure 1.1. An altitude axis, a typical 
vertical tem perature profile, and a  nighttime electron density profile are included to provide 
context for the three types of phenomena. Two main characteristics separate the phenomena 
into these groups: duration  and altitude.
A sprite is a  prim arily red optical emission (with blue tendrils a t lower altitudes) occur­
ring between ~  40-95 km above thunderstorm s. The duration of sprites is on the order of 
few-to-tens of milliseconds. In addition to vertical extent, triangulation analysis (see Sec­
tion 2.2) reveals tha t sprite emissions can span horizontal distances of up to 50 km [Sentman 
et al., 1995b]. W hile the spatial volume of the optical emissions is quite large compared
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4to Lightning,2 spectral observations reveal sprites have a much lower energy density than 
lightning [Hampton et al., 1996; M ende et al., 1995].
Blue jets have average propagation speeds of 112 km/sec between cloud tops and termi­
nal altitudes of ~40 km, with a  duration  of 200-300 ms [Wescott et al., 1995b]. The obvious 
upward propagation, resolvable by hum an vision, led to the naming of these phenomena. 
Blue starters axe sim ilar to blue je ts , propagating upward from storm  tops. However, the 
starters extinguish a t altitudes of ~25 km or less [Wescott et al.. 1996a].
A th ird  phenomenon observed above thunderstorms is "ELVES" (or elves) (Emissions 
of Light and VLF perturbations due to EMP Sources [Fukunishi et al., 1995]). which are 
brief (less than  one millisecond) red emissions at the bottom  of the ionosphere (at the 
upper altitudes of sprites). Optical “airglow enhancements" associated w ith lightning were 
first reported based on shuttle observations [Boeck et al.. 1992] and possibly also observed 
from a sounding rocket [Li et al.. 1991]. The phenomena were given the name elves after 
further docum entation [Desroschers et al.. 1995: Lyons and Nelson. 1995] and photometer 
observations determ ined the lifetime of elves [Fukunishi et al., 1996]. Recent triangulation 
shows that elves occur at altitudes ~99 km spanning up to ~530 km horizontally. In 
December 1999. a distinction between elves and "sprites halos" based on duration (and 
therefore detectability  by current video rate instruments) was made by Gene Wescott and 
Chris Berringhton-Leigh at the American Geophysical Union meeting. Halos last 3-6 ms as 
observed by a  1000 frame per second imager (D.R. Moudry. personal communications). In 
addition to the longer duration, halos occur at ~77 km altitude, and are not as extended 
horizontally (Eugene Wescott. personal communications). The television rate imagery of 
both the shuttle, aircraft and ground-based observers mentioned above are now known as 
"sprite halos" while the photom etric observations are elves.
All sprites, blue jets, and elves are observed above thunderstorm s and have been found to 
be associated w ith thunderstorm  lightning. Three main types of optical emissions and cloud- 
to-ground lightning have been determ ined by correlating observations w ith da ta  from the 
National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) (see Cummins et al. [1998] for a  description 
of the NLDN). Sprites occur alm ost exclusively in spatial (within 100 km distance) and
2A typical lightning channel diam eter is 10 cm [Uman, 1987],
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tem poral (delays of 300 ms maximum) proximity to large positive cloud-to-ground lightning3 
discharges [Boccippio et al., 1995]. However, a  few observations of sprites in conjunction 
with large negative cloud to ground flashes over one storm  in August 1998 were reported 
by Stanley et al. [1998], and two additional examples were reported by Barrington-Leigh 
et al. [1999b]. Elves are observed in association with both large positive and negative 
lightning flashes [Barrington-Leigh and Inan, 1999]. The relationship between halos and 
thunderstorm  activity has not yet been studied in detail. Blue jets and blue starters are 
observed in regions of storm s associated primarily with negative lightning discharges, but 
are not temporally related to a specifc discharge and statistically are associated with a few 
second pause in lightning activity [Wescott et al.. 1995b]. Blue jets are associated with 
extreme convective activity  and the occurrence of large hail.
Beginning in the northern  hemisphere summer of 1993, there have been several large 
campaigns of both aircraft [Sentman and Wescott, 1993] and ground [Lyons. 1994] obser­
vations of sprites over the central United States. The majority of sprite observations to 
date have occurred over the central United States, but sprites have also been observed over 
South and Central America [Heavner et al.. 1995: Sentman et al.. 1995a; Wescott et al.. 
1995a], Australia [Dowden et al.. 1997], and Japan  [Fukunishi et al.. 1999].
The earliest observational efforts were directed at classifying basic spatial morphology 
of the various types of optical emissions, and work on refining descriptions of morphology 
is still ongoing. More recent observations, such as presented in Figure 1.2. have resolved 
sprites at higher spatial and tem poral resolution, and have included non-optical measure­
ments. Several studies of the lightning associated with sprite occurrence in the last decade 
have confirmed the association between sprites and positive cloud to ground lightning [Boc­
cippio et al.. 1995; Nelson. 1997; Reising, 1998; Sao Sabbas. 1995]. The optical, infrared, 
and ultraviolet spectral signatures of sprites have been characterized [Hampton et al.. 1996: 
Heavner et al., 2000; Mende et al., 1995: Siefring et al.. 1997]. Using photometers and 
high speed imagers the tem poral and spatial evolution of sprites and elves has been studied 
[Fukunishi et al.. 1996; Stanley et al.. 1999: Stenbaek-Nielsen et al.. 1999]. Radar signatures 
of sprites have been obtained [Roussel-Dupre and Blanc. 1997: Tsunoda et al., 1998] (al-
3 Lightning has been divided into 4 categories by Berger [1978] based on the direction of propagation and 
sign of charge of the leader th a t initiates the discharge.
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6Figure 1.2. July 26. 1998 Sprite Image. A low-light television image of a  high resolution 
sprite from July 26. 1998 05:05:56.556 as observed from the EXL98 Gulfstream II aircraft 
(39.4142° North -104.4383° East, and 14.184 km altitude). Some streaking of the stars, due 
to a  combination of intensifier persistence and aircraft motion, can be seen in the image. 
The brief duration of the sprite means that there is no streaking of the light from the sprites.
though other observers report no radar returns from sprites [Groves et al.. 1998]). including 
early observations of thunderstorm  related phenomena [Rumi. 1957], which may or may not 
be related to sprites. Electromagnetic observations in the U L F/E L F/V L F  frequency bands 
(U ltra-/Extrem ely-/V ery- Low Frequency, ~.01 Hz to a  few kHz) [Sentman et al.. 1994; 
Sentman and Wescott. 1994: Pasko and Inan. 1994: Inan et al.. 1995: Reising et al.. 1996: 
Cum m er and Inan. 1997: Fukunishi et al., 1997: Rodger. 1997: Rodger et al.. 1998: Reising. 
1998: Fiillekrug et al.. 1998: Reising et al.. 1999a] identify unique signatures related to both 
the current flow in sprites and ionospheric disturbances due to elves and sprites.
A principal result of this dissertation, based on analysis of the spectral observations, is 
the determ ination that a typical sprite is the electrical coupling of as much as 1 gigajoule 
from the tropospheric thunderstorm  to the middle atm osphere. T he optical energy radiated 
by a sprite was reported to be 10-50 kJ per event [Sentman et al.. 1995b], but radiated 
optical energy represents only a  small fraction of the to tal energy deposited in the middle- 
and upper-atm osphere. Based on the optically radiated  energy and a  number of assumptions 
about the kinetic processes affecting the emissions in this wavelength range, estimates of 
the to ta l energy deposition into O 2 and N2 (vibrational and electronic states), range from
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7~250 M J to ~1 G J per event. One of the m ajor goals of ongoing research is the confirmation 
of these estim ates using independent m ethods of measurement.
One compelling reason for studying this new class of transient optical events is to assess 
their relevance in the context of global processes. Fundamental to this question is the 
amount of energy transported  from the troposphere and deposited in the middle and upper 
atmosphere. The deposition of significant energy into the mesosphere by sprite processes 
may be im portant to the reactive chem istry of this region, but has not heretofore been 
included in chemical models of the upper atm osphere. Although much more speculative, 
sprites have even been suggested as a  possible mechanism for production of the precursors 
to life on earth  [Mojzsis et al.. 1999]. Studies of the production of amino acids via electrical 
spark have suggested tha t lightning could be a source for these molecules, but the extreme 
energy of a lightning flash is too large for the relatively weak bonds of amino acids. The 
lower energy of the sprites may provide a non-destructive path for amino acids production.
This dissertation represents the sta te  of knowledge, as of November 1999. of the optical 
spectral characteristics of sprites. C hapter 2 is a chronologically organized description 
of observations including a discussion of the varieties of optical emissions that have been 
observed, other related (non-optical) observations, and a brief overview of the theoretical 
work developed to understand and explain the observations. The chronological discussion 
of observations highlights several original measurements of properties of sprites, blue jets, 
and elves. The spectral observations of sprites are briefly mentioned in C hapter 2 a t the 
appropriate points in the chronology of observations.
C hapter 3 is the first comprehensive treatm ent of spectral observations identifying the 
emissions from sprites across the entire optical range of wavelengths. An illustrative com par­
ison of spectral observations of similar atm ospheric optical phenomena (aurora, lightning, 
and St. Elmo's fire) w ith sprite spectral observations is presented. The identification of 
prim arily neutral molecular nitrogen emissions and the unambiguous observation of ionized 
molecular nitrogen emissions are discussed in C hapter 3. Only sprites have been spectro­
scopically observed and analyzed in detail, so the spectral discussions focus prim arily on 
sprites.
C hapter 4 presents the detailed analysis of red spectral observations of sprites which 
include significant ionized molecular nitrogen Meinel emissions. The N-t (Meinel) emissions
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8are from well below the  published quenching altitude, so the intersystem  collisional transfer 
(ICT) processes are described as a  possible explanation for the observations of N.J (Meinel) 
emissions a t low altitudes. Blue spectral observations are complemented by blue filtered 
sprite observations, bo th  of which find the dominant blue emissions are from the neutral 
molecular nitrogen second positive group, with ionized molecular nitrogen first negative 
group emissions a m inor contribution. Based on the spectral observations, the total en­
ergy deposited in mesospheric neutrals is calculated to be between 250 megajoules and 1 
gigajoule.
C hapter 5 summ arizes the results of this dissertation and suggests several future obesrva- 
tions. Appendix A is the verbatim  reproduction of several previously unpublished anecdotal 
reports of sprites. Appendix B describes the instruments used for the  observations discussed 
in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
First Decade of Sprite 
Observations
This chapter describes the observations of sprites in the past decade. 1989-1999. in chrono­
logical order. Before the first docum entation in 1989 of what is now called a sprite, only 
theoretical predictions and anecdotal reports of brief optical phenomena above thunder­
storm s existed. After the 1989 observation, space shuttle-based observations and continued 
ground based observations (at the O 'Brien Observatory) were made with intensified cam­
eras. In 1993. two campaigns, a NASA aircraft campaign over South America and the 
United States and a ground-based campaign from Colorado, provided unexpectedly high 
occurrence rates of sprites. After one decade of observations the total number of recorded 
sprites is on the order of ten thousand and growing rapidly. W ith the large number of 
observations, initial attem pts a t a  classification of several types of sprites, jets, and elves 
have been made [Desroschers et al.. 1995: M oudry et al.. 1998: Heavner and Taylor. 1999].
The majority of sprite observations have been made during the northern hemisphere 
summers coincident with large thunderstorm s over the midwestern high plains of North 
America [Lyons and Nelson. 1995: Lyons et al.. 1994. 1999: Sentman and Wescott. 1994: 
Sentman. 1998: Sentman et al.. 1998b: Dial and  Taylor. 1999]. Aircraft campaigns over 
South America and Central America in February 1995 and August 1995 have also docu­
mented sprites [Heavner et a l 1995: Sentman et al., 1995a: Wescott et al., 1995a], Ob­
servations of sprites have been made in A ustralia during southern hemisphere summers
9
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since 1997 [Dowden et al., 1997]. In December 1998, sprites were observed above Japanese 
winter thunderstorm s [Fukunishi et al., 1999]. Few observations of sprites from a platform 
that provides a global view, such as from a  satellite, have been made, although a total of 
seventeen sprites have been identified in the video observations from the U.S. space shuttle 
[Boeck et al.. 1998]. High energy particles originating from thunderstorm  systems, detected 
in space by the Com pton Gamma Ray Observatory satellite, may be associated with sprites 
[Fishman et al.. 1994], but the optical shu ttle  observations are the only reported space based 
observations of sprites.
The next section describes the first decade of sprite research and provides the frame­
work for the next chapters of this dissertation regarding energetics of sprites in the optical 
passband.
2.1 Anecdotal Reports and Initial Documentation
Anecdotal reports from ground based observers and aircraft pilots have been collected for 
more than twenty years [Corliss. 1977; Vonnegut. 1980: Vaughan and Vonnegut. 1982: Gales. 
1982: Vonnegut. 1984: Vaughan and Vonnegut. 1989: Rodger. 1999]. Prelim inary investi­
gations have not found any descriptions of flashes above thunderstorm s tha t could be in­
terpreted as sprites in mythological or pre-historical literature (D. Sentman. A. Ruggles. 
personal communications). Reports from the last 150 years include descriptions of "...con­
tinuous darts of light ... ascended to a  considerable altitude, resembling rockets more than 
lightning" [MacKenzie and Toynbee. 1886], "...a luminous trail shot up to 15 degrees or 
so. about as fast as. or faster than, a rocket” [Everett. 1903], "...a long weak stream er of 
a reddish hue...” [Malan, 1937], “...flames appearing to rise from the top of the cloud..." 
[Ashmore. 1950]. and a "...discharge [which] assumed a shape sim ilar to roots of a tree in 
an inverted position...” [Wood. 1951].
Aircraft pilots have reported seeing sim ilar phenomena. Ronald W illiams, a  U-2 pilot for 
NASA at the Ames Research Laboratory, describes observing a “bright lightning discharge, 
whitish-yellow in colour, th a t came directly out of the centre of the cloud a t its apex and 
extended vertically upwards far above my altitude. The discharge was very nearly straight, 
like a beam of light, showing no tortuosity  or branching. Its duration was greater than
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an ordinary lightning flash, perhaps as much as five seconds.” [Vonnegut, 1980]. The 
reported long duration does not m atch recorded observations of sprites or blue jets, but the 
report provided im portan t docum entation of a  pilot’s observation of optical events above 
thunderstorm s which helped to generate scientific interest in the field. Conway Roberts, a 
NASA pilot at Wallops Flight Center, reported that while flying near a  storm  he observed 
that "approximately every 50th or 100th discharge would go from the top of a cloud upwards 
through the clear air toward the ionosphere” and estim ated th a t "these vertical lightning 
bolts were extending from the tops of the clouds, which were between 50.000 and 60.000 
feet [15.2 - 18.3 km], to  an  a ltitude equal to the height of the cloud. This would mean 
that the lightning flashes extended to an altitude of approxim ately 120,000 feet (±  20.000) 
[36.6 ±  6.1 km] before they could no longer be seen” [Vaughan and Vonnegut. 1982]. The 
reported altitude ‘equal to the height of the cloud’ is likely an angular comparison, rather 
than altitude comparison. Additionally, this was the limit of the pilot's visibility. Vaughan 
and Vonnegut [1989] provide 15 pilot observations of such things as "...a bolt of lightning 
[that] came straight out the top and went to a point about 2000 ft. [600 m] above us and 
shattered in all directions as an egg would do if it were thrown against a ceiling.” Additional 
pilot reports are collected in Vonnegut [1984].
Serious scientific investigation of upper atmospheric optical phenomena associated with 
thunderstorm s began on Ju ly  6. 1989 with the serendipitous observation of a “cloud-to- 
stratosphere” discharge [Franz et al.. 1990: Winckler. 1995]. The initial observation is re­
produced in Figure 2.1 (B). The observation was obtained with an  intensified low light level 
camera at O 'Brien O bservatory in Minnesota (45.18° N, -92.77° E). operated by the Uni­
versity of M innesota. T he cam era was being calibrated for coordinated observations during 
an upcoming sounding rocket campaign. This first fortuitous observation of sprites from 
O ’Brien Observatory led to the operation of a camera specifically for sprite observations 
during the ensuing decade [Winckler. 1998]. The initial report of the July  6. 1989 observa­
tion described the event as a  "...discharge [that] began at the cloud tops a t 14 kilometers 
and extended into the clear a ir 20 kilometers higher.” These estim ates of altitude were made 
with observations from only a  single station and disagree with later results made using two 
station triangulation m ethods as well as single station observations using the NLDN for an 
estim ate of the slant range to the sprite. However, the docum entation of optical phenomena
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Observatory Lat. Long. Alt. (km) Obs. Period
Bear M ountain 43.88 -103.75 2.15 8/99
Mt. Evans, Denver University 39.58 -105.63 4.05 ’95,’98
Langmuir Laboratory, NM IM T 33.98 -107.18 3.2 ’96-’99
O ’Brien Observatory, U. MN 45.18 -92.77 ’89,’93
Wyoming Infrared Observatory 41.10 -105.98 2.94 '96,’98.’99
Yucca Ridge Field S tation 40.67 -104.93 1.65 ’93-99
Table 2.1. Observatory locations: latitude, longitude, and altitudes for the Bear Mountain 
Observatory near Custer. VVY: the Womble Observatory, operated  by Denver University 
atop Mt Evans, near Idaho Springs, Colorado; Langmuir Laboratory, near Socorro, New 
Mexico and operated by the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology; Wyoming 
Infrared Observatory on Jelm  M ountain, near Laramie Wyoming; Forensic Meteorology 
Associates’ Yucca Ridge Field S tation, near Ft. Collins. Colorado are presented in this 
table. The years during which sprites have been reported from the stations are listed.
above thunderstorm s generated interest among several groups of researchers.
One of the early efforts to record lightning related optical events was made by researchers 
from the University of Alaska Fairbanks using a NASA DC-8, flying over South America and 
the midwestern United States in 1993 [Sentman and Wescott. 1993]. Another early large 
campaign was based at the Yucca Ridge Field Station in Colorado [Lyons. 1994). During 
the period 1992-1994 a low light level cam era at O ’Brien Observatory continued to observe 
sprites. One of the most active storm s studied from O’Brien Observatory was a storm over 
Iowa August 9-10. 1993 [Winckler, 1995]. Table 2.1 summarizes the locations of ground 
sprite observations during the past decade.
The development of optical space based observations of lightning and related phenomena 
began in 1979. when an instrum ented Belanca Viking aircraft was used as a test platform 
for a lightweight lightning detection and as a  photographic system  that was the basis for a 
system that later flew on the NASA space shuttle flights STS-2. STS-4. and STS-6 [Vonnegut 
et al.. 1983. 1985]. Successful observations of lightning from the Nighttime and Daytime 
Optical Survey of Lightning Experim ent led to the use of handheld video cameras by crew 
members to record thunderstorm  activity  on several additional shuttle  flights. After 1986 
the Mesoscale Lightning Experim ent [Boeck, 1987] observed lightning directly under the
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shuttle and was a prototype for the development of the Optical Transient Detector, an 
instrument for observing lightning below an orbiting satellite. In 1988. the shuttle lightning 
observations were changed so th a t ground based controllers a t Mission Control Center could 
operate the low light level TV  cam eras in the payload bay1 to observe thunderstorm s on or 
near the limb of the E arth . On O ctober 21. 1989. the shuttle imaged the second recorded 
sprite [Boeck et al.. 1998]. One sprite2 observed from the shuttle on August 5. 1991 at 
1:29:08 is shown in Figure 2.1 (A). T he example shown was observed over South America, 
with the cities of Uruguaiana. Goya. Reconquista. Concordia. Salto. Posadas. Resitencia 
and Corrientes identified in the foreground of the image. The nightglow layer (at ~85 km) 
provides a reference altitude, but the sprite occurs in the foreground of the scene, rather than  
on the limb. The estim ated location of the sprite is -29.4° N and -52.3° E longitude, with 
an approximate slant range to the space shuttle of 1300 km. As of 1998. a total of seventeen 
sprite events have been observed from the shuttle and are included on the sum m ary map 
of observations in Figure 2.17. Observations from the shuttle include 'airglow brightening' 
associated with lightning discharges [Boeck et al.. 1992], which are now identified as elves 
or sprite halos (see discussion in Section 2.3.3).
University of Alaska Fairbanks Geophysical Institute activities to study sprites with 
a 1992 proposal to NASA to perform  measurements over South America in .June. 1993 
using the NASA DC-8 Airborne Laboratory. The global distribution of thunderstorm s has 
been characterized based on several types of observations including daily variation of the 
fair weather electric field (Carnegie curve). Schumann Resonance am plitude daily variation 
[Sentman and Fraser. 1991], satellite observations of optical and radio lightning signatures 
[Christian et al.. 1999: Zuelsdorf et al.. 1997]. and surface meteorological reports (see also 
Chapter 2 of Unian [1987] and C hap ter 4 of Williams [1995]). The lightning maps generated 
by several independent observations all indicate that the greatest amount of global lightning 
activity occurs in three main tropical regions of the world: the Amazon basin of South 
America. sub-Saharan Africa, and the Malaysian Archipelago/M aritime continent extending 
from Southeast Asia across the Philippines. Indonesia, and Borneo into northwest A ustralia. 
The predominance of lightning activ ity  in South America led to the decision to investigate
‘Normally the cameras are used to  observe crew activities in the payload bay. For lightning studies, the 
controllers turned the cameras to the limb of the earth  when the crew was sleeping.
■‘From http://w w wghcc.m sfc.nasa.gov/skeets.htm l.
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Figure 2.1. Early Sprite Observations. Images of the earliest observations of sprites. (A) 
was recorded from a space shuttle  videocamera a t August 5. 1991 1:29:48. The stars and 
cities are identified. The sprite is estim ated to have occurred a t 29.4° S. 52.3° W. a t a range 
of ~1300 km from the shuttle. (B) is the first reported ground based sprite observation, 
from July  6. 1989 4:14:22. (C) is one of the first observations from Yucca Ridge Field 
Station, recorded July  7. 1993 at 6:07:39. (D) is one of the July  8. 1993 observation from a 
NASA DC-8 looking over a thunderstorm  in Iowa using a fish-eye. all sky camera. (E) is a 
rotated, zoomed section of (D).
that region for sprites. However, nighttime flight scheduling difficulties during the South 
American cam paign allowed only one night flight for observations, during which the DC-8 
was able to circum navigate a  large thunderstorm  over Bolivia w ith diam eter ~100 km. as 
measured from the GOES infrared image. No optical emissions above the thunderstorm  
were observed. The single flight used only two flight hours of the eight provided by the 
NASA grant, bu t the DC-8 was scheduled to return  to the U nited States, so no further 
observations were made in South America. Upon the return  to the United States a  small 
window of opportunity  existed before the next scheduled DC-8 flights, so additional flight 
hours were added to the grant by NASA to provide one flight from California to the Midwest
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cm one of three possible nights. The first possible night, July 7. 1993 was canceled because 
of aircraft difficulties. On July  8, 1993, a large front of storms was creating severe flooding 
across Iowa. The DC-8 flew from NASA Ames Moffitt field in California to these storms 
and circled them  while several low light level cameras made observations in the region above 
the thunderstorm s. No obvious emissions were observed in real time during the flights, but 
upon careful review of the video tapes three unusual flashes were found that coincided with 
the thunderstorm  activity.
After the initial identification of the three sprites, nineteen events to tal were found over 
two storm s, one in central Iowa and a  second in southeast Nebraska, through careful anal­
ysis of the video observations. Fifteen minute summary maps of the National Lightning 
Detection Network system were used to identify the possible region of the flash location, 
with the assum ption th a t the flash was associated with the lightning activity. Using the dis­
tance between the airplane and the thunderstorm s to estim ate slant range and the starfield 
to determine elevation of the tops of the sprites, an estim ate of the a ltitude range was 
calculated. The determ ination that sprites occurred in the mesosphere range of altitudes 
60-100 km. rather than  at lower altitudes as reported with other early observations, was 
the significant result from this campaign [Sentman and Wescott. 1993].
Figure 2.1 (D) and (E) shows one of the sprites observed (see Sentman and Wescott 
[1993] for several additional sprites observed from the DC-8). The observations were 
recorded by an intensified camera system  with a fisheye lens, so the entire sky is mon­
itored: (D) shows the all-sky image of a  sprite observed at July 9. 1993 3:57:07. (E) is 
the cropped and rotated section of (D). The coarse spatial resolution of the all-sky imager 
provided minimal detail of the sprite ((B) and (C) are much higher resolution while the 
shuttle observations of (A) are even lower spatial resolution images of sprites). However, 
the aircraft observations from a single night over the central United States, with recorded 
sprites over two active thunderstorm s, indicated that sprites are not rare phenomena. The 
Yucca Ridge Field Station and O ’Brien Observatory observations from 1993 reported sim­
ilar results regarding the frequency of sprite occurrence over active thunderstorms [Lyons, 
1994].
The Yucca Ridge Field Station (YRFS) is located approximately 10 km outside of Ft. 
Collins. Colorado, on a small ridge east of the front range of the Rocky M ountains, with
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an unobstructed eastward view of about 180° azim uth looking eastward. The convenient 
location for viewing thunderstorm  activity on the great plains has attracted  several groups 
of investigators, facilitating several m ajor observational campaigns during summer months. 
YRFS began sprite observations during the northern hemisphere summer of 1993 and on 
July 7, 1993 imaged the sprite  shown in Figure 2.1 (C) [Lyons and Williams, 1993: Lyons,
1994].
The origin of the term  ‘sprite’ is of some interest since it runs counter to the more 
generally accepted usage of descriptive term s. Most descriptions of sprites in early reports 
attem pted to include physical characteristics in the name which were conjectural or assumed 
information that was not known. Examples of such descriptive names, including "large up­
ward electrical discharge" [Franz et al.. 1990], "cloud-to-stratosphere electrical discharges” 
[Lyons, 1993: Lyons and Williams, 1993. 1994], "luminous structures in the stratosphere” 
[Lyons. 1994], "cloud to space lightning” [Vaughan et al.. 1992]. "stratospheric flash” or 
"lightning in the stratosphere” [Boeck et al.. 1995], and "cloud-ionosphere electrical dis­
charges” [Winckler. 1995], have been used in early sprite reports. Unfortunately, these 
descriptive names were either only partially correct, or even incorrect. After the initial 
determ ination th a t the phenomena occurred a t much higher altitudes than many of the 
early descriptions supposed [Sentman and Wescott, 1993], and because of the relative lack 
of knowledge of physical mechanisms and the actual direction of propagation, the name 
"sprite” was coined by D. Sentman as a nonjudgemental term  to refer to these optical emis­
sions. This term  is now generally accepted, but the occasional use of misnomers continues 
to the present: a recent Ph.D . thesis a t the University of M aryland was titled "The Physics 
of High Altitude Lightning” [Valdivia. 1997]; Gomes and Cooray [1998] use the term "glow 
phenomena” but then use "ionospheric lightning” in their abstract: [Boeck et al.. 1998] 
claims that ‘‘in addition to documenting the reality of upward lightning discharges that are 
now called sprites...” : the term  "mesospheric electrical discharges” [Winckler. 1998] is also 
found. A review of sprites, blue jets, elves, and T IPPS observations with the title "Red 
Sprites, Upward Lightning, and VLF Perturbations” was recently published [Rodger, 1999].
A definition of lightning is “a  transient, high-current electric discharge whose path  length 
is measured in kilometers” [Uman, 1987]. T he amount of current flowing in a  sprite is still 
under study, but estim ates on the order of ten kiloamperes have been reported [Cummer and
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Stanley, 1999]. For comparison, the causative lightning discharge may involve currents of 
approxim ately fifty kiloamperes. However, sprites are dissimilar to lightning, either cloud to 
ground, intracloud, or cloud-to-cloud discharges in a number of different aspects, including 
the volume of optical emissions and the spectral signatures of the emissions. In C hapter 3 
(and specifically Figure 3.5) of this dissertation the very different spectroscopic signatures 
of sprite and lightning optical emissions are compared and discussed.
2.2 1994-Physical Dimensions, ELF/VLF, B lue Jets
Observations of sprites in 1993 established the existence of mesospheric optical emission 
that might extend up to altitudes as high as 100 km and suggested th a t sprites may not be 
uncommon [Sentman and Wescott. 1993: Lyons. 1994]. Results of the 1994 University of 
Alaska Fairbanks aircraft and Yucca Ridge Field Station ground observations include the 
frequency of occurrence of sprites to be up to about one sprite per minute, the accurate 
determ ination of the dimensions of sprites [Sentman et al., 1995b]. and the correlation 
of sprites with positive lightning flashes [Boccippio et al., 1995]. T he first coordinated 
optical and Extrem ely/V ery Low Frequency (ELF/V LF) observations were also made in
1994. using a magnetic induction coil with response between 30 Hz-30 kHz deployed in 
Oklahoma during the University of Alaska 1994 aircraft campaign [Sentman and Wescott. 
1994: Sentman et al.. 1994]. An outcome of these observations was the identification of a 
unique electrom agnetic ELF/V LF signature associated with the occurrence of some sprites.
A prim ary goal of the University of Alaska 1994 aircraft campaign was the simultaneous 
observation of sprites and blue jets from two spatially separated locations. For this purpose, 
two corporate aircraft, a Westwind II and a Jet Commander, were used for observations. 
The two images obtained from the aircraft allow triangulation to accurately determ ine the 
latitude, longitude, and altitude of features in the event. The accuracy of the triangulation 
depends on the geom etry of the two observers and the sprite, the quality  of the star field in 
images, and the sharpness of the focus and field of view (angular pixel resolution). Image 
distortion due to the camera lens, especially severe for large field o f view' observations, are 
typically corrected using a calibration pattern, although the s ta r  field itself may also be 
used to make the correction. After distortions from the camera are removed, the stars in
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Figure 2.2. Ju ly  4, 1994 4:00:20 Triangulation. Aircraft stereo pair observations of a sprite 
at Ju ly  4. 1994 4:00:20 w ith triangulated height scales. These triangulation measurements 
were the first indication that sprites spanned the middle-atmosphere to the bottom  of the 
ionosphere. This pair can be viewed in stereo 3D.
the image are identified using the STAR com puter program3, which uses the Smithsonian 
Astronomical Observatory s ta r catalog to identify stars in images. Next, the STEREO 
com puter program  is used to locate common features of sprites in both images. The final 
ou tpu t of these programs is the three dimensional absolute coordinates of the triangulated 
feature, yielding both  the a ltitude and geographic position.
Figure 2.2 presents an example of a stereo pair used for triangulation from a .July 4. 
1994 4:00:20 sprite event. The images are cropped from the entire field of view, showing 
18.6° H by 22.5° V section of the image. The triangulated elements of the event which are 
closest to each aircraft are a t slant ranges of 255 km from the Westwind II (A) and 266 km 
from the Je t Com m ander (B). W ith the wide angle lenses used for observations in 1994. 
and for a slant range of 250 km and a  good sta r fit. the pixel resolution gives triangulation 
errors of 720 in vertically. The maximum altitude of the event was 94.1 km while the lowest 
triangulated  sprite  emissions was a t an altitude of 52.1 km. The scattered light from the 
associated lightning discharge makes lower a ltitude determ ination impossible. The altitudes 
triangulated  during  the UAF 1994 aircraft campaign [Sentman and Wescott. 1994] provided 
the first direct m easurem ent of the true horizontal and vertical extent of sprites, improv­
ing on the previous estim ates obtained in 1993 [Sentman and Wescott. 1993]. Detailed 
triangulation analysis of July  24, 1996 observations is presented in Figure 2.8. Accurate 
’STAR and  STEREO are w ritten and maintained by Hans Stenbaek-N'ielsen.
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determ ination of the location of sprites is im portant for comparison and interpretation of 
sprite observations with non-optical (e.g. VLF) or satellite-based instruments.
In addition to land-based thunderstorm s, at least one tropical storm  has been studied 
to investigate the possible occurrence of sprites over water. On the night of July 3, 1994 the 
West W ind II aircraft of the Sprites’94 campaign flew near Tropical Storm Alberto, in the 
Gulf of Mexico. No sprites were observed, and very little lightning activity was recorded.
2.2.1 B lue Jets and B lue Starters
On July 1. 1994 University of Alaska scientists aboard the two Sprites’94 aircraft investi­
gated an extremely active thunderstorm  over Arkansas for sprite occurrence. Because of the 
storm /aircraft geometry (the cameras were viewing away from the sunset), the observations 
began about one hour earlier than  o ther nights of aircraft flights. The aircraft made two 
observation passes by the storm. Few sprites were observed during the first pass of this 
storm , but fifty-six occurrences of luminous columns of light propagating up from the storm  
tops were unexpectedly observed and  recorded during a twenty-two minute period. At the 
tim e of observation, these new phenom ena were recognized as being qualitatively different 
from sprites in two ways: (1) the propagation speed was small enough that the upward 
motion was easily apparent a t video rates (th irty  frames per second) and (2) the emissions 
were blue, as observed using an intensified color camera. Due to the upward motion and the 
color of the phenomena, they were given the name blue jets [Wescott et al.. 1995b]. T hirty  
examples of blue starters, a related phenomena, were also recorded [Wescott et al.. 1996a].
Triangulation analysis of thirty-four blue jets observed simultaneously from both aircraft 
found an upper a ltitude of 37.2 ±  5.3 km and an upward velocity of 112 ±  24 km /s [Wescott 
et al., 1998a]. The base of the jets was approxim ately 18 km. but may have been lower and 
simply obscured by the clouds because of the observational geometry: the aircraft altitude 
(~  13 km) was below the triangulated  base of the jets, and the National W eather Service 
reported radar observations of the anvil storm  top at 19.2 km. One of the jets observed on 
July  1, 1994 is presented in the left two columns of Figure 2.3 (A). The left column is from 
the Jet Commander at 34.320° N, -95.074° E, 13.157 km altitude and the right column is 
from the West W ind at 34.088° N, -95.273° E, 12.876 km altitude. The top frame is from 
03:13:46.176 and the bottom  frame is from 03:13:46.410. The milliseconds after 03:13:46 are
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labeled to the  left o f the je t images. The images are cropped video fields (17 ms resolution) 
from the black and  white wide angle cameras on each aircraft for the jet observed Ju ly  1, 
1994 3:13:46.
The blue je ts  do not occur in association with individual cloud-to-ground lightning 
strokes of either positive or negative polarity as reported by the National Lightning Detec­
tion Network. Instead, they occur over regions of storm s with both  high negative cloud- 
to-ground discharge rate  and heavy hail [Wescott et al., 1998aj. Newspapers from several 
towns near the triangulated  locations of the jets reported large hailfall near the tim e of 
the blue jets, and the National Weather Service reported 5-7 cm diam eter hail in cities in 
the region. Figure 2.3 (B) illustrates the spatial relationship between the blue jets and 
negative lightning discharge centers. The dark circles are the triangulated location of blue 
jets (th irty  four to ta l), while the light circles are blue je ts  only observed from a single air­
craft (seventeen blue je ts), so assumptions about their initial and terminal altitudes were 
required to estim ate the range from the plane to the blue je t. The small circular dots show 
the location of all NLDN reported negative CGs during the time period of blue jets. Crosses 
mark the positive CGs recorded by NLDN. Three cities. Forman OK. New Boston TX and 
Texarkana TX are indicated by stars, along with the reported size of hail. The blue jets and 
lightning activity are clustered spatially, but the blue je ts  were not temporally associated 
with the negative CGs to within less than one second (as compared to sprites, which follow 
a positive CG w ithin ~ .25 seconds).
During the second pass of the Arkansas storm, approxim ately one hour later, no blue 
jets were observed, but several sprites were recorded. Based on the observed tem poral 
change between blue je t activity and sprite activity. W escott et al. [1995b] hypothesized 
that the blue je ts  occur earlier in storm  activity, over more active convective cells, while 
sprites occur over more m ature storm  systems. Six sprite  groups were observed from the 
aircraft during the tim e period of blue jet observations. Triangulation revealed th a t the 
sprites occurred over a  different part of the storm  (~300 km east of the blue jets), and were 
associated with positive CGs. The temporal development of storm  activity from blue jets 
to sprites is in agreem ent w ith the report of M ark Evans, reproduced in Appendix A.
Further analysis of the 1994 UAF aircraft video observations revealed a second type 
of event, a  blue s ta rte r. S tarters are similar to blue je ts , propagating up from the top of
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Figure 2.3. Section (A) is a series of television fields of a blue jet observation. The left 
column of (A) is from the Jet Commander and the right column is from the WestWind II. 
Milliseconds after 03:13:46 are labelled. A  map of triangulated blue jets, negative lightning 
discharges, and reported hailfall from July 4, 1994 is shown in (B). The photograph of a 
blue jet from the ground is presented in (C) (courtesy of Patrice Huet).
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the thunderstorm s [Wescott et al.. 1996a]. However, blue starters term inate a t an average 
a ltitude  of ~25.5 km and have a  velocity range of 27-153 km /s, with an  average speed of
119.3 km /s. Intensified color cam era observations record blue starters as the same color 
as blue jets. T h irty  blue starters were observed in the same region of the July  1, 1994 
Arkansas storm  as the blue jets, during the same twenty two minute interval. On several 
o ther nights blue starters were observed over the active convective core of storm s (with no 
blue jets recorded). Blue starters were also observed during the EXL98 mission (presented 
in Section 2.6 and Figure 2.13). The blue starters were observed in blue filtered images 
and also in the near infrared. The implications of these observations will be discussed 
below. A study of blue starters observed during the July 1. 1994 aircraft mission and 
the associated lightning found tha t the occurrence of blue starters was accompanied by 
a decrease in lightning activity [Wescott et al.. 1998a]. A similar study of the 1998 blue 
sta rte r observations did not reveal the same tem porary decrease in lightning activity in the 
storm.
Information regarding the nature of the optical emission source may be deduced by 
comparing observations made with different cameras and taking into account the camera 
responses. The color cam era does not respond to light of wavelength less than ~400 nm while 
the monochrome cam era response extends to ~380 nm (see Figure B .l). The monochrome 
cameras respond to the brightest emission in the N ^(IN G ) group. 391.4 nm. The jets 
are visible solely in the blue channel of the color camera, but because the color camera is 
not as sensitive overall, and specifically because the blue channel is not responsive to the
391.4 nm emissions, the je t signal is much stronger in the monochrome camera. Wescott 
et al. [1998a] calculated the b lue/red ratio for blue je ts  by assuming auroral emissions (from 
Vallance Jones [1974]) of N jf(lN G ), N o(lPG ), and N-2(2PG) emissions and taking into 
account atm ospheric transmission and altitude dependent quenching. Significant ionized 
emissions (N.J(1NG)) are required to describe the observed lack of signal in the red channel 
of the ACTP color cam era (and correspondingly high blue/red  ratio), indicating that ionized 
emissions are a substantial portion of the observed light from jets. However, conclusive 
observations of the ionized emissions from je ts  remained to be made. The EXL98 campaign 
(Section 2.6) was designed to make direct observations of N .t(lN G) emissions in sprites, 
blue jets and blue starters.
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Almost all observations of je ts  have been from aircraft. In addition to the July 1. 1994 
Arkansas observations and EXL98 blue starter observations, a  single blue je t was observed 
on July 4. 1994 over Kansas, and another was recorded over South  America in 1995. Blue 
je ts  occur a t lower a ltitudes than  sprites, so that the thunderstorm  itself is more likely to 
obscure the view of the blue jets from the ground. The poor atm ospheric transmission of 
blue light decreases the range at which blue emissions may be observed (compared to the 
1000 km limit associated w ith sprites) further limiting the range of viewing geometries. 
However, several observations of blue jets made at ground level have been reported. One 
excellent example of a  ground based observation of a blue je t was recorded from Reunion 
Island (near M adagascar) using 400 speed Fujicolor film and a two minute exposure from 
a  regular 35 mm cam era and is reproduced in Figure 2.3. T he red. horizontal light in 
the image is a commercial aircraft. The camera was looking northw ard from La Reunion 
(20.85° S. 55.42° E) towards Madagascar. Fine streamer-like filaments can be seen near the 
brightest portions of the je t  near the cloud tops.
Finally, a blue je t was visually observed January 6. 2000 22:38 UT by the author on a 
flight from Sydney, A ustralia to Los Angeles. California. USA. T he plane was approximately 
midway between Nandi. Fiji and Apia. Western Sornoa (estim ated to be 15°S. 183°W). 
After the flight, the observation of the blue jet was confirmed by Chris Colvin, a pilot in 
the cockpit. Only a  single blue je t was observed over a storm  with a  fairly low flash rate 
(approximately one flash per fifteen seconds) over the ocean. T he low flash rate, compared 
to the Arkansas storm  of July  I. 1994. and the observation of blue jets above the ocean 
indicate that blue je ts  may occur frequently on a global basis.
2.2.2 Palm Tree
The "palm tree" events were so named because of the distinctive features of the first event 
identified in the aircraft video observations of 1994. Following the occurrence of a large 
group of sprites, a vertical column of emissions appeared to propagate upward from the 
lowest resolvable a ltitudes near cloud tops (~  20 km) to alm ost 60 km over a few video 
fields. Near the end of the event, two ‘leaves' appeared to emerge from opposite sides of 
the top of the sprite column and propagate upward at approxim ately 45° angles.the top of 
the column.
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Figure 2.4. Palm  tree sprite observed July 4, 1994 3:54:12.585. Tem poral evolution is left 
to right. A-K, with 187 milliseconds of video data displayed. The palm  tree is highlighted 
with a black circle. A second palm tree observed August 18. 1999 5:10:05 is included in 
images L-S. Each image is 17 millisecond apart, except two fields are dropped between L 
anil M. and one field is dropped between M and N. Palm trees appear after a large group 
of sprites and are seen to propagate upwards.
The first palm tree event from July  4. 1994 3:54:12 was reported at the 1995 Fall 
American Geophysical Union meeting [Desroschers et al., 1995]'1 and is reproduced in Fig­
ure 2.4 A-K. The palm tree was associated with a large group of sprites. Because the 
sequence was observed by two spatially separated aircraft, accurate triangulation of the 
event was possible. The triangulated terminal altitude of the palm tree is 56 km. compared 
to the term inal altitude of the sprites of approximately 85 km. In the sequence of video 
frames A-K of the July 1. 1994 palm tree in Figure 2.4, the palm  tree is apparently fol­
lowed by a  sprite in the sam e location. However, triangulation shows that the sprite and 
palm tree were separated by 30.1 km horizontally. The triangulation details of the July 1. 
1994 3:54:12 palm tree are presented in Table 2.2. The palm tree was centered at 38.2° N 
-99.73° E. The sprite occurring after the palm tree was centered a t 37.979° N. -99.436° E. 
The triangulation error of 730 m in the east-west direction, for this event is larger than 
the north-south directional error of 230 m. The palm tree was observed in the ACTP color 
camera to be the same red color as a  sprite. In 1995. several palm  tree observed by Mike 
Taylor of U tah State University were observed with a 665 nm filtered imager (M. J. Tay­
lor. personal communication). The filtered observations show th a t the palm  trees are the 
N 'j(lPG) emissions (the sam e as sprites).
’See h ttp://eIf.gi.alaska.edu/heavner/rs/coaf/fagu95/m orph.htm l
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Time Object Lat (N) Long (W) Alt (km)
July 4, 1994 3:54:12.719
Westwind II 36.283 97.153 12.79
Jet Com m ander 35.860 97.846 10.51
Palm Tree (A) 38.326 99.751 55.571
Palm Tree (B) 38.195 99.696 36.183
Palm Tree (C) 38.234 99.796 56.330
Palm Tree (D) 38.235 99.690 56.090
3:54:12.593 NLDN +CG 38.503 99.903
3:54:12.640 NLDN +CG 38.505 99.911
3:54:12.825 NLDN -t-CG 38.535 99.408
August 18. 1999 5:08:07.188
Palm Tree (A) 41.201 -98.921 50.596
Palm Tree (B) 41.189 -98.947 32.382
Palm Tree (C) 41.211 -98.913 52.065
Palm Tree (D) 41.196 -98.926 50.289
Palm Tree (E) 41.209 -98.934 46.034
Palm Tree (F) 41.230 -98.917 48.397
05:08:06.469 NLDN +C G 41.163 -98.065
05:08:06.829 NLDN +C G 41.260 -97.997
05:08:06.948 NLDN +C G 41.306 -98.013
05:08:07.113 NLDN +CG 41.477 -98.623
August 18. 1999 5:10:05.705
Palm Tree (A) 41.220 -98.977 59.157
Palm Tree (B) 41.186 -98.987 61.079
Palm Tree (C) 41.187 -98.940 39.397
Palm Tree (D) 41.191 -98.966 54.264
05:10:05.598 NLDN +C G 41.254 -99.675
Table 2.2. Triangulated Palm Tree Locations. Summary of triangulated locations of palm 
trees, with aircraft locations for 1994 observations included. The location of associated 
NLDN reported lightning discharges are presented. The multiple triangulations of each 
palm tree represent different identified features in the event.
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During the 1999 sprites campaign two palm tree events were recorded. One palm tree 
from August 18, 1999 5:10:05 is presented in the lower panel of Figure 2.4. The triangulated 
top altitudes of the events were a t 50.6 km and 59.2 km.
2.3 1995-Equatorial Sprites, Optical Spectroscopy, Elves
Two University of Alaska Fairbanks aircraft campaigns were made during 1995 in order 
to study sprites outside of the United States. In February 1995, an instrum ented aircraft 
was flown from Peru followed by a second campaign flown out of Costa Rica and Aruba in 
August. The first spectral observations of sprites were measured by University of Alaska 
Fairbanks researchers June  22, 1995. quickly confirmed by observations by Lockheed re­
searchers on July 16. 1995. Photom etric identification of elves was first made in 1995. and 
only recently (December 1999) has a  discrimination between elves and “sprite halos" been 
proposed. In the sum m er of 1995 a  sprite observation reporting mechanism was established 
on the World W ide Web as a link from a description of University of Alaska sprites obser­
vations at h ttp ://e lf.g i.a laska .edu /. O ut of the more than 60.000 visitors to the research 
reporting page, forty observations of sprites or jets have been reported. Some of the reports 
from the site include descriptions of watching sprites over storms in Arizona for several hours 
and sprites over storm s in Africa. These and other reports are reproduced in Appendix A.
2.3.1 Equatorial Sp rites
The original 1993 University of Alaska Fairbanks a ttem pts to observe sprites over South 
America, one of the three m ajor lightning activity centers of the world, were unsuccess­
ful primarily because of difficulties with flight scheduling. Therefore, in February-March.
1995. an aircraft cam paign based out of Lima. Peru was undertaken to provide the UAF 
researchers control of an aircraft to facilitate investigation of sprites in one of the major 
thunderstorm  regions of the world, the Amazon basin. The Westwind II aircraft previously 
used during the Sprites’94 campaign was re-outfitted w ith the Auroral Color Television 
Project (ACTP) color cam era, a wide angle panchromatic camera, the Fogle spectrograph 
(see Appendix B), and a  commercial lightning flash detector. Several logistical difficulties 
hampered observations efforts (including an active border war between Peru and Equador).
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One significant result from the  observations of equatorial sprites was the lack of any struc­
ture aligned with the geomagnetic field. The equatorial field at 100 km is nearly horizontal, 
but no ’bending5 of the tops of sprites was observed.
During the two week Peru  campaign, approximately twenty sprites were observed [Sent­
m an et al.. 1995a; Heavner et al., 1995], fewer than had been expected. Several possible 
reasons for the dearth  of observed events have been suggested. F irst, the logistical support 
for aircraft observations was less favorable than flights over the United States. Second, the 
lack of high quality lightning da ta  such as from the National Lightning Detection Network 
for determining the location of the positive lightning discharges m ade locating the target 
thunderstorm s more difficult. T h ird  and more speculatively, meteorological differences be­
tween the small, strongly convective storm s over South American rainforests and the large 
frontal systems across the m idwestern United States may be significant for the production of 
sprites. Finally, another speculative explanation is the lower levels of pollution over South 
America may decrease the convection of aerosol particles and decrease the conductivity of 
the middle atm osphere [Shaw. 1998].
2.3.2 O ptical S p ectroscop y
In order to determine the source of the red emissions recorded by the color camera op­
erated by the University of Alaska Fairbanks researchers during the 1994 and early 1995 
observations, red spectroscopic measurements of sprites were required. Therefore, in the 
summer of 1995. a  two m onth observational campaign. G A SP595. on Mt. Evans. CO. (see 
Table 2.1). was proposed to  specifically identify the source of the optical emissions from 
sprites. The Mt. Evans observatory was selected in part because of its high altitude (4.3 
km) and the decreased Rayleigh scattering and atm ospheric absorption afforded by this 
high altitude. The Deehr spectrograph, described in Appendix B. was used for red ob­
servations (550-850 nm). T he  first optical spectral observations of sprites were obtained 
June 19. 1995 and revealed th a t the primary emissions of sprites are N>(1PG) [Hampton 
et al.. 1996]. Figure 2.5 shows a typical sprite and spectrum  obtained during the GASP595 
mission along w ith a  bore m ounted scene camera. The horizontal dashed line on the scene 
camera in Figure 2.5 (A) indicates the field of view of the slit in front of the spectrograph 
system. Figure 2.5 (B) presents the measured spectrum. The wavelength of the band-heads
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Figure 2.5. Optical Spectra of Sprite. Sprite observed June 19. 1995 7:24:20.48 showing 
sprite, slit, and spectrum  observed. Reproduced from Figures 2 and 3 from Hampton et al. 
[1996]. The dashed line across the scene camera in (A) indicates the field of view of the 
spectrograph slit. The No( IPG) emissions are identified, with the line heights correspond­
ing to observed auroral intensities. T he spectrum  has uot been corrected for atmospheric 
transmission. as can be seen by the discrepancy in the N-j( 1P G )(3-1) intensity at 762 nm. 
which is due to atm ospheric absorption.
of the molecular nitrogen first positive group emissions (No( IPG )), with lines showing the 
relative amplitudes based on observed auroral spectra [Vallance Jones. 1974]. The most 
obvious difference between the observed sprite spectrum and the auroral amplitudes are 
the low observed sprite emissions a t 762 nm. (from the >7>( 1 P G )(3-1) transition), which is 
resonantly absorbed by the (0-0) band of the molecular oxygen atmospheric group. The 
spectral observations are discussed in greater detail in Chapters 3 and 4. Approximately 
three weeks later, on the night of July  16. 1995 Mende et al. [1995] independently confirmed 
the identification of the red light from sprites to be NoUPG) emissions.
In addition to obtaining the first spectral observations of sprites, the G A SP’95 mission 
also collected higher spatial resolution observations, which in turn allowed a more refined 
classification of sprites compared to previous studies based on their spatial morphology. The 
first main classification of sprites based on the GASP’95 observations was the distinction 
between classic and columniform type sprites [Wescott et al.. 1998b]. Columniform sprites 
(or •e-sprites') are prim arily th in  vertical structures, while classic sprites exhibit much more 
spreading away from the vertical axis a t both high and low altitudes. The June 21. 1995 
storm  over New Mexico produced alm ost exclusively c-sprites. Typically storm s produce a 
m ajority of complex classic sprites w ith a  lower percentage of c-sprites. A good example of
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the columnar form of the c-sprites is from June 19, 1997 06:35:48 and is shown, along with 
results of triangulation, in Figure 2.6. By way of comparison, the events in Figures 2.1, 
2.2, and 2.4 are all examples o f classic sprites. No immediately obvious differences between 
c-sprite and classic sprite spectra  are apparent-both  are prim arily No (IPG ) emissions (see 
Figure 8 of Wescott et al. [1998b]). High speed video observations (up to four thousand 
frames per second) indicate th a t all sprites begin as c-sprites a t onset, and the event may 
develop more structured forms (Brook et al. [1997]: Stanley et al. [1999], see also Sec­
tion 2.5).
Analysis of coordinated ELF and high speed photometer array observations found a 
slightly different classification of two types of sprites as "columnar" and "carrot" sprites 
[Reising et al.. 1999b]. "Columnar" sprites showed a delay of < 3 ms between the ELF radio 
atmospheric, and a  smaller value of charge transfer within the causative cloud to ground 
positive flash, while "carrot” sprites have a delay of >  3 ms and a much larger charge 
transfer in the causative lightning flash [Reising et al.. 1999b]. This study was not based 
on optical morphology, and therefore the •columnar’ sprites do not strictly correspond to 
the narrow shape of the above mentioned optical c-sprites (as seen in Figure 2.8). and the 
•carrot' sprites only roughly correspond to the classic sprites discussed above.
In addition to the first spectral observations of sprites and an initial morphology of 
sprites, the GASP'95 campaign was able to use observations obtained at Yucca Ridge Field 
Station in conjunction w ith the observations from Mt. Evans in order to triangulate ob­
served sprites as part of the post-campaign analysis. Figure 2.6 shows the results of an 
analysis using dual cam era triangulation, include the projection from the top and bottom  
of each element to the ground. The cross indicates the NLDN reported location of the 
causative positive lightning discharge, and great circles between the discharge location and 
each observatory are labeled. The entire sprite event is approximately 50 km wide and 
roughly centered on the NLDN reported discharge. Sprites are often triangulated to be 
more than 50 km offset from the  location of the discharge as reported by NLDN. T he trian­
gulation analysis shows th a t the individual columns of the sprite do not focus on the -i-CG 
discharge, disproving the suggestion that multiple columns focus down to the causative 
tropospheric lightning discharge [Winckler, 1995].
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Figure 2.6. Columniform Sprite. Columniform sprite observed June 19. 1995 6:35:48.583 
from Mt. Evans. This sprite was also observed from Yucca Ridge Field Station. These two 
images were used to triangulate the tops and bottom s of the columns. The results of the 
triangulation are plotted on the map, which is rotated to  m atch the direction of observation.
2.3.3 E lves and “Sprite H alos”
In 1995, researchers a t Yucca Ridge Field Station made observations of brief (less than one 
millisecond) red emissions hypothesized to lie at the base of the ionosphere at altitudes of 
~95 km [Fukunishi et a/., 1995]. Optical “airglow enhancem ents” associated w ith lightning 
were first reported based on shuttle observations [Boeck et al.. 1992] and possibly from 
sounding rockets [Li et a/., 1991]. The phenomena were named elves (Emissions of Light 
and VLF perturbations due to EM P Sources) [Lyons and  Nelson. 1995: Fukunishi et al.. 
1996]. Observations o f elves with the Fly's Eye Instrum ent [Inan et al.. 1997] find that elves 
occur in relation to the am plitude of the lightning EM P as measured in the VLF frequency 
range, and estim ate single station lateral spatial extent o f 200-600 km [Barrington-Leigh and 
Inan, 1999]. Recent comparison between photom eter and  high speed imager observations 
by Barrington-Leigh et al. [1999a] has led to the discrim ination between elves and '‘sprite 
halos.”
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Figure 2.7. Sprite Halo Observation. A “sprite halo” observed from the Wyoming Infrared 
Observatory a t July 28, 1998 5:06:26.303. The associated National Lightning Detection Net­
work reported an 18.0 kA positive lightning flash with a multiplicity of two which occurred 
at 5:06:26.053 at a great circle distance 762 km from the observatory.
Discussion0 at the 1999 Fall American Geophysical resulted in the classification of two 
separate elves-type events. The first type, 'true ' elves, are generally not resolvable by video 
rate imagers. Higher tem poral resolution instruments (such as photom eters) record these 
very brief optical emissions. T he  second type of elves, now called ‘sp rite  halos', may be 
similar to a  sprite, but w ith no internal structure. Elves are very brief (less than one mil­
lisecond) emissions which generally cannot be observed with imaging systems operating at 
standard  video rates of 30 fields per second. “Sprite halos” are morphologically similar to 
elves, but last between 3-6 ms (D.R. Moudry, personal comm unications), occur at lower 
altitudes, and are smaller than  elves horizontally. Additionally, halos can be imaged by in­
tensified imagers operating at standard  video rates. Initial triangulation results show sprite 
halos axe less than  ten kilometers in vertical extent, occur a t a  mean a ltitude  of 78±4 km 
with a horizontal diam eter of ~ 6 5  km [Wescott et al., 1999]. The shu ttle  observations were
5The discussions were primarily between the authors of two adjoining posters: Barrington-Leigh et al. 
[1999a] and Wescott et al. [1999].
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most likely sprite halos (given th a t they were observed w / an instrum ent operating at 30 
frames a second).
An example of a sprite halo observed from the Wyoming Infrared Observatory on July  
7, 1996 is presented in Figure 2.7. The National Lightning Detection Network reported an 
18.0 kA positive lightning flash with a  multiplicity of two which occurred at 5:06:26.053 at a 
great circle distance 762 km from the observatory. Both elves and sprite halos often precede 
sprites, but they are also observed without a following sprite. Additionally, while sprites 
are almost always associated with positive lightning activity, elves occur in association with 
both positive and negative discharges [Barrington-Leigh and Inan, 1999]. Halos seem to 
be associated with both positive and negative discharges as well. No spectra of elves have 
been obtained. Spectral observations of a  sprite halo obtained in 1995 identify the optical 
emissions as prim arily N o(lPG ). and are presented in Sectiou 3.6.
2.4 1996-High Spatial Resolution, NIR Spectra, and Blue
Sprites
The active thunderstorm  of July 24. 1996 provided excellent observations from both 
Wyoming Infrared Observatory and Yucca Ridge Field Station. Additionally, observers 
at Langmuir Laboratory made observations of many of the sprites over the same thun­
derstorm. Nelson [1997] studied this storm  using both meteorological and NLDN data  in 
conjunction with video observations of sprites to conclusively find that sprites occur over the 
anvil region and confirmed the association between sprites and +CG lightning discharges. 
One sprite from 1996 is presented in Figure 2.8. with multiple camera views of the event. 
The spectroscopic observations of the event are presented in panel C. Using observations of 
the same event by Utah S tate  University researchers operating cameras a t the Yucca Ridge 
Field Station, trianguiation of various elements in the sprite is possible. The center of the 
field of view of the camera a t W yoming Infrared Observatory was a t an azim uth of 140.737° 
and an elevation of 9.531°. The features of the sprite triangulated are circled in panel A 
and the triangulated locations are plotted on a map presented in Figure 2.8 D with a zoom 
in presented in panel E. T he event occurs above the associated positive lightning discharge 
(indicated by a cross), bu t often the triangulated sprite occurs as much as 50 km horizon-
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Figure 2.8. July 24. 1996 5:03:05 sprite. The July  24. 1996 4:03:05 event as seen from 
several cameras. Observations of the event from Yucca Ridge Field Station were used to 
triangulate the features indicated in the upper left image by circles and letters.
tally offset from the associated lightning discharge as reported by NLDN [Desroschers et al..
1995].
Based on the improved spatial resolution of the 1996 sprite observations, horizontal 
banding was observed in many sprites [Sentman et al.. 1997]. No determ ination of the 
cause of the dark horizontal band within sprites has yet been made.
The direct observation of ionized emissions from sprites has been a goal of several nar­
row filtered imaging and photom etric instruments. In  1995. Arm strong et al. [1998] used a 
filter centered at 431.7 nm with a  FW HM (full w idth, half maximum) of 10.6 nm. In 1996. 
a second filter centered at 399.2 nm with a FWHM of 9.6 nm was used in conjunction with 
the 431.7 nm filter. Both of these filters include both  N.t(1NG) and No(2PG) emissions
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in their bandpass, making definitive observations regarding ionized emissions from sprites 
difficult. However, the  ratio  of the two filtered photometers is able to discrim inate between 
lightning, sprites, and elves. The 399.2/431.7 ratio for lightning is 1, in agreement with the 
expected continuum  radiation. For sprites, the 399.2/431.7 ratio is ~ 2  while elves alone 
(based on a  lower num ber of observations) give a measured 399.2/431.7 ratio of ~3. The 
temporal evolution of the ratio  of the two filters suggests an initial process with an electron 
tem perature equivalent to ~10  eV (for less than 1 ms) followed by a  longer lasting ~1 eV 
process. Similar observations were made by Suszcynsky et al. [1998] who used a 20 nm 
wide filter centered on 425 nm with a photometer to observe the 427.8 nm N.J(ING)(0.1) 
emission. However, the filter bandpass also included the lower energy No(2PG)(1.5) emis­
sion at 426.8 nm as well as several other less intense N>(2PG) emissions which may have 
contributed to a  portion  of the observed signal. A blue filtered camera (response centered at 
410 nm with a  passband between 350-475 nm) was used in conjunction with the photometer. 
The im portant point to note here is that both of these studies indicate the presence of N.7 
emissions during the initial portion of the sprite.
2.5 1997-H igh Speed Imagery, Australian Sprites, Blue
Sprites
The University of Alaska Fairbanks group did not field any instrum ents in the summer 
of 1997. However, several groups made sprites observations a t both Yucca Ridge Field 
S tation and Langm uir Laboratories. The blue photom eter observations at Yucca Ridge 
Field Station were continued by Armstrong, Suszynsky and colleagues, and a third filtered 
photom eter (at 470.9 nm) was added to improve the classification of sprites, lightning, and 
elves through the ratio  of the three photometers.
Kodak research loaned New Mexico Tech researchers an intensified camera system capa­
ble o f recording images a t rates of 1000, 2000. or 4000 frames per second. A sprite observed 
with this system  on O ctober 3. 1997 is presented in Figure 2.9. The analysis of the im­
agery indicates th a t all sprites initially appear as narrow c-sprites which may or may not 
then develop into more structured  classic sprites [Stanley et al., 1999]. A joint project by 
the University o f O taga, New Zealand, and Osaka University of Japan  achieved the first
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Figure 2.9. The October 3. 1997 8:43:57 sprite recorded by New Mexico Tech researchers 
using an intensified Kodak cam era capable of making 1000. 2000. or 4000 frames per second 
recordings. Courtesy of Mark Stanley. NMT.
observations of sprites over A ustralia [Hardman et al.. 1998].
2.6 1998—Blue Spectra, N U V  Sprites, High Spatial Resolu­
tion, Japanese Sprites
EXL98 [Sentman et al., 1998b] was a  m ulti-station aircraft and ground-based observing cam­
paign designed to investigate energy budget effects in the middle and upper atm osphere due 
to electrical processes excited by lightning. A Gulfstream II aircraft was flown during the 
moon-down period of July 1998 w ith  instrum ents from the Geophysical Institu te, University 
of Alaska Fairbanks (GI-UAF), Air Force Phillips Laboratory (AFPL). and the Naval Re­
search Laboratory (NRL). GI-UAF flew several cameras on the aircraft: a wide field of view 
(about 60°). a  panchrom atic (400-850 nm) camera for finding sprites, a 14° field of view
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panchrom atic (400-850 nm) scene camera, a  14° field of view (bore-sighted to the unfiltered 
narrow FOV camera) filtered (423.8 nm and 427.8 nm) camera, and the ACTP color camera 
w ith a  variable field of view. A middle infrared (MIR) imager (provided by AFRL) was 
intended to search for emissions from vibrationally excited COo and NO. An NRL camera 
was flown, and could be operated in several modes: an unfiltered near-ultraviolet imager, 
a filtered imager (340.7 nm), and a near-ultraviolet (near-UV, 320-460 nm) spectrograph. 
NRL also flew a  near infrared (NIR) cam era was also part of the EXL98 instrum entation.
Specific EXL98 Observations
Several sprites recorded with multiple instruments during the 1998 EXL98 campaign are 
presented in the following sections. The first example, from July 19, 1998, 9:06:59. is chosen 
because three bright stars are observed in the 427.8 nm filtered observations. The three 
stars are used to calibrate counts recorded by the imager with photons received from the 
stars.
The July 22. 1998 4:57:43 event provides the best example of strong ionized N.J(ING) 
emissions observed with the 427.8 nm filtered imager. The next example, from July 28, 
6:41:01. was observed w ith the near-UV/blue spectrograph. The lack of ionized emissions 
indicated from both  the 427.8 nm filtered imager and the spectral observations of the sprite 
are in agreement and indicate that some sprites have very little ionized emissions, while the 
July 22. 4:57:43 event shows that others have significant ionized emissions.
July 19, 1998 9:06:59
The July  19. 1998 9:06:59 event shown in Figure 2.10 is an example of an event observed in 
several cameras, including the 427.8 nm filter. The stars e Ursae Majoris. Ursae Majoris. 
and 7] Ursae M ajoris (the three ‘handle' stars of the big dipper) are bright stars observed 
in the 427.8 nm filtered image which provide good stellar sources. Although these three 
stars are sa tu ra ted  in the unfiltered camera, many other stars are visible in the unfiltered 
observations, so that the photon flux of that event can also be calculated for the unfiltered 
camera. In this section the star calibrations are presented with the 427.8 nm filter to 
establish an  upper lim it on optical emissions from the N j(1N G ) ionized emission band.
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Figure 2.10. The July 19, 1998 9:06:59 sprite as seen from several cameras on the EXL98 
aircraft. (A) and (B) are the narrow FOV unfiltered scene camera observations separated 
by 90 milliseconds. (C) is the 427.8 nm filtered observation (with histogram equalization 
applied), showing no ionized Nj(1NG)(0-1) band emissions. (D) and (E) are the color 
camera observations corresponding to (A) and (B). (F) is a plot of photons vs. video counts 
for the three stars that can be seen in the 427.8 nm imager. Note the associated halo in 
panel (A).
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Figure 2.11. The July 22, 1998 4:57:43 sprite as seen from severed cameras on the EXL98 
aircraft. No other observatory imaged this sprite, so triangulation is not possible. The 
great circle distance between the NLDN reported positive cloud to ground flash associated 
with the sprite was 197 km. Note the associated halo in panel A.
July 22, 1998 4:57:43
The July 22, 1998 4:57:43 event presented in Figure 2.11 is the closest observation of sprites 
from the EXL98 campaign, with a great circle distance between the aircraft and the NLDN 
reported 39.4 kA positive flash of 197 km. Figure 2.11 (A) shows the panchromatic wide 
field of view camera image of the sprite, with the small square indicating the field of view 
of the narrow field camera, (B) is the panchromatic narrow field imager, (C) shows the
427.8 nm filtered camera (with the same field of view as (B)), (C) is the composite image 
from the ACTP color camera, and (E) is the blue channel of the ACTP color camera. 
Emissions from the lower region of the sprite are observed in the 427.8 nm filtered imager. 
Because the sprite is near the upper right corner of the imager, careful analysis was required 
to confirm that the photons observed are not leakage from the N2(2PG) 426.8 nm emissions 
due to the off axis change in filter response. The 427.8 nm filter is a 1.44 nm FWHM filter 
actually centered at 428.3 nm, specifically selected slightly red of the N2(2PG) 426.8 nm 
emissions which would contaminate the filter if it had been centered on 427.8 nm. The
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Figure 2.12. The July 28, 1998 6:41:01 sprite as seen from several cameras on the EXL98 
aircraft and the broadband camera from the Wyoming Infrared Observatory (WIRO) on 
Jelm Mountain, Wyoming. (A) is the wide field of view (FOV) unfiltered camera and the 
square represents the field of view of the other cameras. (B) is the event observed from 
WIRO. (C) is the color camera observations of the sprite. (D) is the observed spectrum 
from the near-UV/blue spectrograph. (E) is the unfiltered narrow FOV camera and the 
black box indicates the near-UV/blue spectrograph field of view. (F) is the 427.8 nm filtered 
observations, which has been processed with histogram equalization. There is no signature 
of ionized molecular emissions from this sprite. The observations from (E) and (F) are in 
agreement about the lack of detectable ionized emissions, and are discussed in more detail 
in Section 3.5.
426.8 nm leakage issue is covered in more detail in Appendix B. The unfiltered camera 
image was taken four fields after the event because of image saturation during the event.
July 28, 1998 6:41:01
The sprite from July 28, 1998 6:41:01.278 is shown in Figure 2.12. (A) is the wide field of 
view camera from the aircraft, (B) is a narrow field of view unfiltered imager at WIRO, and 
(C) is the color camera observations of the sprite from the aircraft. (D) is the observations 
from the near-UV spectrograph. After gamma correction and background subtraction of the 
video image of the near-UV spectrograph output, three video fields were averaged together 
(for a total time integration of 50 ms), and then the 10 video scan lines over which spectral
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information was present were also averaged, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.. (E) is a 
panchromatic imager w ith a  9.3° x 7.0° field of view. The black box is drawn to illustrate 
the field of view of the near-UV spectrograph. Figure 2.12 (F) is the image from a  bore- 
sighted 427.8 nm filtered imager, w ith the same 9.3° x 7.0° field of view as the panchrom atic 
imager. The 427.8 nm image has been processed using histogram  equalization to stretch the 
dynamic range of the image. No signature of the sprite is evident in the 427.8 nm image.
The National Lightning Detection Network [Cummins et al., 1998] reported a positive 
cloud-to-ground lightning flash associated with this event a t 36.525° N, -99.016° E occurring 
at 6:4L:01.261 with a m ultiplicity of 1 and reported current of 37.7 kA. The NLDN-reported 
discharge was a t a  great circle distance of 329 km from the EXL98 aircraft. Observations 
from Jelm  M ountain. W yoming also captured the sprite a t an azim uth of 127.9° and a 
distance of 789 km. Unfortunately, locally cloudy conditions in Wyoming and the large 
distance between Jelm  and  the sprite made poor triangulation conditions.
Other EXL98 Campaign Results
A blue s ta rte r observed Ju ly  17, 1998 during the EXL98 campaign is presented in Figure 2.13 
[Deehr et al.. 1998]. The left panel is view of the 340.7 nm (a neutral N->(2PG) emission) 
filtered observation. T he right panel is the unfiltered narrow imager, and the center panel 
is the 427.8 nm filtered image. The starter is bright in the 427.8 nm filtered camera. 
This confirms the suggestion of ionized emissions in starters (and likely blue jets as well). 
Blue jets possibly have the signature of higher total energy processes than either sprites 
or elves because of the ionized emissions, and blue jets last 10 -10 0  times longer than  other 
phenomena. Wescott et al. [1998a] estimate that the average blue jet or starter transfers 
about 109 J  of energy to the stratosphere.
In addition to blue emission, je ts  have been observed in the near-IR during EXL98. 
These emissions are most likely some combinations of N2 ( 1 PG) and N.j (Meinel). Con­
sidering the quenching heights in Table 3.1 N2 (1 PG) and N j(M einel) emission should be 
strongly quenched. However, energy transfer processes may enhance the population of the 
lower vibrational level o f the N2 (1 PG) and Nj (Meinel) upper electronic states. Another 
possibility would be emission from atomic species (O and N) as is observed in lightning. 
The existence of atom ic emissions would indicate a  much more energetic process than  is
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Figure 2.13. Observations of a s ta rte r  with a 340.7 nm filtered imager (left). 427.8 nm 
filtered imager (center), and panchrom atic imager (right). The 340.7 nm and 427.8 nm 
images have been histogram equalized. The emissions a t 427.8 nm indicate significant 
ionization in blue starters.
thought to occur in sprites and elves. Spectroscopic observations of blue je ts  and starters 
will be required to resolve this issue.
From the W yoming Infrared Observatory, a  photometer was used to observe sprites 
and two representative results are shown in Figure 2.14. The in terpretation  of the 7:53:49 
event is that a bright, brief transient event (most likely an  elves or sprite  halo) is followed 
approximately 20 ms later by a  longer lived sprite. The 8:08:34 event does not have the 
indication of the elves in the photom eter record, but shows several events brightening, which 
may either be a "rebrightening" of a  the observed forms, or indication th a t first one sprite 
'turned-on ' followed by later sprites. The most intense optical emissions are observed to 
last for only a millisecond in this event.
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Figure 2.14. Photom eter Sprite Observations. Photom eter traces recorded a t 100 kHz and 
associated TV images. T he two events were recorded at Jelm  M ountain. Wyoming, on 28 
July 1998 (left) and 31 Ju ly  1998 (right). The left photom eter sequence covers 50 ms of 
da ta  while the sequence on the right only covers 10 ms. The corresponding TV images, 
with 17 ms tim e integration, show the sprites associated w ith the traces.
Non-EXL98 observations
In 1998. observations of sprites a t Yucca Ridge Field Station continued, including interest­
ing observations of the effects of the Mexican fires on thunderstorm s [Lyons et al.. 1998]. 
Thunderstorm s in the m idwestern United States, spatially associated w ith smoke from large 
fires in Mexico, had unusually large percentage of positive cloud-to-ground discharges. No 
sprites were observed, bu t Lyons et al. [1998] suggested th a t thunderstorm s associated 
with smoke from large fires may produce more sprites than non-smoke thunderstorm s. The 
possible enhancement of sprites would be significant in regions w ith common large burns, 
such as Indonesia and the rain forests of the Amazon region of South America.
At Langmuir Laboratory, the use of a  telescope [Gerken et al., 1998: Inan et al., 1998] 
achieved very high spatia l resolution images of sprites, as shown in Figure 2.15. The tele­
scopic imager resolved sp rite  structure to 6 m resolution. The mean horizontal wind speeds 
at 30° latitude at an a ltitude  of 65 km is greater than 80 m /s  [Kantor and  Cole. 1964], so 
during 1/60 of a  second, the  neutral motion will be greater than  1.33 m on average. Hence
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Figure 2.15. Telescopic Sprite Observation. Sprite observed from Langmuir Lab with a 
telescope system. This sprite was recorded by Stanford University researchers on July 
13. 1998 at 05:07:07.833. The great circle distance between the observers and the NLDN 
identified positive flash was 531 km at an azimuth of 201.9°.
the neutral motion speed may be a smearing factor for high spatial resolution sprite obser­
vations with relatively low (video) tem poral rates. The high spatial resolution observations 
resolved spatial structures, such as the vertical branching and horizontal gaps in emissions 
that were previously only hinted at in some lower resolution sprite observations [Sentman 
et al.. 1996b. 1996a].
An observation campaign by researchers from Tohoku University during December 1998 
and January 1999 made the first observations of sprites and elves above winter Japanese 
thunderstorm s [Fukunishi et al., 1999]. Sixteen channel array photom eters and CCD 
cameras operating at Dodaira Astronomical Observatory (36.0° N. 139.2° E) and Sendai 
(39.3° N. 140.9° E) observed sprites and elves above the Sea of Japan  near the Hokuriku 
region. The meteorology and phenomenology of Japanese winter thunderstorm s is quite 
different from the large midwestern United States thunderstorm s above which most sprites 
have been observed. In  general, the freezing level and bottom  of the storm  are much lower 
and the percentage of positive lightning discharges is much higher [Takeuti et al.. 1978].
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T he observations of sprites above the Japanese winter thunderstorm s on January 25, 1999 
were of several c-sprites, which were triangulated from the two locations to have tops and 
bottom s of 87 km and 73 km respectively. The to tal vertical extent of th irteen sprites 
observed above Japanese winter storms was found to be between 8-15 km, similar to the 
c-sprite altitudes observed over the midwestern United States (Wescott et al. [1998b] re­
ported mean bottom s of 76 km and mean tops of 86 km for the event shown in Figure 2.6). 
The observed elves appeared to have similar spatial and tem poral development compared 
to elves observed above the large midwestern mesoscale convective systems, with horizontal 
extent between 250-420 km [Fukunishi et al.. 1999].
2.7 1999-NASA Sprites Balloon, High Speed Imagery
The 1999 northern hemisphere summer sprites observations were focused on supporting 
the NASA 1999 sprites balloon campaign [Bering et al., 1999]. The balloon payloads were 
instrum ented by University of Houston researchers with dual three axis electric field detec­
tors. three axis fluxgate and induction magnetometers. X-ray scintillation counter. Geiger- 
Mueller tube, upward looking high-speed photometer, vertical current density ammeter, 
conductivity measurements, and an ambient thermometer. The University of Alaska Fair­
banks research group operated cameras and other instrum entation at the Wyoming Infrared 
Observatory and a t Bear Mountain, near Custer. South Dakota. The instrum entation in­
cluded a newly built high speed imager operated a t Wyoming Infrared Observatory. The 
observations of the August 18. 1999 6:25:18 sprite are presented in Figure 2.16. The ob­
servations from the high speed (10 0 0  frames per second) imager illustrate th a t even one 
thousand frames per second is insufficient to resolve the tem poral development of sprites.
Observations from Yucca Ridge Field station in support of the balloon flights included 
observations from a  high speed imager, color video camera, E LF/V LF sensors, and filtered 
photometers [Lyons et al., 1999]. During the 1999 campaign season, a TVR-900CCD color 
cam era system was added to the array of instrum ents at YRFS.
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Figure 2.16. High Speed Imagery of August 18, 1999 6:25:18. Observations of the August 
18, 1999 6:25:18 sprite using a highspeed imager with 1 ms tem poral resolution. The camera 
was operated at Wyoming Infrared Observatory in conjunction with the NASA 1999 sprites 
balloon campaign. These observations dem onstrate that the characteristic time scale for 
sprite development is less th an  the 1 ms resolution of the camera. The figures, running 
temporally A-F, represent 6 ms of observations. Note that a coincident halo is clearly seen 
beginning in frame B.
2.8 Summary of Observations
The global d istribution and rate  of occurrence of sprites is very poorly characterized by 
current observations. Observations over the central United States have shown that sprites 
occur over virtually every storm  possessing positive cloud-to-ground lightning activity. By 
way of contrast, there was a surprising dearth  of sprite activity over South and Central 
America [Sentman et al., 1995a; Heavner et al., 1995]. 'Airglow enhancem ents', as first 
reported from space shuttle  observations (probably what are now identified as sprite halos), 
seem to occur over m any sprite-producing thunderstorm s associated directly  w ith both pos-
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C-Sprite Classic Sprite Palm Tree Jet S tarter Elves
Max Alt. (km) 87 95 60 40 25 85
Lightning Pos Pos Pos Neg Neg Both
No. Observed 10 00+ 10 0 0 0+ 5+ 57+ 30+ 10 00+
Duration(ms) 3-10 3-10 <17 ~250 ~ 1 0 0 < 1
ELF/V LF Yes Yes ■? ? ? Yes
Table 2.3. Summary of Observations. The types of upper atmospheric flashes and various 
param eters are presented. Halos have not been included in this table because they were 
identified so recently (December 1999) that such analysis has not yet been completed.
itive and negative cloud-to-ground lightning discharges [Barrington-Leigh and Inan, 1999]. 
Blue je ts  are associated w ith thunderstorm s which are very electrically active and produce 
large hail or a t least have very strong upward convection. The blue sta rte rs  are apparently 
blue je ts  which fail to meet some critical requirement for propagation upward to 40 km 
[Wescott et al., 1996a]. The palm  tree events are of brief duration (like the sprites), but do 
not reach the term inal altitude associated with sprites. C-sprites are apparently similar to 
sprites, but show less structure, and possibly a different time delay between the causative 
lightning flash and the emission onset [Wescott et al.. 1998b; Reising et al.. 1999b]. Dif­
ferences in storm  conditions, atm ospheric conditions, or ionospheric conditions could be 
determ ining factors in the appearance of optical transients observed between thunderstorm  
tops and the ionosphere, leaving much room for both theoretical work and joint studies that 
cross traditional discipline boundaries.
The observations reported in this chapter are broadly summarized in Table 2.3. Fig­
ure 2.17 summarizes the spatial locations of all reported sprite observations to date. Ground 
based observatories, shown as stars in the lower panel, have a  maximum optical sprite de­
tection distance of approxim ately one thousand kilometers. Observations of sprites from 
the space shuttle are plotted as squares on the upper map. The Japanese observations and 
A ustralian observations are plotted  as diamonds on the upper panel. T he flight paths of the 
EXL98 aircraft observations are plotted on the upper global map, while the earlier aircraft 
observations are plotted on the lower panel map. Table 2.4 summarizes all observational 
campaigns to date.
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In order to approach the questions of global rates and distributions of sprites, elves, 
halos, and blue jets, more observations are required. The identification of a global synoptic 
detection m ethod of these events would enhance such measurements. A ttem pting to esti­
m ate the global occurrence of sprites is an elusive problem. The latest estim ate of the global 
cloud to ground lightning flash rate  of between 10s_ 1 and 14s-1 [Mackerras et al., 1998]. 
Positive flashes are less than  10% of the total lightning flashes, and not every positive flash 
produces an optically detectable sprite. Therefore the global occurrence of sprites can be 
estim ated at less than  1 per second. However, this is based on the assum ption th a t the 
global sprite distribution is sim ilar to global lightning distribution. While current obser­
vations are biased geographically, lightning and sprites do not appear to necessarily have 
the same spatial distribution. Blue jets are rarely recorded by ground based observers, and 
even aircraft campaigns record many more sprites than  blue je ts /s tarters . However, the 
dearth  of jet observations may be partially explained by Rayleigh scattering and observa­
tional difficulties described earlier. The long duration of blue jets and the observation of 
strong N.T(ING) emissions indicate tha t blue jets may be an im portant energetic process 
in the stratosphere. Elves are associated with both positive and negative cloud-to-ground 
lightning, so the global elves occurrence rate is probably higher than the global sprite  rate.
2.9 Theories of Sprite and Jet Production
Before any documented observations of sprites, several theories postulating thunderstorm  
effects on the middle and upper atm osphere were advanced. Wilson [1925. 1956], noting that 
electric field of thunderstorm  charge re-arrangement decreases with altitude as r -3 . while 
the breakdown field strength  of the atmosphere decreases more rapidly as e-r//l° (where ho. 
the scale height of the neutral atmosphere, is approxim ately seven kilometers), suggested 
that thunderstorm s may produce heating in the atm osphere. Hoffman [1960] hypothesized 
that upward discharges from thunderstorm s lead to the production of some types of whistler 
signals. Inan [1990]; Inan et al. [1991] proposed modification of VLF propagations due to 
thunderstorm  heating and ionization of the middle and upper atmosphere.
Three separate models have been proposed to describe sprites, which can be differen­
tiated  according to the principal features of their respective physical mechanisms: quasi-
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Figure 2.17. Map of Sprite Observations. Maps illustrating the locations of sprite observa­
tions. The top panel summarizes the global distribution of observations. The bottom  panel 
shows the aircraft tracks of University of Alaska aircraft campaigns 1994-1998.
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Name Date Location Platform Results
Sprites’93 1993/07 South America, U.S. Aircraft Height Est.
SP R IT E S ’93 1993/07 Yucca Ridge Ground Sprites
S prites’94 1994/07 Central U.S. Aircraft Triangulation. Jets
SP R IT E S ’94 1994/07 Yucca Ridge Ground Sprites
Peru '95 1995/02 South America Aircraft Few Sprites
GASP '95 1995/06-07 Mt. Evans Ground Specta
SPR ITES'95 1995/07 Yucca Ridge Ground Sprites
Blue Sand '95 1995/08 Central America Aircraft Sprites. .Jet
SPR ITES'96 1996/07 Yucca Ridge Ground Sprites
N M T’96 1996/07 Langmuir Ground Sprites
Sprites '96 1996/06-07 WIRO & YRFS Ground Triangulation
SPR IT E S’97 1997/07 Yucca Ridge Ground Sprites
SP R IT E S ’98 1998/07 Yucca Ridge Ground Sprites
NM T'98 1998/07 Langmuir Ground Telescope. Daytime
EXL '98 1998/07 Central U.S. Aircraft Blue Spectra. Jet
Balloon '99 1999 Central U.S. Balloon 6-Axis E-Field
Table 2.4. M ajor Sprite Campaigns Summary. Sprite observational campaigns from 1993 
to the present.
electrostatic heating, or runaway electron mechanisms (see Rowland [1998] for a detailed 
review). These models all take a tropospheric lightning discharge as the initial energy 
source, and result in electron impact excitation of middle- and upper-atm ospheric molecu­
lar nitrogen.
T he quasi-electrostatic heating model [Pasko et al.. 1998] postulates electric fields that 
are a  result of the reconfiguration of thunderstorm  charge due to lightning. A large positive 
cloud to ground flash removes positive charge from the upper charge center (e.g. 300 C 
removed from 10  km altitude) which produces a large change in the electric field (greater 
than  100 V /m  at 70 km altitude). The field persists for approxim ately the local relaxation 
time (milliseconds a t 85 km altitude, but seconds a t 45 km altitude). The strength of the 
field is determ ined by charge moment ( f  qdl) of the lightning flash. In order to test the
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model, experim ental determ ination of charge moment from EL F/V L F (10 Hz - 30 kHz) 
measurements has been developed [Cummer et al., 1998]. Similar to the quasi-electrostatic 
model is the EM P induced breakdown model, which includes the addition of an  upward 
propagating EM P associated with a  large lightning stroke th a t can produce breakdown at 
altitudes above 60 km [Fernsler and Rowland, 1996; Rowland et al., 1995, 1996: Milikh 
et al.. 1995].
The runaway electron model postulates a high energy (relativistic) seed electron (possi­
bly a cosmic ray secondary) accelerated by the electric field above a thunderstorm  [Roussel- 
Dupre et al., 1998: Taranenko and Roussel-Dupre, 1996; Lehtinen et al., 1996]. If the seed 
electron has enough kinetic energy, a collision between the seed electron and a  neutral 
molecule produces a  high energy secondary via impact ionization, resulting in two relativis­
tic electrons. This cascade process is predicted to produce a beam of runaway electrons. 
Optical emissions produced from this mechanism would have a  much higher characteristic 
energy than the quasi-electrostatic heating model predicts.
Three models based on stream er-type phenomena have been proposed to explain blue 
jets [Pasko et al., 1997; Sukhorukov and Stubbe, 1998; Yukhimuk et al.. 1998aj. Based on 
modeling efforts, a  single je t has been postulated to cause local density perturbations of 
nitric oxide (10%) and ozone (0.5%) at 30 km altitude [Mishin, 1997].
The optical emissions of sprite halos have been identified as originating from N'>(1PG). 
Originally, the spectral signature was classified as that of elves, but with the recent dis­
tinction between halos and elves, the spectral observations have been properly re-identified 
as the spectral signature of a  sprite halo. The shorter duration of elves and halos suggests 
that elves are less im portant energetically than sprites or jets . However, elves may repre­
sent the high energy component of lightning discharges transferring energy to the middle 
atmosphere, only the strongest of which produce optical emissions. Elves have been de­
scribed by models as heating from the EM P from tropospheric lightning [Inan et al., 1997; 
Pasko et al., 1998]. Lower energy lightning discharges may not stim ulate optical emissions, 
but the m ajority of tropospheric lightning discharges can still cause neutral heating in the 
middle and upper atm osphere. Before the docum entation of elves, the neutral heating of 
the upper atm osphere by lightning was proposed as a  mechanism for creating a long-term 
(hour time scale) infrared glow above thunderstorm s [Inan et al., 1991; Picard et al., 1997].
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This mechanism describes the vibrational excitation of ground sta te  N > by electron impact 
followed by energy transfer to  neutral COo via the process N-)(XlE + )(v > 0 )->COo. Elves 
are observed to occur above both positive and negative C G ’s and therefore are likely occur 
more frequently than sprites.




The detection of previously unknown optical phenomena of electrical origin in the middle- 
and upper-atm osphere described in the previous chapter suggests a possible new component 
to the understanding of middle atmosphere dynamics. In order to determine the signficance 
of sprites, blue jets, and elves in the terrestrial system, the nature of the energetic processes 
involved in their creation must first be identified.
Based on 1994 color cam era observations, the total optical (395-700 nm) output of 
sprites has been reported to be 50 k.Jl [Sentman and Wescott. 1998). This energy calcu­
lation used known stellar sources as absolute calibration references to derive photon fluxes 
from the sprite. The identification of the source of the optical emissions, as either scattered 
light from an external source or as volume emissions from the apparent source region itself, 
is necessary for establishing the processes producing optical emissions. In the first case, 
the optical energy of the sprites may be of little importance to the middle- and upper- 
atm osphere. However, in the latter case, sprites provide direct observations of energetic 
processes occurring in the mesosphere, even though the rad iated  optical energy represents 
only a small fraction of the to tal energy deposited in the middle- and upper-atmosphere. 
For example, the to tal photon flux from a  rainbow can be much greater than  a  sprite. 
However, spectral analysis of the light from a rainbow reveals a solar spectrum, so no local 
energetic process creates the photons. The light is only from the diffraction of solar light 
by atm ospheric water droplets. One early (incorrect) explanation of elves/halos was that
lThe brightness of 1-5 kJ in Sentm an et al. [1995b] is underreported by a factor of 4jr.
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light from tropospheric lightning was resonantly excitating metallic elements, particularly 
sodium, which was then re-radiating the light. The strong N il nitrogen lightning emission 
at 568.0 nm was proposed as a possible candidate for resonant excitation of the 568.2 nm 
sodium  line [Boeck et al., 1992]. Spectral observations of halos identifying molecular nitro­
gen emissions, ra ther than  atom ic emissions, rule out the explanation of resonant excitation 
via optical emissions from lightning.
The spectrum  at the beginning of this chapter is typical of the first sprite spectral 
observations [Hampton et al., 1996] and is discussed in Section 3.1. These ground based 
460-1000 nm spectral observations of sprites identified the molecular nitrogen first positive 
group (N j(lP G )) emissions responsible for optical emissions from sprites. The IPG) 
corresponds to the lowest energy optical emissions of molecular nitrogen, requiring ~7.5 eV 
electrons for excitation. Below 90 km altitude, molecular nitrogen is ~80% of the a t­
mosphere and molecular oxygen is alm ost all of the remaining 2 0 %. so many common 
atmospheric emissions originate from excited oxygen or nitrogen species [Rees, 1989].
In this chapter, the identification of the optical emission source o f sprites is described, 
followed by a  general discussion of the relevant optical emissions of molecular nitrogen and 
oxygen. Atmospheric transmission is included in the discussion because it is critical for the 
interpretation of low elevation observations through the dense atm osphere. A comparison 
between sprite, lightning, St. Elm o’s fire, and auroral spectra illustrates the differences 
in energetic excitation processes leading to optical emissions in the  phenomena and the 
microphysical processes related to the relaxation of the energy.
Optical emissions of the molecular nitrogen first positive group require the lowest energy 
excitation mechanisms of all optical molecular nitrogen emissions. O ther optical molecular 
nitrogen emissions require higher excitation energy mechanisms, and  therefore have been 
the subject of more recent spectral investigations of sprites. In 1998, the EXL98 aircraft 
campaign measured the first blue spectral observations (320-460 nm) of emissions from 
sprites. The dom inant emissions across this wavelength band are nitrogen second positive 
group emissions, requiring almost 11.5 eV electrons for the electron impact excitation of 
molecular nitrogen. The filtered and  spectral observations of ionized molecular nitrogen 
emissions from sprites requires electron energies >18 eV for electron im pact excitation. 
The spectra of sprite halos are predom inantly the nitrogen first positive group emissions,
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similar to the red emissions from sprites. Spectral observations of elves and blue jets have 
not yet been made. F iltered observations of blue jets and starters provide some information 
about the emissions and are discussed in the C hapter 4.
After describing m easurem ents made to understand the energetic processes associated 
with sprites, and how the  energy of sprites, blue jets, and elves relaxes into the ambient 
upper atm osphere, this chap ter concludes with suggestions of future observations to improve 
the understanding of the energetic processes producing optical emissions.
3.1 Spectral Observations (550-1000 nm)
Sprite spectral observations from the VVomble Observatory and Yucca Ridge Field Station 
in 1995 spanned the wavelength range 550-840 nm [Mende et al.. 1995: Hampton et al., 
1996]. Analysis of the observed sprite spectra characterized the source of red sprite emis­
sions to be solely from the first positive group of molecular nitrogen (N-2( 1 PG )). the lowest 
energy N’o optical emissions. The 1995 GASPT95 (Section 2.3) and 1996 sprite observa­
tions (Section 2.4) were made with spectrograph systems consisting of optical elements to 
gather and focus the sprite  light, a dispersion grating, and intensified television camera sys­
tems to record the signals. Initial processing of the imaged spectrum  includes background 
subtraction using an earlier video field and gamma correction.
The earliest spectral observations of sprites independently identified molecular nitrogen 
first positive group (N i(lP G ))  as the predominant emission from sprites [Mende et al.. 
1995: Ham pton et al.. 1996]. Figure 3.1 is a representative example of a sprite observed 
June 22. 1995 at 7:10:48 from Mt. Evans, showing both a  cropped portion of the scene 
camera and the measured spectrum . The unfiltered image of approxim ately 10.7° x 11° 
image of a sprite is presented on the left portion of the figure. The dashed line indicates 
the field of view of the slit of the spectrograph. The spectrograph field-of-view intersects 
the sprite in the •hair,’ so is estim ated at an altitude 80 km. Only the portion of the large 
central sprite is included in the spectrum  on the right side of Figure 3.1. The N i(lP G ) 
and N.J (Meinel) emissions are identified above the spectrum . The horizontal lines indicate 
emissions originating from the same upper vibration states. The vertical ticks identify the 
wavelength location of the  bandhead for each transition to a  lower sta te  vibrational state.
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Figure 3.1. Spectral observations of .June 22, 1995 7:10:48. The cropped video field showing 
a 10.7° x 11° field of view is the right panel. The dashed line indicates the field of view 
of the slit spectrograph system . The spectrum  observed from the bright central sprite is 
shown at left. The location of N2 U PG ) and N.T (Meinel) emissions are identified. The 
spectrum  from this event is shown on a linear scale at the beginning of this chapter.
The spectrum  is plotted on a  semilogarithmic scale to illustrate the quality of the ob­
servations. The peak is more than  three orders of magnitude above the background noise. 
The N 'j(lPG )(2-0 )2 band (775 nm) in figure 3.1 is saturated, indicating th a t the Deehr 
spectrograph (described in Appendix B) used for these observations could be successfully 
used for observations with improved tim e resolution. This observation and all o ther spectral 
observations presented in this dissertation are 17 ms resolution as recorded w ith standard 
video systems. Photom eter observations show tem poral evolution in sprite  emissions at 
tim e scales of less than one millisecond (McHarg et al. [1999] see also Figure 2.14).
Spectral observations of sprites were also performed during a second cam paign in 1996. 
operating from Yucca Ridge Field Station and the Wyoming Infrared Observatory. These 
observations confirmed the identification of the N2 ( 1PG) emissions that had been made the
2 Molecular nitrogen transitions which generate optical emissions are between different electronic states. 
W ithin both the upper and lower electronic states exist vibrational states. There are several common 
notations, but as w ritten (2-0) describes th a t the No(lPG) is from an upper state vibrational level 2 to a 
lower s ta te  vibrational level 0. A nother equivalent notation is (v’=2 , v”=0).
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Figure 3.2. July 24, 1996 4:09:19.559 Spectra. Summary of July 24. 1996 4:09:19.559 
spectral observations. Two spectrograph systems operating at the Wyoming Infrared Ob­
servatory observed the sprite simultaneously. T he lower scene camera and spectrum  are 
from ~ 7  km lower in the sprite. The 1996 events extended the red measurements of sprites 
to include the Aw =  I transitions of N2 U PG ).
previous year. Figure 3.2 shows a representative sprite spectrum  from the 1996 campaign. 
The view recorded by the scene camera bore-m ounted with the Deehr spectrograph is Fig­
ure 3.2 (A), and the image from the scene cam era bore-aligned with the Fogle spectrograph 
is presented in Figure 3.2 (B). Figure 3.2 (C) shows the observed spectra which have been 
averaged over several scan lines of the video data.
As discussed in the next sections, the observations that sprite emissions are primarily 
N’o(lPG ) suggest the optical sprite emissions are due to energy processes that are low com­
pared to both lightning and aurora. After the initial observations of a fairly low energy 
spectral signature from sprites, experimental effort has recently been directed towards mea­
surements of more energetic processes in sprites, jets , and elves (such as by observations of 
ionized molecular or atomic emissions).
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3.2 Optical Atm ospheric Emissions
Molecular nitrogen (N2 ) is the  prim ary constituent (~78%) of the atm osphere in the strato­
spheric and mesospheric regions (20-90 km) where blue jets, sprites, and elves occur, with 
molecular oxygen (Oo) a  secondary constituent of the atm osphere across these altitudes, at 
~21%. The remaining 1% is predom inantly argon, with several o ther trace gases. Optical 
spectroscopy of molecular nitrogen involves transitions between vibrational sublevels of dif- 
ferenct electronic states. R otational substructure in the vibrational bands also exists, but 
requires ~ . 2  nm resolution to observe so is not resolvable w ith the instrum ents used to date 
for spectral observations of sprites.
Potential energy curves of electronic states of a diatomic molecule such as No or Oo 
are represented graphically in a G rotrian diagram, which for diatom ic molecules is a plot 
of the potential energy of the electronic states as a function of the internuclear distance. 
A partial G rotrian diagram  of molecular nitrogen, including several electronic states of 
interest for discussing observed sprite, blue jet. and sprite halo emissions, is in Figure 3.3. 
(A more comprehensive set of No, Oo, N, O, and NO G rotrian diagram s can be found in 
Appendix 3 of Rees [1989].) The G rotrian  diagram in Figure 3.3 was produced using the 
RKR vibrational levels compiled in Tables 79 and 81 of Lofthus and Krupenie [1977] [see also 
Gilmore et al.. 1992]. The G rotrian  diagram  illustrates possible electronic transitions which 
may produce optical emissions if excited. From the relationship E  =  h e /A. optical photons 
(with wavelengths between 320-1050 nm) are produced by transitions between states with 
energy differences between 1.18-3.87 eV. The transition probability between two states is 
determiued from the respective wave functions of the upper and lower energy states. The 
symmetry of the states can be used to determine if transitions are favorable (requiring only 
electronic dipole transitions) or unfavorable (requiring higher order electronic transitions, 
or magnetic transitions).
The electronic states of diatom ic molecules are enum erated according to the energy level 
and sym m etry of the sta te  [Herzberg, 1989; Harris and Bertolucci. 1989]. For both neutral 
and ionized molecular nitrogen and oxygen, the electronic excitation levels were originally 
labelled by capital Rom an letters. X. A. B, C. ... with X representing the ground state 
energy level. A the next energy level above X, etc.. After the initial identification, additional
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electronic energy sta tes  were identified, requiring labelling such as B’ and W. The capitalized 
Greek letter, or term  symbol, of the state represents the overall spin angular moment of 
the molecule about the  internuclear axis, and the other symbols represent symmetries or 
degeneracies of the molecule.
The sym m etry o f a  diatom ic molecular state  is determ ined by considering the states of 
the separated atom s. (For states of molecules with the same two atom s in identical states, 
see Table 28 of Herzberg [1989]. Terms for identical atoms with electrons in different states 
are presented in Table 30.) For all diatomic molecular species, the S  s ta te  has a  degeneracy 
(regarding the sign of the total electric moment. M) which splits into two different states 
(written E " ) . For the  case of homonuclear diatomic molecules (with identical atoms: >e>. 
for example), a degeneracy occurs because of the possible interchange of the two atoms that 
are in the same sta te . The u  and g symbols indicate the "gerade" or "ungerade" (German 
for even or odd. respectively) parity of the wavefunction of the sta te , similar to the atomic 
notation. For exam ple, given two like atoms with spin l Sg +  1 P u, the possible molecular 
states are two ‘E + and  two ln  states. The parity of the molecular s ta te  is based on work by 
Wigner and W itm er [1928], who show the interaction of the two atom s a t small internuclear 
distances causes the sp litting  of the states into even and odd sym m etry states. So in the 
above example, the molecule will have states l E j ,  lE+, ln y. and 'flu .
Early studies of optical emissions from excited gases were m ade using a Geissler tube 
(glass tube) with a cathode and anode to produce electric fields to accelerate electrons and 
excite the gas in the tube. No. when studied in a  Geissler tube, exhibits three distinct 
bands of colored emission in the tube. Red emissions closest to the cathode were named 
first positive. Blue emissions near the cathode, but not as close as the first positive, were 
named second positive. Similar to the cathode, there is a  group of blue emissions near the 
anode, which were called first negative. These and other No optical emissions are discussed 
in the following sections.
The N o(lPG ) optical emissions from sprites and elves/halos are produced by electron 
impact of molecular nitrogen similar to the processes that produce auroral emissions [Val- 
lance Jones. 1974] caused by impact excitation of molecular nitrogen in the upper atmo­
sphere by energetic electrons stream ing earthward along magnetic field lines. Electron 
impact excitation is the process by which energetic electrons (e~") transfer kinetic energy













No(lPG) N2 (B3n 3) N2 (A3E J ) 6 /is 53 km n 2 7.50 eV
N,(2PG) N2 ( c 3n u) N2 (B3n 3) 50 ns 30 km 0 2 11.18 eV
NT(ING) n . t ( b 2e + ) N+(X2E+) 70 ns 48 km n 2, 0 2 18.56 eV
N.T (Meinel) N.|(A2n u) N.t(X 2E j ) 14 us 85-90 km No 16.54 eV
No(VK) N2 (A3E j ) N2 (X [E j ) 2  s 145 km O 6.31 eV
O J(IN G ) OT(b'lE “ ) o+(x2n9) 1 .2  ij.s 60 km No 18.2 eV
Table 3.1. Atmospheric Species. Several neutral and ionized No and Oo optical emissions 
that are observed in the aurora. The earliest spectral observations of sprites identified 
N o(lPG ) emissions, which are the lowest threshold energy of the No states that emit opti­
cally.
Figure 3.3. Molecular Nitrogen G rotrian Diagram. N2 Grotrian diagram  showing potential 
energy curves for some electronic states w ith vibrational levels indicated by horizontal ticks. 
The expanded section of the G rotrian diagram  shows the close overlap in vibrational energy 
levels of the N j(X 2E+) and N j(A 2IIU) states, discussed in Section 3.2.3. The expanded 
section in the lower right shows the No(B/3 E "), N2 (B3II3). and N2 (W 3A U) vibrational 
potentials discussed in Section 3.2.1.
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to another species through collisions. For molecular nitrogen, this process is indicated by
e~ ' +  N o ^ E j )  -* e~ 4- N 2 ( 7 ) ,  7  =  A 3 S ; i ,  B3n g. W 3A U. C3n u, etc.
A similar process is impact ionization
e " ‘ +  No(Xl Sg ) -► 2e" +  N.T(C). C =  X2E+. A2n u,B 2S ^  etc.
in which the molecular nitrogen is ionized. While the energizing mechanism of electrons 
which create sprite emissions is different than for the aurora, the common observation of 
N o(lPG ) emissions in both  has perm itted  the theory of auroral emissions to be applied to 
sprite observations. O ther common auroral emissions that are also associated with electron 
impact have been the basis for proposed continued spectral observations of sprites.
Several auroral emissions are summarized in Table 3.1 and discussed in the following 
sections. The upper and lower states of the emissions are electronic sta tes of N 2 and O o . 
The threshold energies in Table 3.1 are the energies between the lowest vibrational level of 
the upper state  and the lowest vibrational level of the N o ground s ta te3. Several transitions 
of N o . O o . and O  are not included in Table 3.1 either because they do not lead to optical 
emissions or are forbidden transitions, leading to long lifetimes, so th a t the upper state  is 
collisionally deactivated before a  photon is emitted. The threshold energies of N o  are based 
on Tables 79 and 81 of Lofthus and Krupenie [1977] and the threshold energy value for the 
excited O o  state is from Table A4.1 of Rees [1989]. The quenching a ltitude  is the altitude 
below which more than 50% of the population of upper electronic states are collisionally 
deactivated before undergoing radiative decay. Significant emissions from a band below 
the quenching altitude may m ean th a t a large population of the excited upper sta te  exists, 
or that a process is continually populating the upper state  (such as intrasystem  collisional 
transfer [Morrill and Benesch, 1994: Katayaina. 1984]).
Observations of a given emission can be characterized in term s of a monoenergetic 
electron beam with energy sufficient to excite the upper sta te  (e.g. the observation of 
N2 (lPG )(4-2) a t 750 nm requires population of the upper s ta te  (B3n 3 (v=4)) a t 8.32 eV 
above the ground sta te  (X l E + (v=0)) and therefore requires an 8.32 eV monoenergetic elec­
tron beam). The energies of the  various N2 electronic states are used in conjunction with
3The peak electron impact excitation cross-section occurs at slightly higher energy [Vallance Jones. 1974],
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the observed emissions to determine the energetics of processes associated with sprites, 
blue je ts /b lu e  sta rte rs , halos, and elves. S tate energies are often characterized in terms of 
monoenergetic electrons as can be measured in the laboratory while physical processes in 
nature generally have a more complex energy distribution. Two independent steady state 
models of sprite  spectra  find a  1 eV Boltzmann electron distribution fits the published spec­
tra  [Green et al.. 1996: Milikh et al.. 1997]. Green et al. [1996] suggested that a Druvysteyn 
distribution (a modified Boltzmann distribution with a high energy tail) is probably more 
realistic. However, a monoenergetic electron beam energy is convenient for comparisons of 
the energetic implications of observations of various N-j electronic states.
The lifetime, r . of a  vibrational state i is r, =  T .jl/A tj where A tJ is Einstein A coefficient 
[Rybicki and Lightm an. 1979]. or the transition probability between states i and j  per unit 
time for spontaneous emission of a photon. The sum m ation over j  represents all upper 
states from which the system  can relax into lower state  i. Several excited states of No 
have lifetimes of ~ 10 /^s or less, so generally emit a photon via spontaneous emission before 
they are de-energized through collisional processes. The lifetime of an electronic state  is 
generally given ms the lifetime of the longest lived vibrational state.
In their collective totality, blue jets, sprites, halos and elves span the altitude range 
20-100 km. corresponding to more than 10 atmospheric pressure scale heights. The optical 
emissions of these phenomena therefore occur over regions of vastly different rates for ex­
citation. optical transm ission, and collisional deactivation all of which depend on pressure. 
For example. N.T(AJ f lu). the upper state of the Meinel emissions, has a quenching altitude 
of 85 km. This means the atmosphere a t 85 km is dense enough that the N.7(A2n,t ) state 
is as likely to be collisionally de-activated as it is to radiatively de-activate. The shorter 
lifetime s ta te  N2 (B3 IIfl) is significantly quenched at approxim ately four more atmospheric 
pressure scale heights below this (at 53 km).
The branching ratio  between two transitions from an upper vibrational states to two 
different lower vibration states must be reflected in the intensity ratio of emissions from 
the two bands (at the source). For example, an electron in the B3 fl!/(v=4) vibration level 
will produce a 750 nm photon when dropping to the A3 E +(v=2) vibration level. The 
B3 fl!/(v=4) to A3 E „ (v = l)  transition results in an em itted 678 nm photon. The branching 
ratio of these two bands is the ratio of probability of spontaneous emission into each of the
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lower states. The Einstein A-coefficients are:
(* (N 2B3 IIsu =  4 ) | r  |« (N 2A3£+ u  =  2 )) =  0.836 x 1(T 5
(« (N 2B3 IIsu =  4)| r  |$ (N 2A3£ + u  =  1 )) =  0.302 x 1 (T 5
The ratio of the Einstein A coefficients is 2.77 so the ratio of the radiated photon flux 
at 750 nin to 678 tun must also be 2.77. T his provides a verification of instrum ental and 
atm ospheric transmission corrections.
As indicated earlier, the names "first positive group" (N2(lP G )) and "second positive 
group” (N2 (2PG)) given to molecular nitrogen emissions derive from laboratory experi­
ments. However, the emissions are central to the discussion of sprite observations, so the 
following several sections describe the principal microphysical characteristics of these tran­
sition groups.
3.2.1 Molecular Nitrogen First Positive Emissions
The molecular nitrogen first positive group (N2 (1PG)) of electronic transitions produces 
optical emissions between 575-1187 nm, w ith brightest emissions between 775-1050 nm 
[Piper. 1988b], These N2 (1PG) transitions between the N2 (B3n,,) and N2 (A3 E„ ) electronic 
states are responsible for the brightest optical emissions observed in sprites [Hampton et al.. 
1996: Mende et al.. 1995]. The lowest vibrational level of N2 (B3n y) (the upper sta te  of 
N2 (1PG)) is 7.5 eV above the ground s ta te  N2 (X l E ^)(v= 0). Therefore the observation of 
No(lPG) emissions requires electrons with energy of a t least 7.5 eV. The most energetic 
N2 (B3n 9) vibrational level resolved in sprite spectral observations is from vibrational level 
8 . requiring 9.09 eV. These energy levels, of a  few eV. therefore indicate the characteristic 
energy of the processes involved in sprite emissions.
Electron im pact excitation of molecular nitrogen is believed to be the source of energy for 
the population of excited vibrational levels of the B3 n 9 (upper state  of the N >(1PG) transi­
tion) [cf Stanton and St. John. 1969]. However, electron impact is not the only process which 
can populate the N2(B3n 9) vibrational s ta te . The N2 (B3n ff) vibrational levels overlap the 
vibrational levels of o ther N2 electronic levels, such as N2 (W3 A U), N2 (B '3£ ~ ) , and upper 
vibrational levels of M2 (A3 E J ) . This close overlap (illustrated in the expanded G rotrian in 
the lower panel of Figure 3.3) o f vibrational states from multiple electronic manifolds can
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extend the lifetime of the N'>(B3IIg) population via intersystem collisional transfer (ICT). 
ICT is collisional transfer of energy between (for example) the B3n g and W 3 AU electronic 
states. The W 3 A U-> X LE j  transition is unfavorable, so the energy remains in an excited 
W3 A u sta te  for a longer time period th an  it would remain in the excited B3n g state  [Morrill 
and Benesch. 1996, and  references therein]. Both quenching and the intrasystem collisional 
transfer process becomes more significant as pressure increases, and intrasystem collisional 
transfer lias been suggested to explain the red lower border in aurora [Morrill and Benesch. 
1996]. Severe pressure effects at the relatively low altitudes of aircraft (13.83 km in this 
case) increase the significance of intrasystem  collisional transfer, and may be responsible 
for the high vibrational N-2( 1PG) emissions observed from St. Elmo’s Fire (see Figure 3.5). 
Intrasystem  collisional transfer rate coefficients reported in Table 2 of Morrill and Benesch 
[1996] between B3 n g(v = 8 )«->W3 A u(v=9) and B3n g(v=9)f->A3 E„ (v=19) are both large rel­
ative to the intrasystem  collisional transfer rates for other vibrational levels (43.4 and 35.3 
10“ 12 cm3 /molecule-s respectively). Therefore a peak in the N-2 (IPG ) emissions near v= 8  
is expected from intrasystem  collisional transfer, and is measured in the St. Elmo's fire 
observations discussed in a later section.
The N-2(B3 n g) s ta te  is also populated via cascade from spontaneous emissions from 
the N-2(C3n u) s ta te  (this is the N-j(2PG) transition discussed in the next section). Be­
cause electron impact N-2(B3 n g) population is enhanced via both cascade (from C3n u) 
and intrasystem  collisional transfer (from W 3A U, A3E J . and B/3E ~). the determination 
of processes involved with sprite emissions via only No (IPG ) is complicated. This issue is 
discussed in the Section 3.7 under future observations, as well as in C hapter 4.
3.2.2 Molecular Nitrogen Second Positive Emissions
The molecular nitrogen second positive group, No(2PG) blue emissions, associated with 
the No(C3 n u->B3n g) electronic transition, are observed between 268-546 nm [Piper. 1988a: 
Shemansky et al.. 1995]. C3IIU is the upper state, and is not affected by either cascade or in­
trasystem  collisional transfer populating processes. Ground based observations of N2 (2 PG) 
emissions from sprites are difficult because blue light is strongly Rayleigh scattered by the 
atm osphere, but some ground based blue observations of three sprites from July 24. 1996 
have been reported [Suszcynsky et al.. 1998]. These observations are discussed in detail in
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Section 4.1.
Although the intrasystem  collisional transfer and cascading processes are fairly well un­
derstood. these processes do not contribute to populating the C 3 n u state. Therefore the 
analysis of N->(2PG) spectral observations to determine No trip let s ta te  excitation are sim­
pler than  com parable N o(lPG ) and B3IIS excitation determ inations. The energy required 
to produce N->(2PG) emissions is greater than 11.1 eV (com pared to 7 eV required for 
No (IPG ) production), so observations of blue emissions in sprites implies somewhat higher 
electron excitation energies to produce the emissions.
3.2.3 Ionized Molecular Nitrogen Meinel Emissions
The red N-T (Meinel) emission is due to the electronic transition NT(A2n u-*X'2EJ~) and 
lies between 550-1770 nm. T he process of electron impact excitation of NT(A 2n u) is dis­
cussed by S tanton and St. John [1969] and Piper et al. [1986]. The quenching altitude 
for N.t (Meinel) is 85 km [Vallance Jones, 1974: P iper et al.. 1985], indicating that at 
this altitude 50% of the energy in the N.t(A2IIu) state  is collisionally lost. The intrasys­
tem collisional transfer processes discussed in Section 3.2.1 occurs between the NT(A2n u) 
and NT(X2E ,p  sta tes in addition to cascading between the two states [Katayama et al.. 
1980: Morrill and  Benesch, 1996]. The upper expanded portion of the Grotrian diagram 
in Figure 3.3 shows the N .t(X 2S ^) and NT(A2 n u) potential wells and vibrational levels. 
The A2n u(u =  3) and X2S^ (v =  7) are separated by only 0.00446 eV [Katayama et al.. 
1980: Katayama. 1984]. The combination of quenching, which may strongly affect observed 
N.T (Meinel) emissions, and the effects of intrasystem  collisional transfer processes extending 
lifetimes of the upper state , complicate the analysis of NT (Meinel). Although character­
izing the ionizing processes occurring in sprites by measuring N2 (Meinel) observations is 
complicated by these factors, the observation of weak NT (Meinel) emissions indicates that 
some ionization m ust be occurring.
3.2.4 Ionized Molecular Nitrogen First Negative Emissions
The blue emissions (330.8-586.4 nm) of the ionized molecular nitrogen first negative group 
(NT(ING)) axe due to the N j(B 2E „->X 2E^") electronic transition  [Stanton and St. John, 
1969; Van Zyl et al.. 1983]. T he brightest NT(ING) emission in the  visible is the (0-0 ) band
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[Borst and Zipf. 1970], w ith the band head at 391.4 nm. The second brightest band is the 
(0-1) vibrational transition at 427.8 nm. T he branching ratio of the 391.4 nm to 427.8 nm 
emissions is 3.28. Detection from low altitudes of the N ^(IN G ) blue emissions originating 
in the upper atm osphere is difficult because of Rayleigh scattering between the source region 
and the observer. In a  relationship similar to th a t of the No(lPG) and N j(2PG) neutral N-2 
emissions, the N.j (Meinel) upper sta te  A2ITU has complicated collisional processes which 
must be accounted for in analysis, while the N .^IN G ) intensity is directly proportional to 
the amount of ionization [Vallance Jones, 1974].
3.2.5 Atmospheric Transmission
Most sprite observations have been made using ground based instruments (see C hapter 2). 
Aircraft have been used as observational platform s prim arily in order to get above the thick­
est part of the atm osphere. Some observations from the space shuttle have looked at or very 
near to the limb of the earth. The ground based, aircraft, and space shuttle observations 
are all made through the atm osphere at low elevation angles (looking almost horizontally 
through the atm osphere, rather than  vertically up through the atmosphere near zenith, as 
are most auroral or astronomical observations). Because of the long path  length through 
the dense atmosphere, atm ospheric transm ission effects must be taken into account in inter­
preting the spectral observations. One reference model used for atmospheric transmission 
correction is provided by G uttm an [1968]. This model is based on filtered intensity ob­
servations at only six wavelengths from only three locations (Valley Forge Pennsylvania. 
W hite Sands New Mexico, and Kwajalein island). Much better atmospheric transmission 
models are available, either MOSART (as reported in this section) or the realistic inclusion 
of several contributions to the attenuation of light through the atmosphere, as has been 
done by Milikh et al. [1998b].
MOSART. the Moderate Spectral Atm ospheric Radiance and Transm ittance model, is a 
local therm odynam ic equilibrium  model which uses a  band approach to radiation transport 
to calculate low altitude optical backgrounds and transmission in the ultraviolet through 
microwave spectral region, approxim ately 0.2-50 microns, a t a spectral resolution of 2.0 
cm - 1  combining features of M ODTRAN [Berk et al., 1989] and APART [Cornette, 1990]. 
The radiative transfer model used to calculate atm ospheric transmission and path  radi-
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Figure 3.4. Atmospheric Transmission, calculated using MOSART. The upper panel shows 
an optim istic source observer geometry, w ith a path length of 100 km for 4 altitudes. The 
lower panel shows a more realistic source observer geometry, with a  path length of 500 km 
for the same 4 altitudes.
ance is driven by detailed descriptions of atm ospheric profiles (i.e.. model atmospheres), 
aerosols, hydrometeors, terrain backgrounds, space backgrounds, and atmospheric turbu­
lence. MOSART contains an extensive set of d a ta  bases tha t describe each of these atmo­
spheric elements. In addition. MOSART incorporates global d a ta  bases which provide mean 
values of these atm ospheric elements a t any terrestrial location. The MOSART code also 
contains several global d a ta  bases tha t contain average sets of values for characterizing the 
environment a t any location on the globe.Transmission effects include absorption of light 
by various atm ospheric molecules (O3 , HoO. OH. COo, and Oo).
Figure 3.4 illustrates the nature of Rayleigh scattering and atm ospheric absorption for 
several geometries relelvant to ground and aircraft based observations of sprites. The upper
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panel shows a M OSART model [Cornette et al., 1994] output 4 for emissions originating 
from an altitude of 65 km to observers at four different altitudes (0 km /sea level, 5 km to 
approxim ate a tall m ountain, 10  km for aircraft, and 20 km for high-altitude aircraft), with 
a path  length between em itter and observer of 100 km. One specific example of atm ospheric 
transmission effects in sprite  observations is the Oo atmospheric band (0 .0 ) absorption at 
761.9 nm which overlaps w ith the N o(lPG )(3 ,l) band. The Rayleigh scattering at the 
blue end of the optical band can be severe, especially for low altitude observers. Only a few 
sprites have been observed at slant ranges of less than 200 km. and none have been observed 
at less than 100 km. A more typical source observer geometry is given with an approxim ate 
500 km path  length. T he atm ospheric transmission for this geometry (same four observer 
altitudes) is shown in the lower panel of Figure 3.4. For a sprite 500 km distant, the 
atmospheric transm ission at 427.8 nm is less than 5% for 5 km altitude observers and ~20% 
for 10 km aircraft observers. The atm ospheric transmission plots illustrate the difficulties 
of low elevation angle observations through the atmosphere. Two atm ospheric transmission 
profiles from MOSART are included on the instrumental response and atmospheric emission 
plots in Figure B .l.
3.3 Comparison of Sprite, Auroral, Lightning, and St. 
Elm o’s Fire Spectra
Lightning, aurora, sprites, blue jets, elves, halos, and St. Elmo's fire are all atm ospheric 
electrical phenomena accompanied by optical emissions. A review and comparison of their 
spectrographic signatures is instructive for the interpretation of sprites spectra. Blue jets 
have not been observed spectrographically to date, therefore can not be included in this 
discussion. The spectral observations of halos are discussed separately in Section 3.6 (the 
sprite halo spectral signatures are similar to sprite observations). The molecular species 
in Table 3.1 are the sources of several optical emissions in the aurora, and several have 
also been identified in sprite  emissions. Spectral observations of St. Elmo’s fire, lightning, 
aurora, and sprite are all presented in Figure 3.5. The emissions are identified and discussed 
in detail in the rem ainder of this section.
4The MOSART results presented here are courtesy of S tan Berg and Jeff Morrill, both of NRL.
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Figure 3.5. Sprite. Lightning, Aurora, St. Elmo's Fire Spectra. Observations of (A) St. 
Elmo's First spectrum  with prim arily neutral molecular nitrogen signatures. (B) Lightning 
spectrum , showing ionized atom ic emissions, indicating a higher energy density than St. 
Elmo's Fire. (C) Auroral spectrum , with signatures of a combination of atomic emissions 
and both ionized and neutral molecular emissions. (D) an observed sprite  spectrum, with 
only N j(lP G ) emissions observed. (Note that the wavelength scales on the four spectra are 
different.)
Sprite Spectrum
Sprite N i(lP G ) emissions have been identified in Section 3.1 and discussed in more detail 
in other sections of this chapter. The sprite spectrum  from June 22, 1995 is shown in 
Figure 3.5 (D) for comparison to the spectral signatures of the o ther phenomena. Blue 
spectral observations (340-460 nm) of sprites are primarily No(2PG) emissions at video 
rates. The blue spectral observations of sprites are discussed in Section 3.5.
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Auroral Spectrum
The auroral spectrum  presented in Figure 3.5 (C) was observed April 6 , 1995 a t 10:26:45 
from Poker Flat, Alaska. T he  auroral observations were measured with the Deehr spec­
trograph and is reproduced from Hallinan et al. [1997]. Two prominent features are the 
emissions from molecular No (IP G ) and strong atomic oxygen emissions a t 557.7 nm. The 
N.t(lNG)(0-2) emissions a t 470.9 nm indicate stronger ionization than  is observed from 
sprites. The N.t (Meinel) emissions are observed in most auroral spectra, but this example 
is from the lowest regions of optical emissions from the aurora, so N.J (Meinel) emissions are 
strongly quenched. The N t (Meinel) emissions observed in most auroral spectra are missing 
from most sprite spectral observations, but it is not a priori dear if the upper s ta te  of the 
N t (Meinel) transition are excited and quenched, or is not excited a t all. The interpretation 
of spectral signatures of the aurora  in Vallance Jones [1974] provided the motivation for the 
analysis of sprite spectra.
Comparing emissions in the lowest auroral regions and the upper portions of sprites 
shows that the excitation mechnisins in aurorae is higher energy than the sprite excitation 
mechnism. The presence of atom ic emissions in the auroral spectrum  indicates higher 
energy processes occurring in the aurora than in sprites because more energetic electrons 
are required to dissociate the molecular gases of the atmosphere. The 630.0 nm emission is 
due to the 0 ( l D) -» 0 ( 3P) transition . This is a forbidden transition with a long lifetime 
of 110 seconds. The atomic oxygen transition (the oxygen ‘red line") was first observed in 
the aurora, where low densities allow long lived upper states to exist for sufficient tim e to 
radiatively emit photons via spontaneous emission. However, the 630.0 nm emissions are 
not observed in the auroral spectrum  presented in Figure 3.5. because it is from the lower 
hem of an auroral arc. The 557.7 nm emission, the atomic oxygen 'green line' from the 
0 ( 1S) —► 0 ( ‘D) transition, has a  much shorter radiative lifetime of 0.74 s and is the most 
prominent emission in the observed auroral spectrum.
Lightning Spectrum
Lightning is a  relatively high energy tropospheric phenomenon where N-2, Oo. and H2O are 
dissociated into atom ic constituents, which are then ionized, emit photons, and finally re­
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combine. A spectrum  of lightning emissions tha t was observed with the Fogle spectrograph 
(described in A ppendix B) during the 1995 South America Sprite Cam paign is shown for 
comparison in Figure 3.5 (B). The spectral signature is predom inantly from atomic elec­
tronic transitions. T he atom ic species are produced by the dissociation of molecular species 
present in the atm osphere. The strong HQ emissions present in lightning are a  signature 
of high tem peratures (30.000 K) occurring in the discharge process. Much higher energy 
processes are required to explain the observed optical spectrum  of lightning compared to 
aurora, sprites, or St. Elmo's fire. However, the physical dimension of lightning is much 
smaller than  the o ther phenomena: lightning has a diam eter of ~ 1 0  cm. while the horizon­
tal extent of large sprite  events can be ~50 km. Vertically, lightning can be tortuous and 
does not normally extend above the tropopause (below 20 km) while sprites span 70 km 
vertically. An excellent review of lightning spectroscopy is found in C hapter 5 of Uman 
[1994] and several detailed examples of spectral observations of lightning are presented by 
Salanave [1980]. Lightning spectral emissions are not discussed in detail in this dissertation 
because no atom ic emissions have been observed in sprites . 1
Comparing lightning and auroral spectra requires consideration of the atmospheric re­
gion in which each phenomenon occurs. Lightning occurs in the dense toroposphere domi­
nated by molecules, while the aurora in the thermosphere is a t many orders of magnitude 
lower density. T he lower auroral altitudes are in a region of mixed atom ic and molecular 
species, while the higher auroral altitudes are regions dom inated by atom ic species. The 
lower altitude auroral spectra have the signature of a  lower energy density process than 
lightning spectra  because the lightning emissions show primarily atom ic emissions, while 
the auroral observations include both molecular and atomic emissions. The processes in 
lightning leading to  atom ic optical emissions require more energy because the tropospheric 
molecular species m ust first be dissociated, while auroral atomic emissions come from both 
dissociation of molecular species and excitation of thermospheric atom ic species.
^Observations of s ta rte rs  by a N'lR imager during the EXL98 aircraft campaign, w ith no signature in the 
red channel of the color camera, may be indication of atomic emissions in blue je ts  and starters. This is 
discussed in more detail in Section 2.6.
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St. Elmo’s Fire Spectrum
During the 1995 aircraft sprite campaign in South America (Section 2.3) the aircraft flew 
into clouds for several minutes and the pilot and researchers observed St. Elmo’s as a  visible 
glow forward of the wing tips and the nose of the aircraft [Wescott et al., 1996b]. The video 
cameras and Fogle spectrograph were recording observations during the St. Elmo’s fire. The 
Fogle spectrograph was on the plane for sprite observations and captured the spectrum of 
St. Elmo's fire between 400-750 nm, which is presented in Figure 3.5 (A). The color camera 
on board the aircraft recorded the glow as predom inantly blue, in agreement with the 
spectral observations indicating No(2PG) emissions. N2 U PG ) emissions from transitions 
originating in the high vibrational levels can be explained by strong intrasystem collisional 
transfer of energy between triplet states of (discussed in Section 3.2.1). The lack of 
atom ic oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen emissions indicates that St. Elmo's fire has a lower 
energy density than lightning.
The comparison of sprite, auroral, lightning, and St. Elm o’s fire spectra illustrates the 
usefulness of spectral observations for parameterizing the energetics of processes leading 
to the optical emissions. The lightning spectral signature is characteristic of energetic 
processes, while the auroral emissions are not as energetic, and the sprite emissions are 
spectroscopically of even lower energy. The importance o f the collisional effects (which in­
crease with increasing density) and the effects of atm ospheric transmission are both evident 
in observed spectra of the four phenomena.
3.4 Variability of Observed Spectra
In their totality, blue jets, elves, and sprites span approxim ately ten pressure scale heights 
(20-90 km) and the quenching altitudes of all of the molecular nitrogen emissions discussed 
in Section 3.2. Variations in the spectral signature of sprites as a  function of altitude may 
therefore be expected. The color camera observations of sprites obtained in 1994 detected 
blue emissions at low altitudes (below <50 km) and red emissions a t middle and upper 
altitudes (~50-90 km). The optical spectrum  depends on several param eters that may vary 
significantly over the altitude range where sprites occur, or between thunderstorms. For 
example. (A) Sprites, blue jets, and elves are directly associated with underlying tropo­
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spheric lightning discharges, so variations between lightning discharges may lead to asso­
ciated changes in the spatia l struc tu re  and spectral signature of sprites. (B) The total 
optical brightness of a  sprite m ay be related to the to tal energy associated w ith the event, 
and therefore the energy of the  spectral observation (determ ined by higher vibrational level 
population w ithin the N2 (1PG) band, or by higher energy emissions such as N.j (Meinel) 
or N .t(lN G )). (C) Proposed long-term (hour time scale) heating of the middle atmosphere 
above thunderstorm s [Picard et al., 1997] would change the N2 (X [E J )  vibrational popula­
tion. leading to changes in the N2(B3n s) vibrational distribution following electron impact. 
This would result in a change in the observed the first positive band distribution, leading 
to a  spectral variation on hour tim e scales observed with storm  development. (D) Spectral 
variability observed between sprites observed over different thunderstorm s may be due to 
ambient conductivity differences of the middle atmosphere or possibly even differences in 
ionospheric conditions.
Section 4.2.5 of Vallance Jones [1974] discusses variations of auroral spectra, and clas­
sifies the differences as follows: simple height effects, simple energy spectrum  effects, and 
complex energy spectrum  effects. Quenching effects correspond to the auroral "simple height 
effects.' and spectral variations correlated with changes in lightning are sim ilar to auroral 
"simple energy spectrum  effects.' A study based on the set of 1995 spectral observations 
examined variations of the observed N2(4 — 2)/N 2(2 — 0 ) intensity ratio [Heavner et al.. 
1996]. This ratio is the ratio  of the two most prominent features in a sprite  spectrum . The 
correlation of the spectral variability with any of the above factors (A-D) was inconclusive. 
The variability observed and suggestions for future studies a ttem pting  to correlate spectral 
variations with above m entioned param eters are presented in this section.
Figure 3.6 illustrates an enhancem ent in the N2 (B3IIg)(u' =  4) s ta te  with an increase in 
altitude. This is seen as increased intensity, relative to the rest of the N2 (1PG) emissions, 
a t the N2(1PG)(4 — 2) (750 nm) and N2 (1PG)(4 — 1) (678 nm) emissions. The sprites were 
observed from Jelm  M ountain. W Y, on July 22. 1996. The upper image and spectrum  in 
Figure 3.6 (A) were recorded a t 5:55:09.142. The slit FOV was at the top of the sprite 
and the estim ated altitude of the spectral observations is 85 km. Because this is near the 
quenching altitude of N2 (Meinel) emissions, the lack of significant N j  (Meinel) emissions is 
curious. The increase in upper vibrational levels indicates possible higher energy excitation
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Figure 3.6. Spectral Variations with Altitude. The scene cam era and processed spectral 
observations from two events, Ju ly  22, 1996 5:55:09.142 and Ju ly  22, 1996 5:29:47.854, are 
shown. Events from the same night were chosen in order to minimize changes in the in­
tervening atm ospheric composition, so that atmospheric corrections can be safely ignored 
when intercom paring two different events. The spectrograph slit was looking at approxi­
mately 85 km a ltitude  in the sprite for the 5:29:47 event, while for the 5:55:09 the slit is at 
a lower a ltitude of approxim ately 75 km.
processes, but the lack of N j  (Meinel) emissions indicates th a t it cannot be too much 
higher. This issue is discussed in more detail in the C hapter 4. Presented in Figure 3.6 (B), 
the 5:29:47.854 event, the spectrograph is looking at an a ltitude of approximately 78 km. 
The emissions from the higher vibrational levels of the N>(1PG) are not elevated as in the 
5:55:09.142 spectrum . T he quality of these observations is sim ilar to the event presented 
in Figure 3.1, with a  sim ilarly good signal-to-noise ratio. T he coincident increase in the 
N2 (1 P G )(4- 1 ) emissions in conjunction with the No(lPG)(4-2) emissions adds confidence 
in this observation, because the branching ratio of these two states must agree with the 
intensity ratio of the emissions.
Figure 3.7 illustrates a  change in the N2 (B3IIg) vibrational distribution as a function of 
total sprite brightness. T he sprites were both  observed from M t. Evans on June 22, 1995. 
The black vertical lines on the images from the scene cam era indicate the regions of the
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Figure 3.7. Spectral Variations with Brightness. Spectral observations from June 22, 1995 
7:30:19.486 and a second sprite 467 ms later. These two events were chosen to minimize 
the effect of any param eters other than  the to ta l optical output of the sprite.
slit used to produce the spectra presented. Only one NLDN positive CG Hash is reported 
a t the time of both sprites. This illustrates the coarse nature of the NLDN data, and one 
difficulty in correlating spectral variations w ith NLDN reported properties of the lightning 
discharge. The overall brightness of the 7:30:19.486 event is greater than the 7:30:20.053 
event and there is a  corresponding pronounced enhancem ent in the higher vibrational bands 
(N2(1PG)(4 — 1), N2(1PG)(3 — 2), and N2(1PG)(4 — 2)). This example shows increased 
upper vibrational population, and therefore slightly more energetic processes, correlated 
w ith more intense optical emissions.
The two comparisons of spectra presented are examples of the variability exhibited in 
optical spectrum  associated w ith sprites. U nderstanding the variability observed in sprite 
emissions is critical for modeling the processes a t  work in sprites. Milikh et al. [1998b] pro­
pose a model that allows the evaluation of the electric field associated with the causative 
lightning discharge. Pasko [1996] discusses the effect of different lightning discharge charac­
teristics [e.g. tim e scale of charge removal) and the effect on optical emissions. The proposed 
models are discussed in relationship to the observed variations in C hapter 4. The effects of




Figure 3.8. Blue Spectrum  of Ju ly  28, 1998 Sprite. The spectrum  recorded from the EXL98 
aircraft using NRL's near-U V /B lue spectrograph on July 28. 1998 at 6:41:01.278. The 
observed spectrum  is the solid line. The dashed line is the synthetic fit to the observations 
using m ethods described in Section 4.1. The dashed line shows the to tal fit including both 
neutral No(2PG) and ionized N T(IN G ). The ionized contribution to the fit is shown as a 
dotted line (prim arily near the  391.4 nm and 427.8 nm bands). The signal-to-noise ratio of 
these observations is approxim ately 5. The broadband image of the sprite is shown at left 
with a black dashed line indicating the field of view of the slit spectrograph. The 427.8 nm 
imager data  is shown in Figure 2.12. The imager detected no 427.8 nm emissions, agreeing 
with the lack of any such signature in the spectral observations.
intrasystem collisional transfer should increase with pressure (and therefore become more 
im portant at the lower a ltitudes of sprites). The analysis of observed sprite spectra, which 
span several pressure scale heights, provides a  natural setting for testing theoretical and 
laboratory understanding of molecular nitrogen.
3.5 Spectral Observations (340-460 nm)
Because of the severe quenching expected for the red NT (Meinel) emissions a t sprite, blue 
jet, and elves altitudes, optical observations of ionized molecular N2 m ust be studied in the
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blue. The N2(2PG) and  NT(ING) bands are blue (<  450 nm, w ith brightest emissions < 
400 nm). Due to strong  Rayleigh scattering of blue light a t low elevation angle observations 
through the atm osphere, atmospheric transmission in the blue is poor (c f Figure 3.4). and 
observations need to  be made from high altitudes, such as from an  aircraft, to minimize 
these effects. One reason for investigating the blue N2(2PG) band is th a t the upper state 
of N>(1PG). B3n g, is filled via cascading [B3II9 is the lower electronic s ta te  of N->(2PG)], 
so that analysis of N2(1PG) is not straightforward. There is not the problem of cascading 
into the upper sta tes of N-t(lNG ) and N2(2PG). Quenching issues are not as severe for 
the N.T(ING) and N2(2PG) upper electronic states. Additionally. N2(1PG) is energetically 
the lowest emission of the four, so observations of other bands indicate higher excitation 
energies of the electrons which are impacting on the N->.
The cropped image and the observed blue spectrum  of the Ju ly  28. 1998 6:41:01.278 
sprite are presented in Figure 3.8. The blue spectral observation was made from the EXL98 
aircraft, which was used in order to minimize the severe atm ospheric transmission problems 
by getting above the densest portions of the atmosphere. Despite the improved atmosphereic 
transm ition associated w ith aircraft observations, the signal-to-noise ratio of the blue spec­
tra l observation is not as good as the signal-to-noise ratio in the red spectral observations 
(c f  Figure 3.1). The blue spectral observations of sprites is a  challenging experiment even 
from aircraft altitudes. After gamma correction and background subtraction  of the video 
image of the near-UV spectrograph output, three video fields were averaged together for a 
total time integration of 40 ms (the spectral observations were on the upper portion of the 
scan read-out imager, so the time integration only includes a portion of the th ird  field and 
is not the entire 50 ms of the three fields), and ten video scan lines were also averaged in 
order to improve the signal strength. The lack of ionization in the spectral observations of 
the sprite agree w ith the lack of a  signature of the sprite in the 427.8 nm filtered imager, 
which is filtered to only record N j(lN G ) emissions (c f  Figure 2.12). Even without ionized 
emissions, the spectral identification of N2(2PG) increases the required excitation electron 
energies to above 11.18 eV.













Figure 3.9. Sprite Halo Spectrum. The spectrum  of a halo recorded June 22. 1995 at 
7:10:48. The prim ary emission is N o(lPG ). and the spectrum  looks very similar to the 
observe sprite spectra. One difference is the much higher noise level in the da ta  (less than 
one order of m agnitude) especially at wavelengths less than  600 nm. This is for two reasons: 
the duration of the halo is 3-6 milliseconds and the observations were made looking directly 
over Denver. Colorado.
3.6 Spectral Observations of Halos
Figure 3.9 presents an observed halo spectrum . The low signal levels (c / Figure 3.1) of 
the halo is due to the very brief duration of the emissions compared to standard  video 
rates. High speed video observations indicate tha t halo emissions last 3-6 ms (D.R. Moudry, 
personal communications). The signal between 550-600 nm in the spectrum  is scattered 
anthropic light because the observations were made from Mt. Evans looking directly over 
Denver, Colorado, so there is a great deal of scattered light from the city. The observed 
N'2 ( 1PG) halo emissions are similar to sprite emissions, bu t have not been analyzed in as 
much detail.
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3.7 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Observations
This chapter began with the identification of N2(1PG) as the prim ary source of the red 
light of sprites. A discussion of molecular nitrogen optical emissions was presented as a 
prerequisite for the rem ainder of the  dissertation. Several atmospheric phenomena, includ­
ing sprites, lightning, aurora, St. Elm o’s fire, and halos, were discussed with a  focus on the 
energetics and emissions. The emissions observed in aurora were discussed in some detail, 
to provide a  context for the discussion of the observations in this chapter and to provide 
necessary background for the spectroscopic analysis presented in the next chapter. Results 
from a preliminary study of the variability of spectral observations were presented. The re­
cent blue spectral observations of sprites provide emissions of additional molecular nitrogen 
bands-specifically N-.>(2PG). T he chapter concluded with the description of blue spectral 
observations of sprites and spectral observations of halos.
Based on discussion in the chapter, additional spectral observations of sprites should be 
made in the future improve spatial and tem poral resolution over what is currently available. 
Using better tem poral resolution, the identification of initial high energy processes (10 eV) 
followed by a  lower energy *after-glow’ (1 eV) [Armstrong et al.. 1998] could be verified. 
Such a tem poral evolution of the characteristic energy of the processes producing optical 
emissions implies that ionized N > is produced only during the intial phase of sprite emissions 
and improved time resolution of the spectral observations would perm it detection of the 
associated N j  (Meinel) emissions. An imaging spectrograph would provide two-dimenionsal 
spatially resolved spectral observations of a sprite and study of sprite process dependence 
on altitude. The limited num ber of photons from a sprite provides instrum ental design 
challenges for both  high time resolution and spatially resolved spectral observations of 
sprites.
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Chapter 4
Spectrographic Analysis
The previous chapter discussed spectrographic observations of sprites and elves/"sprite 
halos" and identified the associated molecular nitrogen optical emissions. This chapter 
presents a detailed comparative analysis of two sprites, one sim ultaneously observed with 
two separate red spectrographs (640-900 nm) and a second sprite observed with a blue 
spectrograph (320-640 nm). The analysis includes comparison of observations with the 
predicted spectral emissions of several proposed models of sprites. The spectral fit that best 
agrees with the red spectral observations (specifically between 780-820 nm) requires ionized 
N.f (Meinel) emissions at ~53 km (several pressure scale heights below the 85 km quenching 
altitude). The presence of N-t (Meinel) emissions is significant for the interpretation of 
both  non-optical observations and the modelling of processes leading to optical emissions. 
T heir occurrence significantly below the quenching altitude also indicates that sprites may 
provide a natural laboratory for studying microphysical processes associated with energized 
molecular nitrogen. For example, the pressure dependent processes of intrasystem collisional 
transfer (ICT) of energy between various electronic states o f No, can be studied through 
altitude resolved spectral observations of sprites.
The spectral observations of sprites at near-UV/blue wavelenghts (320-460 nm) are dis­
cussed, along with the corresponding filtered imager and photom eter observations. The blue 
emissions predicted by several theoretical models are discussed. Stellar flux calibrations are 
used to determine the absolute photon flux of the observed emissions and converted to the 
corresponding optical energy flux of ~50 kJ. This energy m easurem ent and the red spectral
79
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observations are combined to determine the population of B3n g state  of electronically ex­
cited molecular nitrogen associated w ith sprite emissions. The relative excitation rates of 
the upper electronic No producing the observed spectral emissions to the excitation rates of 
all excited electronic states of N o gives a  total population of electronically excited N o asso­
ciated with sprites. Similarly, the N o vibrational energy is calculated. The relative densities 
of O o  and N 2 are used to obtain an initial estim ate of the to tal electronic and vibrational 
energy of a  typical sprite of 250 MJ-1 GJ. A brief discussion of possible chemical effects of 
sprites is followed by suggestions for further spectral analysis and observation.
4.1 Red Spectral Analysis
As discussed in the previous chapter, the emissions from the molecular nitrogen first positive 
group (N>(1PG)) have been identified as the main source of optical emissions from sprites. 
Fitting a synthetic spectrum  to the observed spectrum  is achieved by constraining the 
relative populations of the vibrational levels of the upper electronic states of the emissions 
(N2(B3n 9) in the case of N2 (iP G ) emissions) to achieve a least-squares spectral fit to 
the observations (c/. Bucsela and Sharp [1997]). The low elevation angles of most sprite 
observations requires atm ospheric transmission effects be taken into account. The analysis 
presented in this disseration uses atmospheric transmission corrections generated by the 
MOSART model, as discussed in Section 3.2.5.
4.1.1 Observations
In 1996. both the Fogle and Deehr spectrographs were used to obtain coincident observations 
from WIRO. The two scene camera images and the Deehr spectrograph observations from 
the July 24. 1996 3:58:24 event are presented in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1 (A) was recorded 
from the scene camera co-aligned with the Deehr spectrograph. The dashed line on the 
scene camera indicates the field of view (FOV) of the Deehr spectrograph. The scene 
cam era co-aligned with the Fogle spectrograph was looking at a slightly different azim uth 
and only imaged the edge of the sprite, as indicated by the white box superposed on the 
Deehr spectrograph scene camera image. Figure 4.1 (B) is from the Fogle scene camera. 
The FOV of the Fogle spectrograph slit is indicated by a  solid line on panel (A), and a
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Figure 4.1. Ju ly  24. 1996 3:58:24 Sprite Spectra. Summary of the July 24. 1996 3:58:24.982 
observations. The Deehr and Fogle spectrographs, both located at the Wyoming Infrared 
Observatory, recorded the Ju ly  24. 1996 3:58:24 sprite. The Deehr and Fogle system scene 
images are presented in (A) and (B) respectively. The spectrum  shown a t right is from the 
Deehr spectrograph. The solid line is the observed spectrum , the dashed line is a fit com­
posed of both  No! IPG ) and NT (Meinel) emissions, and the dotted  line is the N.T (Meinel) 
contributions to the fit.
dashed line on panel (B).
The observations from the Deehr spectrograph, corrected for instrum ental response and 
atmospheric transm ission determ ined via MOSART. are presented in Figure 4.1 (C). The 
instrument response begins decreasing at ~800 nm and therefore the signal to noise ratio 
decreases with increasing wavelength. The relative vibrational populations from the syn­
thetic fit to the Deehr spectral observations are shown in Figure 4.2. The spectrum  is well 
described w ith a spectral fit requiring only No (IPG ) emissions. NT (Meinel) emissions were 
included in the least squares fit analysis, but the N'T(A2n u) population required for a  robust 
spectral fit was below the  noise limit of these observations.
The Fogle spectrograph observations are presented in Figure 4.3 w ith two different
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Figure 4.2. Ju ly  24. 1996 3:58:24 Deehr Vibrational Distribution. The vibrational distribu­
tion determ ined from a spectral fit of the July 24. 1996 3:58:24.982 Deehr spectrograph ob­
servations. N2(B3n 9) is the upper electronic sta te  of the N2( IPG) emissions and N.T (A"fl,t ) 
is the upper electronic s ta te  of the NT (Meinel) emissions.
spectral fits to the observations of the July 24. 1996 3:58:24 sprite. The three panels 
all use a  solid line to show the observed spectrum  and a  dashed line for the spectral fit. 
Figure 4.3 (A) shows the best spectral fit combining both  the N2 U PG ) emissions and 
NT (Meinel) emissions. The dotted line represents the NT (Meinel) contribution to the fit.
The presence of an N j  (Meinel) component is unexpected because quenching is the 
dom inant energy release mechanism for the upper s ta te  (NT(A‘ ITU)) of NT (Meinel) below 
85 km altitude [Piper et al., 1985] and the observations are from emissions a t an altitude of 
53 km. Only the N-i(lPG) contribution to the synthetic fit is shown in Figure 4.3 (B). Obvi­
ously. the region between 770-810 nm is poorly fit. The fit in this region can be improved by 
increasing the population of the high vibrational levels of the N2(1PG)(Aw=1) progression. 
Figure 4.3 (C) shows a spectral fit of only N2(1PG) emissions, with the least squares fit 
constrained to wavelengths greater than 750 nm (resulting in a  ‘high-v' fit). The 770-810 nm 
region is more accurately reproduced in the ‘high-v’ fit than  by the N2(1PG) only fit to 
the entire spectrum . In (C) however, between 640-670 nm and 700-730 nm the synthetic 
‘high-v’ fit is poor. The increased population of the higher vibrational levels to achieve the 
fit w ithout any ionized emissions leads to increased emissions between 640-670 nm and 700-
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Figure 4.3. July 24, 1996 3:58:24 Sprite Spectral Fits. Spectral fits of the July  24, 1996 
3:58:24 Fogle spectrograph observations from sprite emissions coming from am altitude of 
~53  km. The observations are indicated as a  solid line on the plots, while fits are dashed 
lines. See text for further explanation.
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730 run in order to conserve the proper intensity ratio based on the branching ratio between 
emissions originating from the same upper electron sta te  vibrational level. For example, 
the N2(B3n 3(v;= 7 )—>A3S„ (v”=6)) to  N2(B3n 9(v’= 7)-»A 3£ j ( v ”=4)) intensity ratio  must 
be 0.35 based on the branching ratio of the two bands, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Although the solid line is above the dashed line in the upper image of Figure 4.1, 
apparently indicating th a t the solid line is at a  high altitude, triangulation reveals th a t the 
Fogle spectrograph slit (solid line) intersects the sprites a t a lower a ltitude  (53 km) than  the 
Deehr spectrograph slit, which intersects the sprites a t 57 km. This is because the brightest 
light entering the Fogle spectrograph slit is from the apparent right edge of the sprite, while 
the Deehr spectrograph is observing light from apparently more central sprites. The lower 
altitude observations require N.t (Meinel) ionized emissions for a robust fit to the observed 
spectrum.
The observations of N.J (Meinel) emissions a t lower altitudes runs counter to expecta­
tions based on simple quenching considerations. Two effects may explain the low altitude 
N.J (Meinel) emissions. First, because the thunderstorm  is the source of the electric field, 
the electric field due to the charge rearrangement in the thunderstorm  is stronger a t lower 
altitudes. More N J(A 2IItt) molecules would be excited a t lower altitudes. Perhaps a  suffi­
ciently large num ber of upper state N.J (Meinel) (N j(A 2IIU)) molecules are excited a t lower 
altitudes to overcome quenching effects. The 427.8 nm filtered blue imager observations, 
which had only N.J(ING) ionized emissions in the bandpass, recorded emissions only from 
the lower altitudes of sprites, are in agreement with the hypothesis tha t more energetic pro­
cesses are occurring a t lower altitudes. Blue emissions from N J(IN G ) require slightly higher 
threshold energies than  N.J (Meinel) emissions. Second, because collisional effects increase 
with pressure, any IC T  effects increase with decreasing altitude. The N j(A 2IIu) emission 
duration can be increased via ICT processes with the N j(X 2£+) sta te , so an increase in 
NJ (Meinel) emissions due to ICT would be expected at lower altitudes (c/. Section 3.2.3).
Because of the two different types of readout in ISIT and ICCD system s1 greater than 
17 ms resolution is achieved. The July  24, 1996 3:58:24 sprite emissions begin 7 ms after 
the beginning of the first field of the spectral observations. Therefore, the initial brief, high
'Scan vs. dum p readout is described in Section B and illustrated in Figure B.3 using observations of this 
sprite.
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energy emissions would have greater temporal weighting against the lower energy emissions 
of a sprite which was not fortuitously resolved with greater tem poral resolution than  the 
17 ms of video data . Photom etric observations indicate th a t sprite emissions have two 
components: a brief (0.3-2 ms) emission w ith significant blue emissions a t lower regions 
followed by a longer (2-10 ms), mainly red, emission {cf. Figure 2.14 and Arm strong et al. 
[1998]). An initial higher energy component combined with lower energy emissions is also 
postulated by runaway breakdown models [Yukhimuk et al.. 1998b]).
4.1.2 Theory
All of the theories which predict optical emissions agree that the predom inant optical sprite 
emissions are N->( IPG ). Several models do not even consider N .J  (Meinel) emissions [Milikh 
et al., 1998a: Cho and Rycroft. 1998: Valdivia. 1997]. Taranenko et al. [1992] only predict 
N.T (Meinel) emissions above 80 km. Bell et al. [1995] predict weak N .J  (Meinel) emissions 
from 50 km altitude and up (but also predict O j( lN G ) emissions th a t are brighter than 
the N J  (Meinel) em issions-O j(lN G ) emissions have not been observed to date). Pasko 
[1996] predicts a  peak in N J  (Meinel) emissions a t ~50 km. Several o ther proposed models 
of sprites are concerned w ith the energization of the middle atm osphere but do not predict 
optical emissions, and therefore cannot be compared with optical spectral observations of 
sprites.
As an illustration of the considerations that enter into comparison between observations 
and modeling, the rem ainder of this section presents one model for sprite emissions, which 
provides specific predictions of optical emissions and a method for the determ ination of the 
electric field strengths a t high altitudes using observed spectra [Milikh et al.. 1998a]. This 
model uses a Fokker-Planck code to include both elastic and inelastic collisions and assumes 
energization of "ionospheric" electrons by both the electromagnetic and the electrostatic 
fields due to tropospheric lightning. After deriving electron energetization between altitudes 
of 60-90 km, this model calculates the steady sta te  electron d istribution function after the 
initial energization process, and  then allows the cascading and quenching of the excited 
molecules to produce optical emissions. The fundamental param eter of the model is the
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electron quiver energy.
which parameterizes the excitation rates of No electronic states in terms of E, the electric 
field strength (V /m ); e, the electron charge (C); m e, the electron mass; fie, the electron 
gyrofrequency (1/s); and ve, the electron-neutral collission frequency. Optical emissions are 
not predicted for i  <  0.02 eV. while for 0.02 < e < 0.1 eV optical emissions and molecular 
dissociation are predicted, and ionization occurrs with higher quiver energies. I  > 0 .1  eV.
The model is deficient in some respects. First, no consideration of N.J (Meinel) emis­
sions is included (presumably on the basis tha t the N.J(A2IIU) state  is collisionally quenched 
a t sprite altitudes). Additionally, no intersystem  collisional transfer (ICT) effects are con­
sidered (between the W 3A U, B3II9, and B'3E J  states). The low altitude observations of 
N.T (Meinel) emissions presented in Section 4.1 is evidence that ICT processes are impor­
tant in ionized molecular nitrogen states. ICT effects are significant in electronically excited 
neutral molecular nitrogen at sprite altitudes as well, as suggested by auroral observations 
[Morrill and Benesch. 1996: Hallinan et al.. 1998]. The model does include excitation of the 
N J(B -E J)  state  (leading to N.J(ING) emissions), but does not self-consistently include the 
effects of ionization of No. which produces enhancements of up to five orders of m agnitude 
in the local conductivity [Pasko et al.. 1995. Figure 3].
Under the assum ption of local therm odynam ic equilibrium. Milikh et al. [1998a] propose 
that "...by comparing the two peaks of the N o(lPG ) band, say 5-2 and 4-2 which undergo 
different absorption, one can estim ate the zenith angle of the observed sprite.” The use of 
emissions from different upper states (5 and 4 in the example) is flawed by any deviation 
in the vibrational distribution away from local thermodynamic equilibrium. However, the 
observed variations observed in sprite spectra (discussed in Section 3.4) implies th a t the 
excited species are not in local therm odynam ic equibilibrium. Emissions due to transitions 
from a single upper sta te  (e.g. the 4-3 and 4-4 transitions) are reasonable candidates for 
the atmospheric transmission analysis suggested by Milikh et al. [1998b].
Milikh et al. [1998b] further suggest the vibrational distributions of spectral observa­
tions can be used as a  direct probe of the electron quiver energy, e. They provide analysis 
of the June 22. 1995 7:04:39.07 event (Figure 4 of Hampton et al. [1996]) and obtain
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i  = O.leV (which corresponds to electric field strength  of 35 V /m  a t 80 km altitude). Ac­
cording to the model, th is is ju st below the ionization threshold, so no observable ionized 
emissions (NT (Meinel), N -t(lN G )) are predicted. Because the electron quiver energy can 
be determined based on observed optical spectral observations and the quiver energy is 
parameterized by the electric field strength, this model could be used with observed optical 
spectra to provide a diagnostic for remotely determining high a ltitude  electric fields associ­
ated with sprites. However, a preliminary study of the variations of optical spectra briefly 
discussed in Section 3.4 found no direct correlation between the N 2(1PG )(4-2)/N j(1PG )(2- 
0) ratio and the NLDN reported current (a possible proxy for electric field strength at high 
altitudes). An improved study  of spectral variability is required, bu t the lack of correlation 
between NLDN current and spectral features indicates the need for either a better proxy 
for the electric field streng th  a t high altitudes or improved lightning param eters are needed 
order to test the predictions of the electron quiver energy model.
4.2 Interpretation of near-UV/Blue Observations
Compared to the large num ber of unfiltered sprite observations, there are only a few observa­
tions of sprites made w ith blue filters. (Ground based broadband observations are primarily 
red. due to strong Rayleigh scattering of blue light.) Aircraft color cam era observations from 
1994. discussed in Section 2.2. first measured the existence of blue emissions from sprites. 
The 1998 EXL98 cam paign used a narrowly filtered 427.8 nm imager, a 340.7 nm filtered 
imager, and an near-U V /blue spectrograph for blue observations of sprites. Three blue 
images of sprites obtained from ground based cameras (at the Yucca Ridge Field Station) 
have been published [Suszcynsky et al., 1998]*.
Blue observations are of interest for several reasons. As discussed in Section 3.2.2. the 
N2(C3n u) state, which is the N2(2PG) upper state is not affected by cascading or ICT pro­
cesses to the same degree as the N2(B3n 3) state (the N2(1PG) upper sta te). In addition to 
fewer processes leading to the population of the upper sta te  of the blue N2(2PG) emissions, 
the relaxation of the excited molecules in the N2(C3IIU) sta te  is sim pler because quenching 
is much less critical (the quenching altitude of N2(2PG) is 30 km). Aside from difficulties
"The brightest ground based imagery of a  sprite is the July 24, 1996 3:58:24 event, the same event 
discussed in the previous section with the strongest NT (Meinel) spectral emissions
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due to atm ospheric transmission, the blue ionized molecular nitrogen N j( lN G ) emissions 
are much easier to observe and interpret th an  the red N J (Meinel) ionized emissions. The 
quenching altitude of N.J(ING) is 48 km, while N j  (Meinel) is more strongly affected by 
collisional quenching (and has a  quenching altitude of 85-90 km). Also, as w ith auroral 
observations, the N.J(ING) brightness is a  direct observation of the rate  of ionization [Val- 
lance Jones, 1974]. Observations of ionized emissions in sprites are of great interest because 
of the observations of radar echoes (or lack of radar echoes) from sprites [Roussel-Dupre 
and Blanc. 1997: Groves et al., 1998] and  VLF observations of enhanced electron densities 
by approximately four orders of m agnitude [Rodger. 1999].
Some models based on the original spectral observations of red N-i(lPG) emissions as 
the predominant emission from sprites also predict blue emissions. Because of the low 
slant range and long path  length through the atmosphere of all observations to date, a t­
mospheric transmission corrections m ust be applied to the predictions in order to make 
comparisons of the theory with ground or aircraft based observations. Pasko [1996]. using 
the quasi-electrostatic heating (QEH) model, predicts that a t the source the instantaneous 
blue N.J(ING) band emission is approxim ately three orders of magnitude below than  that 
of the red N j(lP G ) band, and when tem porally integrated to correspond to video field 
rates, the red NoQPG) emission at 60 km are seven orders of m agnitude greater than  blue 
N.J (IN C) emissions3, but only about two orders of magnitude greater than blue No(2PG) 
emissions. Bell et al. [1995] investigate the runaway electron model and find th a t the red 
N'.>(1PG) to blue N j(2PG ) ratio is ~ 2  at all altitudes above 60 km. while the QEH model 
predicts N2(1PG)/N>(2PG) ~10 above 80 km.
A series of recent photometric studies have examined time-resolved blue/near-U V  emis­
sions. Arm strong et al. [1998] report photom eter observations using two filters: one centered 
at 431.7 nm with a FW HM (full w idth, half maximum) of 10.6 nm, one at 399.2 nm with 
a FWHM of 9.6 nm. These filters include both  N j(1N G ) and N'2(2PG) emissions in their 
bandpass, making definitive observations regarding ionized emissions from sprites difficult.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the difficulties descriminating between N j( lN G ) and N j (2PG) 
emissions, particularly for the ‘427.8’ nm  filter used on the EXL98 campaign. Figure 4.4 (B)
3 Atmospheric attenuation  effects are not included, and could contribute two more orders of magnitude 
difference between the red and blue emissions.
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is a  plot of the responses of the UAF 427.8 nm filter, the blue channel of the U A F/A CTP 
color camera, the NRL 340.7 nm  filter, and the two filters used by Arm strong et al. [1998]. 
Both N'.>(2PG) and N.T(ING) emissions are plotted as well, but the relative am plitude of the 
two groups of emissions is chosen solely for illustrative purposes4. The wavelength range in 
Figure 4.4 (B) is chosen to correspond to the wavelength range of the NRL Blue/near-UV 
spectrograph used on the EXL98 aircraft. Figure 4.4 (A) shows improved wavelength res­
olution of the UAF 427.8 nm filter for direct light and for incoming light which is 5°angle 
of incidence (AOI). Note the difficulty in resolving the 427.8 nm  N .t(lN G ) emissions and
426.8 nm N->(2PG) emissions. Despite the inability to definitely identify ionized emissions 
from molecular nitrogen, the ratio  of the two filtered photometers is able to discriminate 
between lightning, sprites, and elves3. The 399.2/431.7 intensity ratio for lightning is ap­
proximately unity, in agreement w ith the expected continuum radiation. For sprites, the 
399.2/431.7 intensity ratio is —2. while elves have a measured 399.2/431.7 intesity ratio of 
~~'3.
The tem poral evolution of the 399.2/431.7 intensity ratio observed by the two photome­
ters suggests an initial process w ith an electron tem perature equivalent to ~10 eV (for less 
than 1 ms) followed by a longer lasting ~1  eV process. Suszcynsky et al. [1998] used a 20 nm 
wide filter centered on 425 nm with a  photometer to observe the 427.8 nm N.T(1NG)(0.1) 
emission. However, the filter bandpass also included the lower energy N2(2PG)(1,5) emission 
at 426.8 nm (as well as several o ther less intense No(2PG) emissions). Both the photometer 
studies and filtered blue imagery of sprites indicate the presence of N.t emissions during the 
initial portion of the sprite.
Before the EXL98 aircraft observations, unambiguous observations of ionized molecular 
nitrogen emissions from sprites had not been obtained. The N t (Meinel) emissions dtected 
in some, but not all. sprites are of interest because the Meinel emissions occurred at altitudes 
significantly below the quenching altitude for that group of emissions. The ground based 
blue observations of No(2PG) and N t  (1NG) emissions could not unambiguously resolve the 
ionized component of the observations. For these reasons, the EXL98 observations included
4Observations of sprites indicate th a t, at television field rates, the N j(2PG ) to XT( LNG) intensity ratio 
should be much higher. Auroral spectra  have a  N2(2PG) to XT(ING) intensity ratio which is much lower.
5 Because Arm strong’s study was m ade w ith filtered photometers and the emissions identified as elves 
lasted less than  1 ms, the events were most likely elves rather than  halos. A study similar to  Armstrong’s 
should compare the 399.2/431.7 ratio  of elves and  halos.
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Figure 4.4. Blue Filter Response. The responses of several filters and imagers and the 
N')(2PG) and N j(lN G ) emissions. The wavelength range of the lower figure is the wave­
length range of the near-UV spectrograph. The upper plot illustrates 426.8 nm N2(2PG) 
contam ination difficulties for 427.8 nm N2 ( 1PG) emissions observations. The response of 
the relatively broad ,427.8’ filter used by Armstrong et al. [1998] for infering N .j( ING) emis­
sions is shown. The relative am plitudes of the N2 (2 PG) and No (ING) bands is arbitrary 
(see text).
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Figure 4.5. Blue Filtered Observations of July  19, 1998 8:59:54. Observations of the July 19, 
1998 8:59:54 sprite in three imagers. (A) is from the unfiltered narrow imager, (B) is from 
the 427.8 nm (NT(ING)) filtered imager, and (C) is from the 340.7 nm (N-j(2PG)) filtered 
imager. The unfiltered and 427.8 nm  filtered imagers have the same field of view (FOV). 
while the 340.7 nm filtered imager has a slightly different FOV. The horizontal white lines 
are drawn to indicate the approxim ate same elevations in all three imagers. The ionized 
(427.8 nm) emissions are observed to be strongest at lower altitudes, while the neutral blue 
emissions (340.7 nm) emissions are strong throughout the sprite.
a  filter selected to observe the N .t(1 N G )(0- 1 ) transition with a band head at 427.8 nm. A 
filtered imager which observed only N j(2PG ) emissions (at 340.7 nm) was used on the same 
campaign. The two systems were calibrated in order to determine the relative populations 
of No(C'3n u) and N.J(B~E,t) electronic states. The responses of the two filtered systems are 
displayed in Figure 4.4.
The quasi-electrostatic heating (QEH) model introduced in Section 2.9 provides predic­
tions of optical ou tput of sprites, which is discussed here for comparison with observations. 
The predominant emissions predicted is No(LPG). in good agreement with the early spec­
tral observations [Hampton et al.. 1996; Mende et al.. 1995]. O ther nitrogen emissions, 
such as N'2 (2 PG ). N.T (Meinel), and N-T(ING), as well as OT(ING) emissions, as predicted 
in Figure 4.4 of Pasko [1996] will be discussed. Pasko et al. [1999] notes th a t because 
the ionization time scale a t 90 km is ~ 4  ms, only optical emissions having low thresholds 
(N->(1PG)) will be observed. Additionally, much higher electric fields (about twice Ek, the 
breakdown threshold field) are required to produce significant ionization [Pasko et al.. 1999].
Pasko [1996] (Figure 4.4) predicts that time integrated observations (17 ms) the 
NT(ING) (as well as O j( lN G ) and N.T (Meinel)) emissions are brightest a t lower altitudes 
(~50 km) with brightness that decreases by three orders of magnitude at ~57 km. [Pasko,
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1996. Figure 3.9] presents an instantaneous emission calculation and does not dem onstrate 
the same altitude profile of blue emissions from ionized N2 . The model predicts N.J(1NG) 
emissions brightest above 70 km. The 427.8 nm filtered observations of N .J(1NG) emissions 
do not agree w ith this model. Simultaneous observations of the July 19, 1998 8:59:54 sprite 
with the 427.8 nm filtered imager and the 340.7 nm filtered imager are shown in Figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.5 (A) is the unfiltered imager, while (B) is the 427.8 nm  filtered observations 
(with the same field of view as the unfiltered imager). The 427.8 nm observations have had 
histogram equalization applied to stretch the contrast of the image. Figure 4.5 (C) is the
340.7 nm filtered observations. The ionized emissions are the strongest at lower altitudes 
of the sprites, while both  the unfiltered observations, prim arily red emissions, and the neu­
tral blue observations (340.7 nm) are bright across the entire altitude of the sprite. The 
horizontal white lines in Figure 4.5 indicate the same elevation in all three images. These 
observations indicate th a t atm ospheric absorption is not the sole reason that ionized blue 
emissions are only weakly observed in sprites.
The runaway breakdown theory [Roussel-Dupre et al.. 1998: Yukhimuk et al.. 1998a] 
provides altitude dependent optical (400-900 nm) spectral predictions, which are reproduced 
in Figure 4.6. The emissions are averaged over 17 ms and include atm ospheric transm ission 
effects for an observer a t 11 km altitude. The atmospheric transmission model is based on 
observations by G uttm an [1968]. which is a poor atmospheric transmission model compared 
to modern models, such as M ODTRAN or MOSART (see Section 3.2.5). The spectral 
predictions from the runaway electron (REL) model of [Yukhimuk et al.. 1998a] predict
427.8 nm emission from sprites th a t do not vary significantly with altitude.
The distance between the sprite and the observer for the predicted emissions presented 
in Figure 4.6 is not given. The spectral predictions from Yukhimuk et al. [1998a] are 
presented in Figure 4.6 for an  aircraft observations of a sprite associated w ith a  200 C 
charge neutralization occurring in 7 ms. Figure 3.4, for the 10 km observer, illustrates that 
difference in the atm ospheric transmission between 100 km and 500 km is significant (e.g. 
the ratio of the transm ission a t 800 nm to transmission at 400 nm is ~4.5 for a  distance of 
500 km. while it is ~1 .7  for a distance of 100 km). The dom inant blue emissions are the 
N J(IN G ) 427.8 nm, which does not agree with the reported observations from the EXL98 
campaign that the N2 (2 PG ) emissions are dominant.
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Figure 4.6. Predicted Spectra from Runaway Breakdown. Computed optical emissions for 
a detector at 11 km altitude for 200 C of charge neutralization by a cloud-to-ground strike 
in 7 ms at an altitude of 11.5 km. Reproduced from Yukhimuk et al. [1998a].
4.3 Spectral Implications for Energetics of Sprites
The dominance of N2 (lPG)emissions indicate that sprites are relatively low energy phe­
nomena, approximately 1 eV [Hampton et al., 1996; Green et al., 1996; Mende et al., 1995]. 
Electron densities of ~103 cm-3, or four orders of magnitude above ambient at an altitude 
of 70 km, are predicted by Pasko et al. [1995]. Based on VLF scattering observations asso­
ciated with sprites, electron densities of sprites are estimated to be 2.5 x 103 cm-3 [Dowden 
et al., 2000]. For comparison, the electron density in the first 5 ps of a lightning discharge 
is 1018cm-3 [Uman, 1987].
If the scene viewed by an imager includes several stars, an absolute brightness scale can 
be established using the published brightness of stars in the image as calibration sources. 
Using several stars in an image, one obtains a linear relationship between image counts and 
photons (see Appendix A of Hampton [1996] for more information). Stellar calibrations 
were used to determine absolute photon flux measurements of sprites in the UAF 1994 
measurements, yielding total optical energies of ~50 kJ for the observed sprite. The 1994 
observations were based on color camera measurements with response between 395-700 nm. 
The observed emissions are primarily from the N2(1PG) group. Based on the vibrational 
distributions determined by the spectral fitting presented in Section 4.1 and the camera
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response convolved with the N o(lPG ) emissions, it is found that only ~5%  of the N o(lPG ) 
emissions are detected by the color camera. M atching the observed photon flux in the image 
of the sprite to the observed spectrum  yields a photon spectrum  of the sprite. The color 
cam era photon calibration assumed all emissions were centered at the peak response of the 
red channel, or 650 nm.
T his optical energy flux can be used to estim ate the total energy deposited in molecular 
nitrogen and oxygen as follows. Integrating the apparent brightness of the sprite over its 
area in the image and folding in the stellar calibrations yields a total flux l.SlxlO 23 photons 
per sprite. Because only o% of the photons em itted  from radiating N-2(B3n s ) molecules are 
in the color camera bandpass, there are 3.62xl024 radiating N2(B3II9) molecules. Assuming 
that half of the B3II9 s ta te  No molecules which are excited via electron impact are quenched, 
the to tal N2 (B3 n s ) population is 7.24xl024. For 1 eV excitation energy, the ratio of all No 
electronically excited states to B3 fl9 electronic sta te  excitation is 3.45 [Slinker and Ali. 
1982]. This gives 2.5xl025 total No electronically excited molecules. Assuming that the 
upper states all cascade down to the N2 (A3 E „ ) state, each molecule has energy ~6.5 eV. 
Therefore the total energy of electronic excitation is ~26 MJ for this sprite.
Energy is also distributed amongst vibrationally excited states within the electronic 
states, so we calculate the vibrational energy similarly. From above, there are 3.62xl024 
radiating N 2 ( B 3 n 9 ) molecules. The ratio of the total number of vibrationally excited N o  
electronic states to the number of vibrationally excited N 2 ( B 3 1"I9 ) states is 2674 [Slinker 
and Ali. 1982]. Therefore the total number of vibrationally excited N o  states is 1.94xl028. 
Assuming the average vibrational energy is 0.3 eV. there is ~930 MJ of energy in the 
vibrationally excited N o  states. Combining the vibrational and electronic energy calculated 
above, we find ~950 M J deposited in molecular nitrogen by a sprite whose optical energy 
is 50 kJ. Assuming similar excitation in 0 2 and  scaling by the relative densities of N o  and 
Oo. we obtain  a total energy deposition in the middle- and upper-atmosphere of 1.2 G J for 
this sprite.
A second estimate of the total energy can be made by including considerations of ICT 
(see Section 3.2.1) and cascading. These processes decrease the total No to B3 IT9 electronic 
excitation ratio because the observed emissions from the B3II9 state include cascade from 
the C3nu sta te  and collisional transfer from the  B,3E “ and W 3 A u states. The ratio between
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all No electronically excited states and the observed B3IT9 states must therefore be revised 
from 3.45 to 1.43, yielding 5.18xl024 to tal N2 electronically excited states. As calculated 
above, the total electronic energy is 5.39 MJ. Above, the No(B3n a) vibrational energy was 
leveraged to calculate the entire vibrational excitation of N o .  Including the C3IIU cascading 
and B'3 E “ . W 3A,tcollisional transfer excitation of B3IIg state, the ratio of these excitations 
to the total N o  vibrational excitation is 769 [Slinker and Ali, 1982]. Therefore, with ICT 
considerations, a  to tal of 3.98xl0"7 vibrationally excited N o  molecules is calculated. As­
suming an average vibrational energy of 0.3 eV as before, the total vibrational N o  energy 
is 191.2 MJ. The total vibrational and electronic energy combined (with strong  ICT and 
cascading effects) is 197 M J. As above, the density ratio of N o and O o  is used to get a total 
energy deposition in the middle- and upper-atmosphere of ~250 MJ.
These two estimates for the to tal energy, 1.2 G J and 250 MJ. bracket the to ta l energy 
deposited to the upper atm ospheric neutrals, based on the optical spectroscopic observations 
discussed previously. Thus, the 50 kJ optical energy seen in the images of sprites represents 
approximately 0.004-0.02% of the to tal energy associated with these events. Therefore, the 
largest portion of the energy (more than 99.98%) resides in states that do not lead to optical 
observations, but which may drive other processes.
Marshall et al. [1998] find an upper limit on the order of a megajoule for energy emission 
in the ELF. However, they are not specific in a ttribu ting  this energy to the sprite or the 
causative -t-CG. They s ta te  "...red sprites and elves are generally accompanied by unipo­
lar ’slow taiF wavelets ... [which] apparently propagate in the expected TEM  mode, and 
their am plitude is such th a t, when extrapolated to the source, the total ELF electromag­
netic energy approaches a megaJoule.” More recent estimates of ELF/V LF energy directly 
a ttribu tab le to a  sprite are presented by Cummer and Stanley [1999].
The to tal energy of a  negative cloud-to-ground (CG) discharge is approxim ately 1 GJ 
[Urnan. 1987]. Positive cloud to ground discharges are generally more energetic than  nega­
tive CGs. by factors of 2-10 [Uman, 1987]. The to tal energy of 250-1200 M J calculated is 
deposited into the upper atm osphere by a typical sprite is therefore of the sam e order of 
magnitude as the causative +CG  lightning stroke. The energy of sprites is presum ably ul­
tim ately dissipated by heating of the neutrals within the mesosphere. If we assum e a  sprite 
volume of 10 3 km3 and a  m ean mesospheric neutral number density of 1015 /cm 3 and that
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the total energy is converted to heat, this would correspond to average heating of neutrals 
of 0.015-0.075 K w ithin the sprite volume.
4.4 Global Energy Deposition
The previous calculation yields a total energy of a single sprite of 250-1200 MJ. Using an 
estim ated global occurrence rate of one per second (see Section 2.8). the average power 
is 250-1200 MW. Globally, this corresponds to 2.2-8.-1 T J /d a y  deposited by sprites in the 
middle atm osphere. The corresponding global average energy flux is 2-iQfxW / m 1.
This is only about one hundredth of the mesospheric energy budget [Mlynczak and 
Solomon. 1993]. However, the local heating associated with a  single sprite or several hundred 
sprites concentrated over a single thunderstorm  would produce a substantially  enhanced 
local effect above thunderstorm s, or in regions where thunderstorm s dom inate globally.
For threshold effects in chemistry, the localization of the heating of the middle atm o­
sphere of sprites may be critical. Improved ejaculations of middle atm ospheric effects of 
sprites is a  critical area for future work.
4.5 Chemical Effects
Modeling efforts of the effects of thunderstorm s on the middle and upper atm osphere suggest 
significant electron heating in the lower atm osphere [Pasko et al.. 1998]. If the energy from 
the heated electrons couples into the neutrals on tim e scales of hours, it would be possible 
to observe the effects of such heating. The theoretical modeling of such effects is beyond 
the scope of this thesis, as it requires non-local therm al equilibrium  effects to be taken into 
account (such efforts have yet to be pursued for the lower ionosphere/upper atmosphere). 
An upper bound estim ate by Pasko et al. [1998] a t 85 km altitude is given as —10° K on 
a time scale of 2-3 h. For comparison, this rate would possibly com pete with the integral 
daily heating produced by solar radiation [Hines. 1965] and is on the order of the energy flux 
measured in the mesosphere above thunderstorm s and interpreted as heating by internal 
gravity waves generated by the tropospheric convection of thunderstorm s [Taylor. 1979] . 
The long term  heating of neutral N-? leads to a slightly vibrationally excited ground
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sta te  population. This is also known as superelastic vibration collisions, and introduces 
a new term  for the Boltzm ann equations solutions. Dissociation of molecular nitrogen is 
usually considered to be
e“ +  N2 (X l £+ )(t; =  0) ->• e~ +  N(2D) +  N(2S)
but for non-equilibrium nitrogen plasmas the excitation of vibrationally excited, ground 
sta te  electronic molecular nitrogen should be considered:
e" +  N->(Xl E j)( i ;  =  0) -»> e" +  N-/ -»• e “ +  N(2D) +  N(2S)
As molecular nitrogen does not have a  dipole moment, Na'Xfu > 0) states are m etastable. 
However, collisional transfer of this excitation to infrared active molecules (such as COo) 
has been suggested [Picard et al.. 1997]. The frequency of occurrence of sprites and the 
rate of energy loss from vibrationally excited ground state No needs to be understood to 
determ ine if the above dissociation process may be im portant.
Capitelli and Molinari [1980] consider the processes of molecular dissociation under non­
equilibrium  plasma conditions. O f critical importance to atmospheric chemistry issues is 
their finding that "... depending on the system and on the relevant discharge param eters, 
a  variable but generally large fraction of the energy pum ped into the type of plasm a under 
consideration is transferred to the vibrotational system of the molecule which can then 
dissociate via a ladder-climbing mechanism across the vibrotational manifold of the ground 
electronic state." After a thorough case study of molecular hydrogen the authors discuss 
molecular nitrogen, but conclude th a t the to tal contribution of triplet states to overall 
dissociation rates of No can not be evaluated with presently available data.
However, if enough of the energy couples into the neutral ground state 
of nitrogen (N2 (X l £+ )), this would serve to change the vibrational distribu­
tion of No(B3 n g) (since, for example (N 2 (X l E g )(v =  1 )| r  |N 2(B3 n 9)(v =  0 )) ^
(N o(X l Eg )(w =  0 ) | r  |No(B3n g)(u =  0 )), leading to variations in observed ratios of different 
vibrational upper states in sprite spectra on a  time scale of hours.
Brasseur and Solomon [1986] a ttr ib u te  all stratospheric nitrogen atom s to dissociative 
ionization and dissociation of molecular nitrgen by galactic cosmic rays. However, since 
sprite  emissions are N o(lPG ), there is most likely also some atomic nitrogen formed via
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dissociation. Any atomic nitrogen will rapidly react with molecular oxygen to form nitric 
oxide. Nicolet [1975] indicates cosmic radiation leads to a height integrated NO production 
of about 5 ±  1 x 10 7cm - 2s - 1  in polar regions and 3 x 10 7cm - 2s - 1  in the tropics. Sprites 
may constitute an independent source of local NO production in the upper atmosphere.
In addition to interest in excitation and production of NO. a second issue of the produc­
tion of vibrationally excited CO2 has been suggested [Milikh et al., 1998b]. Observations 
of emissions at 4.26jz from the COo(OOl) asymmetric stretch mode were a ttem pted  as part 
of the EXL98 campaign. The observations were inconclusive and did not rule out such 
emissions.
4.6 Conclusions
C hapter 4 begins w ith analysis of red spectral observations of a  sprite containing a compo­
nent of ionized molecular nitrogen (N.T (M einel)) emissions. The neutral N->( IPG ) emissions 
have an excitation threshold of 7.5 eV. The N.J (Meinel) ionized molecular nitrogen emis­
sions have a threshold energy of 16.5 eV. so observation of emissions from ionized molecular 
nitrogen is indicative of more energetic excitation processes. Additionally, ionized molec­
ular nitrogen is significant for sprite models of the weakly ionized molecular plasma at 
middle-atmospheric pressures. The blue spectral observations presented in C hapter 3 are 
analyzed in the context of o ther blue filtered observations, and lead to the conclusion that 
the dom inant blue emission is neutral molecular nitrogen emissions (No(2PG)). with an mi­
nor ionized molecular nitrogen (NT(1NG)) component observed in only some sprites. Based 
on the spectral analysis, the total amount of energy deposited in middle atm ospheric neutral 
species is calculated to be between 250 megaJoules and 1 gigaJoule. The optical emissions 
correspond to only 0.004-0.02% of this energy. After the energy deposition associated with 
a single sprite is determined, the cummulative effects of sprites is considered.
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Summary and Conclusions
This dissertation describes the optical spectrum  of sprites obtained by the University of 
Alaska Fairbanks during summer campaigns of 1995, 1996. and 1998. and its implication 
to the understanding of the electrodynamics of the middle atm osphere. The single most 
signficant result is the determ ination th a t a  typical sprite deposits up to one gigajoule 
into the mesosphere. In this chapter, the numerous results presented in the dissertation 
are summarized. Suggestions are provided for future observations that will improve the 
characterization of the brief mesospheric optical phenomena associated with thunderstorm s. 
;is well as the broader effects of the transfer of energy from the tropospheric thunderstorm  
to the middle- and upper-atmosphere.
Chapter 2 describes the first decade of scientific study of sprites, blue jets, and elves. 
Research advances by many research groups are described w ith an  emphasis on results 
obtained by University of Alaska researchers. Before 1993, observational efforts were di­
rected towards verifying the existence of optical transient events occurring in the middle 
atmosphere. Several results of the 1994 observations included the identification of blue 
jets, determ ination of the accurate dimension of sprites and blue jets, the identification of 
unique ELF /V L F  signature of sprites, and the first observation of palm  trees. Significant 
results from studies of blue jets are the relationship between blue je ts  and lightning activity, 
and the accurate triangulation of blue je ts  to determine the upward propagation speed of 
110 km /s. The 1995 observations included red spectroscopic study  of sprites, two aircraft 
campaigns outside of the United States, and the observation of e lv e s /“sprite halos” . Exper-
99
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imental work since 1995 includes extending the spectral observations to the blue, filtered 
blue observations of sprites, improved spatial and  tem poral resolution of sprites and  halos, 
and observations of sprites in Japan  and A ustralia.
C hapter 3 begins w ith the identification of N2 (1PG) as the primary source of the red 
light of sprites. The N o(lPG ) identifications is followed by a discussion of molecular nitro­
gen optical emissions as a prerequisite for the rem ainder of the dissertation. A comparison 
of spectal observations of aurora, sprites, lightning, and St. Elmo's fire illustrates the spec­
troscopic differences of the emissions and the relationship between the spectral signature 
and the processes leading to optical emissions, and highlights several sigriifcant subtle points 
of the interpretation of the sprite  spectrum . Results from a preliminary study of the vari­
ability of spectral observations is presented. C hapter 3 concludes with the description of 
blue spectral observations of sprites and spectral observations of halos.
C hapter 4 begins w ith analysis of red spectral observations of a  sprite containing a 
component of ionized molecular nitrogen (N-t (Meinel)) emissions. The neutral N2 (IPG ) 
emissions have an excitation threshold of 7.5 eV. The N.T (Meinel) ionized molecular ni­
trogen emissions have a  threshold energy of 16.5 eV, so detection of emissions from ionized 
molecular nitrogen is indicative of more energetic excitation processes. Additionally, ion­
ized molecular nitrogen is significant for sprite models of the weakly ionized molecular 
plasma at the low m iddle-atm ospheric pressures. The blue spectral observations presented 
in C hapter 3 are analyzed in the context of o ther blue filtered observations, and lead to 
the conclusion that the dom inant blue emission is neutral molecular nitrogen emissions 
(N2 (2PG)). w ith a minor ionized molecular nitrogen (N ^ IN G ))  component. Based on 
the spectral analysis, the to ta l am ount of energy deposited in middle atm ospheric neutral 
species is calculated to be between 250 megaJoules and 1 gigaJoule. The optical emissions 
correspond to only 0.004-0.02% of this energy. After the energy deposition associated with 
a  single sprite is determ ined, the cummulative effects of sprites is considered.
Seventeen anectodal reports of optical emissions associated with thunderstorm s are re­
produced in Appendix A. Appendix B describes the instrum ents used by the University of 
Alaska Fairbanks group for sprite  observations.
The following bulleted list is the distilled contributions of the author to understanding 
sprites, blue jets, halos and elves presented in this dissertation:
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• Measurement and identification of sprite red spectrum  (N-j(lPG))
• D eterm ination and interpretation of sprite ionization observations (N.J (Meinel))
• M easurement and interpretation of sprite blue spectrum  (N2 (2PG))
• Observations and analysis of 427.8 nm emissions from N.J(ING) in sprites
• Calculation of to tal energy transferred to neutrals ( N o ,  O o )
• Prelim inary estim ate of energy deposition rates from sprites
• Identification and interpretation of halos red spectrum  (N o(lPG ))
• Prelinary study of variability of sprite spectra
• Identification of "palm tree'’ events
• M apping of extensive morphology of sprites
• Triangulation of sprites, blue jets, and halos to determ ine absolute dimensions
• D eterm ination of blue jet-lightning relationship
• Analysis of sprite distributions over South and C entral America
• Collection of additional anecdotal reports
Su ggestion s for Future W ork
In only ten years, the study of optical emissions in the middle atm osphere associated with 
electrical activity has literally gone from simple anecdotal reports to an established field 
with several dedicated groups of researchers and significant interest from scientists in other 
related fields. However, significant research remains to understanding some basic properties 
of sprites, blue jets, and elves.
One crucial issue which must be resolved is the global distribution and occurrence rate 
of sprites, blue jets, and elves. Ground based optical observations (with range limited to 
approxim ately 1000 km and limited field of view, as well as dependence on relatively clear 
skies) will most likely be unable to provide the synoptic m easurem ents required to determine 
global distribution and rates. Reising et al. [1999a] propose ground based VLF observations 
as a possible diagnostic for the determ ination of global sprite occurrence. However, such 
work has not been performed to date. Single satellite observations of sprites, as proposed 
by Chern et al. [1998]. could provide global maps of sprite occurrence with limited tem poral 
coverage of any specific region of the global.
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In addition to the 1000 km range lim itation of ground based observations, optical mea­
surem ents of sprites occurring during the daytim e are not yet possible. Daytime observa­
tions of aurora are currently being investigated via long time exposure narrow band filtered 
observations (Mark Conde, personal communications), but because of the brief duration 
of sprites, this technique is not likely to work for sprite observations. Most thunderstorm  
activity develops and occurs during the daytime, so some indication of the daytime sprite, 
blue jet. elves, and halos activity would be valuable to determine the total energy input of 
sprites, blue jets, elves and halos into the middle atmosphere.
A ttem pts have been made to observe daytim e sprites. One active sprite producing 
storm  studied in 1996 by the University of Alaska persisted until scattered light from the 
impending sunrise prevented further observations. Sprites were observed almost up to the 
point of solar illumination at sprite altitude. One observation of the VLF signature of a 
sprite during a daytime Texas storm  has been reported [Stanley et al.. 1998]. However, 
occurrence rates of daytime vs. nighttim e sprites remain to be determined. The issue of 
time-of-day of occurrence is critical for estim ating the total energetic input of sprites, blue 
jets, and elves into the middle atmosphere.
The National Lightning Detection Network data  has been an integral part of observa­
tional campaigns within the United States, and similar systems have benefitted Australian 
sprite observations. However, the NLDN d a ta  provides minimal param eters of detected 
lightning discharges (latitude and longitude of ground connection location, millisecond reso­
lution tem poral location, peak current, and multiplicity). More recently developed lightning 
m apping systems provide much greater detail observations of lightning [Rison et al.. 1999; 
Krehbiel et al.. 1999]. A much improved understanding of the lightning discharge associated 
w ith sprites could be im portant for understanding the fine scale structure of sprites and 
jets. An improved characterization of electrical activity in thunderstorm s associated with 
blue jets will also be critical for understanding if the decrease of cloud to ground lightning 
observed with NLDN data  is a  true decrease of all electrical activity in the thunderstorm  
or perhaps a  redirection of the activity to higher altitude charge levels. Lightning discharge 
observations with increased spatial and tem poral resolution will improve understanding of 
the development and morphology of sprites.
Increased temporal resolution of sprites is necessary to understand the development of
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the structures observed a t video rates. As illustrated in Figure 2.16. imagers w ith one 
kiloHertz sampling are not sufficient for fully resolving the development of sprites. Pho­
tom eter observations with ten kiloHertz sampling do not fully resolve the development of 
sprites [McHarg et al.. 1999]. Observations of the spatio-temporal development of sprites, 
especially in conjunction with sim ilar high resolution observations of the causative lightning 
discharges, will improve the understanding of the physics leading to the optical emissions.
Increased tem poral resolution in spectral observations of sprites will provide two im­
portant improvements. First, the identification of initial high energy processes (>10 eV) 
followed by a lower energy 'after-glow' (1  eV) [Armstrong et al.. 1998] could be verified. 
Secondly, such a tem poral evolution of the characteristic energy of the processes producing 
optical emissions implies th a t ionized No is produced only during the intial phase of sprite 
emissions. Improved time resolution spectral measurements would provide the opportunity  
for NT (Meinel) observations and analysis. An imaging spectrograph would provide two- 
dimenionsal spatially resolved sprite  spectra. The limited number of photons from a  sprite 
provides instrum ental design challenges for both high time resolution and spatially resolved 
spectral observations of sprites.
Benesch [1983] discusses the lack of measurements of ICT processes because of the 
85 km "turn-on" altitude for ICT between B3 n,, and W3A U states, and suggests "... the 
staging of further high altitude nuclear tests would furnish fine opportunities for the mea­
surement of very bright and stable electron auroras with precisely predictable points of 
particle injection." Realizing that "... there are. however, several countervailing argum ents 
concerning the merits of such tests ...” the author proceeds to examine da ta  existing at 
the time. Spectral observations of sprites, especially the vertically resolved spectrum  of a 
single sprite, provides a  natural environm ent for the further study of ICT processes in the 
excited N-> manifold. High time resolution spectra that span sprites vertically will provide 
da ta  that can be used to study processes (such as ICT) in the excitation and relaxation of 
NY
This dissertation presents optical observations of sprites, and several future improve­
ments in optical spectral measurements have been suggested. Improvements in o ther types 
of observations of sprites remain to  be made in the near future as well. The identification 
of a  unique E LF/V LF signature of sprites [Reising et al., 1999a] provides the possibility for
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routine m onitoring o f sprite  activity on a  global scale rather than  the current campaign­
mode observations which occur every summer in the midwestern U nited States. Radar 
observations to confirm the spectral measurements of electron densities in sprites should 
be made (Groves et al. [1998] observed no radar echoes from more than  200 sprite events, 
while Roussel-Dupre and  Blanc [1997] reported HF echoes possibly associated w ith sprites).
The discovery of optical excitation of the middle and upper atm osphere by lightning 
has opened a new window for observing this traditionally difficult to study  region of the 
terrestrial system . Exploiting the remote sensing possibilities of this discovery will permit 
systematic investigation of electrically driven linkages between the troposphere and the near 
space environment of the earth .
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Recent Anecdotal Reports of 
Sprites
As part of the public outreach from the sprites research at the Geophysical Institu te of the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks, a web page (at h ttp ://elf.g i.alaska.edu/) describing the 
observations and ongoing experiments was setup in L994. An additional web page soliciting 
reports of similar observations from the public was published to the world wide web (at 
http://elf.gi.alaska.edu/sprite_pages/form .htm l). In this appendix is reproduced reports 
of sprite, jet. and "other” observations obtained through this solicitation. A m ajority of 
the reported observations are from observers in the United States. While this correlates 
geographically with the overwhelming m ajority of sprite observations of the United States, 
it also correlates with the d istribution of population connected to the internet a t the 
current time. It is encouraging that many pilots have seen scientific reports of sprites and 
jets and have come forward to report their observations. Also, the ease with which people 
are able to view sprite and jet activity is encouraging to all am ateurs who hope to see sprites.
Richard Grant
"I was amazed to read in New Scientist recently, that lightening coming out of the top of a 
thunderstorm  had only recently been accepted as a real phenomenon!
I saw such an occurrence in the seventies. I was driving with my parents along the road 
from Umvuma to what is now Masvingo in Zimbabwe. We were on our way to spend the
105
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weekend at Kyle Dam.
Ahead of us. perhaps 20 km away, was a single very tall thunderstorm . The rest of the 
sky was clear.
The top of the storm  was not flattened into an anvil, but looked rounded like the dome 
of a Van de Graff generator.
From the top of this storm  I clearly saw several '’bolts of lightning" going upwards. I 
seem to remember it looked like forked lightening going up from the top of the storm and 
dissipating in the clear air above the storm.
I remarked to my parents that there was lightning coming out of the top of the thun­
derstorm  ahead of us and I am  sure they saw it too.
All in all. I must have seen 5 or 6 occurrences of lightning above that storm  before it 
stopped.
I remember thinking th a t what I had seen was unusual and I have never seen it since!
I hope you find this account interesting and helpful."




"ft was at night, during one of the many thunderstorm s we get in Georgia during the 
summer. 1 was sitting  in my living room watching the lightning when I saw a streak of 
light shoot straight up from the clouds. It happened so quick I couldn 't tell what color it 
was. but I saw a couple more right after I saw the first one. I had no idea what it was at 
the time, but I know now."
Joe Warmbrodt
"In 1991. I was with my family at a KOA campground in far northeastern New Mexico. 
T hat night, a  huge thunderstorm  developed in the distance. I was in high school at the 
time but was interested in meteorology.
The thunderstorm  was huge and the lightning was very impressive. Lots of branched 
fingers of lightning which propagated upwards throughout the mesocyclone. illuminating the
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entire storm  -  it was probably the most beautiful storm  I have ever seen. The campground 
was in a Hat area and the storm  was sufficiently far away to see it in its entirety.
During the storm , I noticed weird blue flashes above the cloud from time to time. I didn 't 
know what they were. I figured they were some weird optical illusion, or maybe reflections 
off my glasses or something. Several years later I saw a report on TV and realized that 
I had seen blue jets. They were definitely blue je ts  because they "poofed” upwards in an 
inverted cone shape, almost like a fountain. During the storm I noticed maybe 15 to 20 of 
these.
Only today. I discovered this website (surfing here indirectly from a CNN report on 
blue jets) and thought I'd write this note.”
Tom Clark
"Frequent entertainm ent for me on a hot desert night in Phoenix. AZ was to watch the 
glorious multiple t-storm s of the "monsoon season.” In the late 1960's and 70’s before 
the valley north of Phoenix filled with houses. I’d look north and enjoy hours of viewing 
pleasure, including what looked like little "backfires" of colored light above the clouds. As 
I recall, they were not always reddish color and were not directly connected with a lighting 
Hash, but they were fascinating as I'd never seen them  elsewhere.
Thanks for shedding some light (so to speak) on what these things are.”
Rob Hudson
"I am a meteorologist a t American Airlines. An American Airlines captain reported this 
event a t approxim ately 0850GMT 06/12/99 while flying near the coast of Costa Rica. He 
said the anvil of a Thunderstorm  (located 40NM VVNW of his aircraft) lit up with a very 
bright glow and then several discharges shot vertically to very high altitude. He indicated 
the color of the event was white. The location of the aircraft was 0925.4N/08512.0W. He 
indicated th a t he had read an article about Sprites and Jets.”
Lisa Heining
“This probably won't be of any help, but my sighting happened approx. 10 years ago!! 
It was ju st before the ending of a  very bad electrical storm we had in Lancaster, NY - a
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suburb of Buffalo, NY. It was dark, and I had to go to the store, and as I was walking 
through the parking lot, I was gazing at the sky (I am a big weather buff) and I noticed 
both red and blue lights in the sky - they looked like little "bleeps" moving very quickly 
through the sky. This might not be what you are referring to - Sprites - but I wanted to 
tell someone who might be interested.”
Jason Fields
"Over the course of the past few nights, I have observed four sprites over eastern Arizona 
and southwestern New Mexico from two different observing locations. I was on Mt. 
Lemmon (about 9000’ elev) in the Catalinas (just north of Tucson) and looking almost due 
north a t a line of storm s about 80 to 100 miles away. Lightning activity was moderately 
active to sometimes very active. The sprites were difficult to see because of an intervening 
cloud layer and I suspect tha t there were more than the two I saw that night. I saw two 
more under more favorable conditions the following night from the Chiricahua Mountains 
in the southeastern corner of Arizona. From an elevation of 6700' and looking east over 
New Mexico (flat desert around 4000’) was a quieter and smaller line of storm s. But I did 
see two sprites off the top of th a t. I tune my AM radio to a  band with no station (typically 
1710 kHz) to 'listen ' to the lightning (and sprites?). I initially did this because it was a  bit 
odd to watch lightning and not hear any thunder. My girlfriend and I even thought that 
there may be a difference in the sta tic  sound created by cloud-to-ground and cloud-to-cloud 
lightning. I should also like to note th a t distant station reception was enhanced compared 
with other recent nights when it was clear and I was stargazing (notably a station from 
Lawrence. Nebraska came in clearly when it usually does not)."
Dallas Klassen
"We were cruising at 45000 en route from California to New York on Oct. 4 1998. There was 
a line of thunderstorm s extending from approximately Om aha. Nebraska southwestward. 
which we were going around. T he tops appeared in excess of 45000 ft. It was nearly dark at 
altitude. We were approxim ately 25nm northwest of the towering cumulus when it appeared 
tha t lightning shot up from the thunderstorm , approx. 15 deg. from straight up. The color 
was much like normal lightning flashes. There was no stra tus layer and no anvil.
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I am a captain on a corporate je t with approx. 110 0 0  hours, and this is the only time I 
have observed this.”
Thomas Miller
"Very dark conditions approx 90 miles from Chicago visibility unlim ited could see beacon 
from downtown Chicago. Located on a lake MI beach shielded from local light sources. 
Obs. on clear cloudless night billions of stars in view. Flashes of light over large areas of 
the sky. Light source seemed to flash similar to lighting but very faint. These flashes seemed 
to come from an easterly direction. These sightings happened a few times during the two 
summers I work at the camp. It could have just been lighting reflection from storms off to 
the East. Fov from 30 degrees vertical to straight up to East and unlim ited to S to N and 
VV. There were a few flashes w ith a few minutes between them. Do not remember exact 
time of dates but am sure of the years.
Not sure if any use to you bu t your opinion would interest me."
Rosemary Moore
"I live on top of a  hill in a  two story house in a very remote area w ith only a few distant 
lights. The topographical configuration seems to split oncoming thunderstorm s in two- 
with very severe weather to the northwest and southeast. So I have incredible long distant 
views of thunderstorm s and can see the tops. I have seen sprites and je ts  many times and 
am glad to know they have names. W hen I first saw them, I had no idea what they were. 
I must tell you. though, many of the ones I have seen have had a much longer duration 
than your statistics. I did not tim e them, but they lasted long enough to travel almost the 
length of the thunderhead. These were tornado-bearing storms: very, very intense. I have 
also seen more than once a phenomenon Fve not seen mentioned anywhere yet. I have seen 
rainbow lightening. I’ve seen an arc from the top of a lightening strike down to the bottom, 
sort of connecting the top to the bottom  with a rainbow. I’ve also seen a  round rainbow. 
These have always been of very short duration and occur during very intense storms with a 
lot of cloud to cloud lightening and concurrent strikes. Backlit by m ultiple flashes. Please 
let me know if any else reports th is rainbow lightening, I’d be interested in any information.”
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Hans Jensen
"Many years ago, while a lowly student assistant supporting the National Hail Research 
Experiment on the Pawnee National Grassland of NE Colorado - A research associate from 
Texas A&M, John M arrs and I were out late a t night watching thunderstorm s in the distance 
15 to 20  miles, w ith the purpose of catching rattlesnakes, we both  observed a  very active 
storm  and on one occasion saw a  red spike go out of the top of the storm. We questioned 
each other and made sure we were not seeing things, we definitely saw a red spike. WOW!! 
The next day,we told the research scientists from the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research about the sighting. They laughed it off and joked about us smoking too much 
dope.
I am sure we saw what is now classified as a red sprite, based on the images I have seen."
Jeffrey Showman
"On April 21. 1999 I was flying from Twin Falls. ID to Cincinnati. OH at FL450. We were 
overflying a large area of very active thunderstorm s, many of which actually had tops well 
above our altitude. Tim e and location are approximate. I saw a  blue ejection from the 
top of a storm  cloud in the shape of an inverted tear drop (narrow end pointed down). It 
was only an outline, there seemed to be no coloration within the "teardrop" itself. The jet 
looked as if it were made of particles (grainy), it was not a solid image as a lightning bolt 
would appear. It was definitely traveling at a  very high rate of speed vertically (away from 
the top of the storm s), and lasted no more than a half second. If I had not been looking at 
the top of the storm. I would have never seen it."
Luke M cConoughey
"Several red flashes on top of a thunderstorm  to the southwest. There where trees filtering 
out a m ajority of the lower portion of the storm. The red flashes seemed to come from 
separate parts of the storm  cloud. They were considerably brighter in the center of each 
flash circle.
It was quite exciting!"
Tim Fletton
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-M aintaining FL 150. M ultiple storm  cells for entire flight. One substantial cell over 
Charters Towers. Estim ated tops to FL330. Very active cell w ith continuous discharges. 
Magenta conical discharge observed from top of cell into the upper atmosphere. 3 or 4 
discharges observed lasting only a tew seconds.
Mark E. Evans
"I am a pilot for UPS. This evening enroute from Denver to Louisville in our B767 a t 
FL 370. we paralleled an  intense line of thunderstorm s running from Arkansas to Indiana. 
Unbelievably, we witnessed around thirty  or so sprites (many other airline crews witnessed 
them as well) and a few jets. We could not make out any particular color because the 
lightning activity associated with the line of thunderstorm  cells (cold front in area) was 
extremely active and bright. We were shocked at the num ber of sprites - they tended to 
shoot out from the most intense line of cells, about 50-60 miles in depth. The whole line 
of cells extended several hundred miles. At first, we saw a few jets, then they died off for a 
while and sprites replaced them. An occasional jet would pop up during the sprite show. 
FANTASTIC!!"
James Marron
"I am a Corporate pilot, and was flying from Kansas City to New York, and was crossing 
a  rather large line of Level 3 to Level 5 thunderstorm s associated with a cold front, the 
Storms extended from ju st north of Chicago to southern T N / northern AL. I was Crossing 
the line of WX at 41.000 Ft.
There was intense cloud to cloud lighting that seemed to travel the length of the 
system. On several occasions lighting would seem to s ta rt from both the south and the 
north and propagate through the system and when the lighting met a very visible very 
distinct sprite would rise out of the storm  system. In my 8 years flying corporate jets I 
have had the opportunity  to see many thunderstorm s from altitude, yet I can not recall 
ever seeing lighting travel along a storm  system  in a given direction, nor have I seen such 
dram atic sprites."
Steve Schendel
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"On Aug 28th I witnessed two sprites above a storm  100-150 miles due south  of my location. 
I live in the edge of Phoenix, so there was a lot of background light.
The first Sprite  was a series of vertical red streams from the top of the thunderstorm . 
It extended a considerable distance above the top of the cloud.
The 2nd Sprite was the m other of all Sprites. It was the largest and widest Sprite I have 
have ever witnessed. I was in the shape of a funnel with the small end at the top of the 
cloud. It was also red. It was so bright, my wife even saw it., and she can’t see anything 
at night."
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Instrum entation
Interpretation of observations requires understanding of the instruments used to obtain the 
measurements. The instrum ents used for the observations in this dissertation are discussed 
in this appendix.
The most common instrum ent used for sprite observations to date is the intensified 
video camera (used on every campaign to date). Following the 1994 aircraft observations, 
interest in energetics of sprites has driven improved instrum entation in more recent cam­
paigns. The University of Alaska Fairbanks optics group maintains two slit spectrograph 
systems which have been used for spectral measurem ents of sprites. During the GASPr95 
campaign the Deehr spectrograph [Kimball, 1996] was used to obtain the first spectral ob­
servations of sprites. The Sprites'96 ground-based campaign included two spectrographs, 
allowing observations at two altitudes in a single sprite as well as observations at differ­
ent wavelength bands (both blue and red) of a sprite. The EXL98 aircraft campaign was 
specifically designed to answer energetic questions through the use of filtered imagers and 
a  blue spectrograph, provided by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). Table B.l sum­
marizes the campaigns and instrum ents used for all University of Alaska Fairbanks sprites 
campaigns.
The Alaska Color Television Project (A CTP) color camera [Osborne et al.. 1994] was 
also used on several campaigns. The color cam era consists of three filtered channels and 
provided the first spectral information about sprites, indicating that they are predominantly 
red.
113
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Campaign Dates Location Platform Instrum ents
SpritesT93 1993/07 South America NASA DC-8 All Sky Imager
Sprites!94 1994/07 mid-west U.S. Two Aircraft ACTP Color Cam era
ELF Search Coil
Peru’95 1995/02 South America Single Aircraft ACTP Color Cam era
GASP’95 1995/06-07 Evans Ground Deehr Spectrograph
Blue Sand '95 1995/08 Central America Aircraft ELF Search Coil
Sprites ’96 1996/06-07 WIRO & YRFS Ground Deehr Spectrograph
Fogle Spectrograph
EXL '98 1998/07 Central U.S. Single Aircraft NUV Spectrograph
ACTP Color Cam era
WIRO Photometers
Evans Deehr Spectrograph
Table B .l. Cam paign Instrum entation Summary. This table presentes a summ ary of the 
instruments used on all sprites University of Alaska Fairbanks campaigns. 1993-1998. In­
tensified black and white cameras were used on all campaigns, so are om itted from the 
table.
Spectrographs
The optical emissions of sprites are decomposed by wavelength using a dispersion g rat­
ing. The spectrographs employed for sprite observations have been used for spectroscopic 
studies of aurora, and the No (IPG ) emissions observed in sprites are a prominent emis­
sion in the aurora. Knowledge of auroral spectroscopy [Vallance Jones. 1974] is therefore a 
powerful tool for interpretation of spectral sprite observations. Spectrographs are also used 
to understand lightning [Salanave, 1980: Uman. 1987] and in fact were used even before 
photography was employed to record lightning discharges. The interpretation of diatomic 
molecular emissions requires understanding of the underlying quantum  mechanical system 
[Herzberg, 1989]. The instrum ents used to obtain spectral observations are discussed in 
detail in the following section. The observations and their interpretations are presented in 
Chapters 3 and 4.
The Deehr spectrograph, originally built in 1959, has been used extensively for auroral 
observations [Deehr, 1961; Hallinan et al., 1997, 1998] and coordinated CR RES 1 satellite
‘Coordinated Radiation Release Experiment Satellite
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observations [Delamere, 1998; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 1993]. The Deehr spectrograph2 is 
a  slit spectrograph whose output is recorded using an intensified television camera. The 
Deehr spectrograph has a  spectral range of ~300 nm  (slightly dependent on the wavelength 
of observations, because the dispersion is non-uniform ), which can be selected by moving the 
grating w ith respect to the light path. The Deehr spectrograph was used on the GASP'95 
and Sprites'96 campaigns. For sprite studies, the slit of the spectrograph was horizontally 
oriented, and indicated in the scene camera image by a  dashed horizontal line. The horizon­
tal orientation of the slit was chosen to increase the likelihood of sprite observations. The 
recorded spectrograph image can be used to determ ine horizontal structure in the sprite 
along the slit.
The Fogle spectrograph [Fogle. 1966] is normally instrum ented with an IIRelay'2 inten- 
sifier system , but during the Sprites r96 cam paign at the Wyoming Infrared Observatory, a 
factory-loaned modified Gen II intensifier was used for ’blue’ observations, and a modified 
Gen III intensifier was used for "red’ observations. The Gen III modifications increased the 
red response from ~900 nm to 1050 nm (at the expense of overall sensitivity decrease of 
-'-30%. The Fogle spectrograph system has angular dimensions of 11° along the slit and 
1-1.67° in the spectral dimension.
The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) operated a Blue/near-UVr instrument on the 
EXL98 aircraft. In order to address sensitivity concerns, the cam era was first used with 
the 340.7 nm filter as an imager. After this configuration satisfactorily detected emissions 
from several sprites and starters, the instrum ent was operated as a  spectrograph. The 
wavelength range of observations with the near-UV spectrograph are shown in Figure B .l.
Filtered Observations
The spectral observations obtained to date  provide some of the most important knowl­
edge of sprite  energetics, but are lacking in several respects, notably vertical spatial infor­
m ation and high time resolution (<17 ms). F ilters have been used in several experiments 
a ttem pting  to address some of these questions, both  in front of imagers, to observe spatial 
s tructu re  and variation in both sprites and je ts , and in conjunction w ith high speed pho­
'  Jen Kimball has w ritten an unpublished report on the  performance and tuning of the Deehr spectrograph.
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tom eters (operating at 20 kHz sam pling rates), to obtain  high time resolution observations. 
The ACTP color camera was used as part of the 1994, 1995, and 1998 aircraft flights. U tah 
S tate University operated a 665 nm filter (center wavelength. FWHM) with an unintensified 
CCD in order to observe one specific band of N-2( 1 PG ). As part of the EXL98 campaign, 
a 427.8 nm filter was used in front of a Dage-MTI imager, alongside an identical (but un­
filtered) imager in order to quantify the amount of N J(IN G ) emissions observed in sprites. 
Photom eters, with both  high tem poral resolution and higher sensitivity, provided blue ob­
servations of sprites from the ground, using the higher photom eter sensitivity to counter 
the very low atmospheric transm ission at the blue wavelengths (see Section 3.2.5). Each 
system is described in more detail in the following subsections.
The Alaska Color Telelvision Project Color cam era is a composite of three separate 
detectors behind a color dissecting prism block. The responses of each3 of the three ISIT 
tubes are adjusted to present the aurora 's light on a  properly adjusted National Television 
S tandards Committee (NTSC) m onitor with the same color balance as the human eye. This 
adjustm ent was necessary because typical television scene illumination is from broadband 
light sources, while auroral emissions arc prim arily No and Go band emissions. The ad just­
ment does not affect the central wavelengths or bandpasses of the three ISIT detectors, only 
their relative responses. The response of the ACTP cam era channels shown in Figure B .l 
have all been normalized.
During the Sprites'94 aircraft observations of sprites, a Canon PV10X12B. 12-120 mm. 
with an auto iris of F/2.0-F/22. zoom lens was used, but operated at all times at 12 mm 
and f/2.0. This gave a 55° H X 43° V field of view. The same zoom lens was used during 
the Peru"95 and EXL98 aircraft observations. At all times the camera was operated with 
external sync so that it was synchronized with all sim ilarly GPS synced camera.
Spectral observations in the range 500-900 nm provided evidence of ionization through 
the observations of N.J (Meinel) emissions [Morrill et al.. 1998: Bucsela et al.. 1999]. How­
ever. the possible effects of quenching on the N J (Meinel) emissions (the N.~ (Meinel) 
quenching altitude is 85 km [Vallance Jones. 1974]) and the opportunity to run cameras in 
an  aircraft (above the thickest portion of the atm osphere, so that Rayleigh scattering of
3See Wescoct et al. [1998a] Figure 7 for a  plot showing the relative response of each channel of the ACTP 
camera.
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Figure B .l. System Response and Atmospheric Emissions. The normalized logarithmic 
response of several imaging systems, molecular nitrogen emissions, and two atmospheric 
transmission plots are shown. The responses plotted include a representative unfiltered 
imager, the blue, green, and red tubes of the ACTP color camera, the ranges of the Deehr 
spectrograph and the Fogle spectrograph, the NRL near-UV spectrograph, the 340.7 nm 
filter, and the 427.8 nm filter. For comparison, the normalized, logarithmic emissions from 
the N')(1PG). N-t (Meinel), N2 (2PG ), and N j(1N G ) groups are shown. The atmospheric 
transmission as calculated using M OSART (see Section 3.2.5 for more information) is plotted 
for two different geometries: an aircraft observations (aircraft a t an altitude of 13.7 km 
observing a  sprite a t 65 km and a  distance of 175 km between the plane and sprite), and 
a m ountain top observations (observer a t 5 km altitude to a sprite at 65 km altitude and 
a distance of 500 km between the observer and the sprite. The most striking effect is the 
loss of blue transmission, largely due to Rayleigh scattering).
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blue light is not as bad, see Section 3.2.5) led to the choice of filtered blue imagery. Ground 
based observations of N?(1NG) (ionized) and N2 (2PG ) (neutral) emissions in the blue have 
been made both  with filtered imagers [Suszcynsky et al.. 1998] and filtered photometers 
[Armstrong et al., 1998: Takahashi et al., 1998]. The overlap of the ionized and non-ionized 
bands, and the relatively broad filters used in those observations made the interpretation 
of the results difficult.
The EXL98 instrum entation included a narrowly filtered 427.8 nm imager for observa­
tions of N-t(lNG ) emissions, a 340.7 nm imager (from NRL) for N-.>(2PG) emissions, and a 
blue/near-UV spectrograph (also from NRL). The EXL98 campaign used a ‘427.8 nm' filter, 
a 1.44 nm FWHM filter actually centered at 428.3 nm. specifically selected slightly red of 
the No(2PG) 426.8 nm emissions which would contam inate the filter if it had been centered 
on 427.8 run (see Figure 4.4). Observations of sprites and starters with this filter were con­
clusive evidence of ionized N .|( 1 NG) emissions [Heavner et al.. 1998]. The choice to observe
427.8 nm emissions rather than 391.4 nm emissions was determ ined by considerations of 
atmospheric transmission and instrum ental response. The 427.8 nm filter was used on a 
Burle SIT tube in an M TI/DAGE VE-10000 SIT camera which was identical to the narrow 
field unfiltered camera used on the plane. The filter was the first element in the optical 
train (rather than placed at a telecentric point), so off-axis incoming light experiences a 
different filter response, as shown in Figure B.2. At 5° angle of incidence (almost the corner 
of the image) the peak response has shifted approximately .4 nm. but most significantly the 
‘skirts' of the filter response have shifted enough to include some response in the N-.>(2PG) 
emissions. Careful analysis must be made to insure th a t the imaged light is not from the 
N>(2PG) band. Analysis of the 427.8 nm filter da ta  in conjunction with data  from the blue 
channel of the ACTP color camera and NRL’s 340.7 nm filter allow for such determination.
The EXL98 campaign also used a 340.7 nm filter4 (~10 nm FWHM) which imaged only 
N-)(2PG) emissions. The filter was used in front of a Nikor 145 105 mm f/4.5 quartz/fluorite 
camera. The intensifier is a  near-UV/visible ITT Micro Channel Plate, which is imaged 
using a Pulnix TM6701AN 1/2” CCD array. The 340.7 nm filter was placed in front of the 
first lens of the camera, so the effects of off-axis light must also be considered, and it is seen 
that the peak response is shifted by about .4 nm a t 10°angle of incidence.
4 Provided and operated by the Naval Research Laboratory.
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Figure B.2. Angle of Incidence Dependence of 427.8 nm Filter. This plot shows the depen­
dence of the central wavelength of the 427.8 nm filter on the angle of incidence of incoming 
light. The prim ary concern is the leakage of 426.8 nm N->(2PG) light through the filter, 
and perhaps this would be better illustrated using by showing the full filter response for 3 
different wavelengths.
The prim ary use of intensified television recording systems for the data  in this thesis 
requires that several tim ing issues be addressed. The television systems used by the 
Geophysical Institu te  are drop-frame NTSC systems which run at 29.97 frames per second. 
The use of the H orita tim ing system  both  provides a time stam p (using the SM PTE time 
code standard) and  a  common sync pulse to all video cameras. Furtherm ore, since the 
Horita system  uses GPS for timing, the use of multiple Horita systems allows for spatially 
separated cam era systems (e.g. the two aircraft platforms from the summ er of 1994. or 
the simultaneous observations from both  Mt. Evans and WIRO ) to be sync-locked. The 
arrival time of the sync pulse to each cam era attached to a single Horita synch generator 
is simultaneous to <.5fis. and between two spatially separated cameras the synch pulse is
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Figure B.3. CCD vs SIT readout, clearly illustrating image dum p vs. scan read out.
accurate to <10ps. The use of several types of cameras (the Dage M TI system, the Pulnix 
ICCD. and the ISIT) with different types of readout also lead to tim ing issues.
Camera Readout
The use o f multiple synced cameras can provide clear examples of the differences in 
their respective readout methodology. Figure B.3 illustrates th a t the CCD integrates the 
entire image plane for 17 ms and then "dumps” the array when it receives the video sync 
pulse, whereas the SIT system  is a  "scan-readout” type devices, meaning that the sync 
pulse triggers the readout of the top left comer, then the first scan line is readout to the 
right and the scan lines are readout sequentially. Figure B.3 shows th a t the sprite observed 
at July 24. 1996 3:58:24:00 SM PTE, or 3:58:23.970 UTC, actually began on the 177th scan 
line (out of 243), approxim ately midway through the first video field. The time code stam p 
is inserted into the video d a ta  stream  at the point corresponding to the beginning of the 
field (the upper left pixel). Because of the scan readout, we can add 12.4 milliseconds to
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Figure B.4. SM PTE Time Code Showing Effects of drop frames. The plot shows a total of 
ten minutes worth of frames.
the initiation time of the sprite, so the GPS locked camera first observed light from the 
sprite a t 3:58:23.9824.
SMPTE Time Code
The video observations are tim e-tagged using the SM PTE time code, a broadcast video 
time standard that is recorded in the HH:MM:SS;FF format where FF is a frame number 
between 00 and 29. This gives the television frame rate of 30 frames/second. Each frame is 
made of two interlaced fields, so video d a ta  resolution of 1/60 of a second is possible with 
standard  VCR equipm ent (the University of Alaska Group uses 3/4" beta broadcast quality 
recorders, other groups use SVHS recorders). The interlaced video fields are marked so that 
when deinterlaced, the first field is tagged such tha t a comma (.) separates the second and 
frame numbers, while the second field is tagged so tha t a semi-colon (:) separates the second 
and frame numbers. However, SM PTE is actually a drop frame counting m ethod in order
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to compensate for the NTSC frame rate of 29.97 frames per second. This means th a t the 
00 and 0 1  frames are dropped a t the sta rt of each minute except minutes which are even 
multiples of 10. During the drop-fram e cycle, error accumulates at .001 sec. per sec. until 
the minute is reached at which tim e a  .066 second compensation is inserted by dropping 2 
frames. Figure B.4 illustrates the  saw tooth pattern  this creates in time code over a  ten 
minute period.
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